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SUMMARY
Public concern about global warming is increasing and methane, the major compo-
nent of natural gas, is one of the most important greenhouse gases to be monitored
and prevented from being added to the atmosphere. In order to reduce the fugitive
methane emissions from industries, exhaust gases must be combusted before venting
into the atmosphere. Special types of reactors such as Reverse Flow Reactors (RFR),
Multi Port Switching Reactors (MPSR) are known to perform well for eﬄuent treat-
ments particularly when fugitive emissions are considered. The focus of this research
is to develop suitable operational and control strategies for autothermal reactors that
combust fugitive methane emissions.
A two dimensional heterogeneous model developed from first principles has been
used to represent the Reverse Flow Reactor (as given in Salomons et al., 2004). The
Multiphysics-software COMSOL which uses Finite Element Method (FEM) to solve
the governing equations has been used. Model validation is done by comparing the
temperature and the concentration profiles available in the literature. To start with,
the model is used to study the behavior of the system for varying feed and initial con-
ditions.
To avoid being insular by only considering numerical simulations, theoretical stud-
ies on the model equations have been carried out. A model to represent the RFR
behavior adequately involves highly nonlinear equations. We make use of scaling
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analysis to systematically analyze and understand the operation of complex pro-
cesses such as the RFR. Using simple mathematical operations, the model equations
are non-dimensionalized, scaled of order one and used to determine the contributions
of several physical phenomena taking place in the system. The scale factors help
to elucidate various analytical expressions useful for suggesting efficient operational
strategies for the RFR. Based on a specified error tolerance, model approximation can
also be performed and justified. The sensitivity of important operational parameters
that determine sustainability (i.e., maximum temperature and overall conversion) to
variables such as reactor length, switching time and mass transfer rate are also ana-
lyzed for the cyclic-steady-state condition. The results obtained through scaling and
sensitivity analysis provide operational strategies for the RFR.
In RFR, the flow is switched such that the reaction front is retained inside the reac-
tor itself. This makes the process feasible for combusting lean feeds. However, under
rich feed conditions, combustion reactions liberate more heat leading to possible cat-
alyst deactivation. On the other hand, it is possible to extract heat continuously from
the system - this is a viable way of maintaining acceptable thermal conditions in the
reactor and consequently retaining catalyst activity. Thus, extensive studies on the
amount of heat that can be removed from the system without losing the sustainabil-
ity while preventing catalyst damage have been accomplished. A simple event based
control strategy is implemented for switching the inlet and outlet ports (flow rever-
sal). For generality, issues relating to the operation of reverse flow reactors with side
feeding and the possibility of extraction of useful heat from such systems are also ex-
amined.
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RFRs and MPSRs are known to be efficient for combusting fugitive emissions. Both
these reactors have their own merits and demerits from an operational point of view.
RFR may be more efficient than MPSR under certain operating conditions and vice
versa. These two reactor types differ only by the means of flow switching. In a
RFR, the flow is switched in the opposite direction of the fluid flow direction and in
a MPSR, the flow is switched along the direction of the flow. Both reactor opera-
tions are tested and the simulation results indicate that a RFR is efficient for lean
feed conditions while a MPSR is appropriate for rich feed conditions. Based on this
observation, a new reactor configuration has been proposed and shown to be efficient
even under drastically changing operating conditions.
Under extremely rich feed conditions, the results show that heat extraction alone
is not a sufficient manipulated variable. Other manipulated variables like feed dilu-
tion or hot gas removal should also be included in the control methodology. Thus,
advanced control strategies need to be employed for perfect control. For this pur-
pose, the study has been extended to obtain a low order model via model reduction.
Using the reduced model, advanced process control has been implemented. The pe-
riodic flow reversals effected on the system makes it both continuous and discrete
in nature (i.e., a hybrid system). Control of this system is challenging due to the
unsteady-state behavior of the process along with its hybrid nature. Although Model
Predictive Control (MPC) is proven to be a powerful technique for several processes,
it becomes less effective in systems such as the RFR where the model prediction er-
rors and the effect of disturbances on the plant output repeat from time to time. In
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such cases, control can be improved if the repetitive error pattern is exploited. A
novel Repetitive Model Predictive Control (RMPC) strategy, that combines the ba-
sic concepts of Iterative Learning Control (ILC) and Repetitive Control (RC) along
with the concepts of MPC, is proposed for such systems. The above mentioned con-
trol strategy and the heat extraction strategy discussed earlier for RFR can be easily
extended for MPSR and also for the proposed new reactor configuration.
11. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Global warming - a weapon of mass destruction
Global warming has gained much attention recently. In fact, environmentalists claim
that ‘Global warming is a weapon of mass destruction (Houghton, 2004)’. There
is more and more mounting evidence that global warming is slowly but relentlessly
changing the face of the planet due to the continuous addition of greenhouse gases
(GHG) into the atmosphere as a result of various human activities.
Public concern about global warming has increased by far and thus focus on monitor-
ing and control of almost all GHGs has been made. Carbon dioxide (CO2) is the most
prevalent GHG and methane (CH4), the major component of natural gas, is second
in importance. The contribution of carbon dioxide to GHG potential is around 64%
and that of methane is around 19% (Moore et al., 1998). Methane concentration in
the atmosphere has more than doubled during the last two hundred years. Continued
increase in atmospheric CH4 concentrations at the current rate (approximately 1%
per year) is likely to contribute more to future climatic changes than any other gas
(except carbon dioxide) and lead to unpredictable consequences on the earth. Signif-
icant rise in sea levels, chaotic weather patterns, and catastrophic droughts may be
caused just by a small increase in average global temperature.
21.2 Fugitive methane emissions
Environmentally concerned scientists and researchers are finding ways to combat eco-
pollution and thereby global warming. When GHGs are considered, the Global Warm-
ing Potential (GWP)1 of methane is 21 times higher than that of carbon dioxide.
This difference indicates that combustion of methane to carbon dioxide will sub-
stantially reduce the global warming potential. Combustion of one ton of methane
yields 2.75 tons of carbon dioxide with a net reduction in GWP of 87% (Hayes, 2004).
Methane emissions can be broadly classified into two types. The first type is the
concentrated emissions, where the stream is essentially a natural gas. The second
type is the dilute emissions, where the stream is air with less than 1% v/v of natural
gas. Methane is emitted through leaks in natural gas transmission facilities such as
pipelines, compressor stations, upstream oil and gas production facilities etc. For
example, during petroleum extraction, the dissolved gas is brought to the surface
along with the liquid oil. In low flow rate oil wells, collection of the dissolved gas is
often considered unprofitable and vented into the atmosphere leading to air pollution.
In the hierarchy of waste management techniques it is better to prevent harmful
emissions from being generated in the first place. If this laudable objective is not
practically feasible, the treatment of emissions to produce less harmful substances is
worthy of detailed consideration. Moreover, these emissions are a source of wasted
energy, which, if captured, can be used as a fuel to provide useful energy.
1Global warming potential (GWP) is a measure of how much a given mass of greenhouse gas is
estimated to contribute to global warming. It is a relative scale which compares the gas in question
to that of the same mass of carbon dioxide. The GHG potential is defined as the ratio of the heat
trapped by one unit mass of that GHG to the heat trapped by one unit mass of carbon dioxide. It
is calculated based on the quantity of heat emitted, life cycle of GHG in atmosphere and infrared
energy absorption properties.
31.3 Catalytic combustion of methane
It is believed that combustion is an efficient way of handling methane emissions. Also,
methane combustion is an exothermic reaction and hence, we can efficiently use the
heat produced from combustion. Hence, the combustion process helps not only in
preventing environmental degradation but also in harnessing useful energy. Methods
for burning fugitive methane emissions and recovering waste heat are being studied
intensely by many researchers. The methane concentration in fugitive emissions is of-
ten too low to be destroyed by conventional combustion processes because of the high
flammability limits (about 5 - 16% by volume for methane in air). Under such condi-
tions, homogeneous combustion is infeasible and catalytic combustion is advocated.
Catalytic combustion is a flameless process which can be used to oxidize emissions
that cannot sustain a conventional flame. Furthermore, catalytic combustion nor-
mally occurs at lower temperatures when compared with conventional combustion
processes and thus produces fewer harmful byproducts. The combustion unit is also
smaller and can be located in or near areas where conventional units will not be
allowed (Hayes and Kolaczkowski, 1997)).
1.4 Autothermal operation
Practically, the exhaust stream to be treated varies both in composition and velocity.
Depending on the methane concentration, flow rate, temperature and other operat-
ing conditions, a variety of catalytic reactor configurations can be used. For waste
treatment processes, the most technically and economically viable process to mini-
mize impact on the environment and to meet emission limits specified by regulatory
4bodies will be a sustainable autothermal process. In general, catalytic combustion
methods are limited by a requirement for process autothermal behavior. To be exact,
the reaction heat generated in the system has to be sufficient enough to heat up the
inlet reactant flow upto the ignition temperature to initiate the reaction. When the
fugitive methane streams are at low temperatures, a significant amount of heat is re-
quired to preheat the feed and it is quite difficult to achieve autothermal operation.
In fugitive emission treatments, when the focus is on methane combustion, special
type of reactors can be employed to obtain sustainable autothermal operation. In
other words, by controlling the process parameters, the temperature inside the reactor
can be maintained at an optimum range for the reactor to stay ignited at all conditions
while maintaining the specified exit methane concentration. A detailed review on the
concepts of autothermal fixed bed reactors can be obtained from Kolios et al. (2000).
1.5 Conventional autothermal reactor
Figure 1.1 shows a catalytic reactor coupled to a feed eﬄuent heat exchanger. The
heat produced in the catalyst section (B) is used to preheat the feed by a counter
current heat exchanger (A) leading to autothermal operation. In any autothermal
reactor, a minimum feed concentration is necessary to sustain the ignited steady
state. This concentration can be represented in terms of adiabatic temperature rise
(∆Tad), where
∆Tad =
∑
I(−HRi)/Migi
cpg
(1.1)
5A 
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Fig. 1.1. Reactor with feed eﬄuent heat exchanger.
with I as the total number of reactive species, HRi as the reaction enthalpy for species
i with molar mass M and mass fraction g. cpg is the specific heat capacity of the gas
phase. The minimum adiabatic temperature rise for stable autothermal operation de-
pends on the efficiency of the heat exchange and on the ignition temperature. The
ignition temperature in turn is dependent on the reactive component to be combusted
and on the catalyst activity. Thus, the appropriate operation to reach or exceed the
ignition temperature is dependent on the feed concentration and on the efficiency of
the heat exchange.
The respective interplay for the conventional design is shown in Figure 1.2. The fig-
ure shows the temperature profiles for two different feed concentrations given in terms
of the adiabatic temperature rise ∆Tad. As long as total conversion is achieved, the
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Fig. 1.2. Temperature profiles for two different feed concentrations
given in terms of the adiabatic temperature rise(∆Tad). Taken from
Nieken et al., 1994a.
7adiabatic temperature rise equals the effective temperature difference in the counter-
current heat exchanger. Doubling of ∆Tad therefore doubles the temperature differ-
ence between the cold gas feed and the reactor entrance since the temperature slope
in the heat exchanger is proportional to ∆Tad (Nieken et al., 1994a).
For a given heat exchanger, a certain feed concentration (∆Tad) is necessary to reach
a required ignition temperature. When the adiabatic temperature rise of the reac-
tion considered is small, the reactants will not be heated to the ignition temperature
and this may result in reaction extinction. Moreover, if a slow reacting species like
methane is considered, the ignition temperature is above 900 K. To avoid any extinc-
tion problems, large heat transfer area is required. This in turn, may lead to economic
penalties and even infeasibilities (Nieken et al., 1994a). Consequently such conven-
tional autothermal reactors are not an attractive option. Under such conditions,
alternate reactor configurations for forced unsteady-state operations are preferred.
1.6 Forced Unsteady-State Reactor Operation
The idea of operating a given reactor under unsteady-state conditions by periodic
variations in the operating parameters of the system has been advocated for long in
the world of chemical engineering (Douglas and Rippin, 1966; Douglas, 1967; Horn
and Lin, 1967; Horn, 1967; Bittani et al., 1973; Guardabassi et al., 1974; Watanabe
et al., 1981). For instance, by maintaining a heterogeneous catalytic reactor under
unsteady-state, the selectivity and the catalytic activity can be enhanced by main-
taining the concentration and temperature distributions at an optimum level (refer
Table 1.1). Although numerous theoretical, numerical and experimental results prove
8that the unsteady-state operations are beneficial, more efforts are required to eluci-
date ways to reach the maximum possible improvement (Yadav and Rinker, 1989). In
this work, the most important autothermal reactors (Reverse Flow Reactors (RFR)
and Loop Reactors (LR)), which are operated under unsteady-state conditions, are
studied.
The advantages of RFR and LR over simple once through autothermal reactors have
been demonstrated well in the past (Nieken et al., 1994a; Sceintuch and Nekhamkina,
2005). The prevailing benefits of these reactor types result essentially from the nature
of heat loss in the reactor. In a simple once through operation, the reaction heat is
dissipated by convection, whereas in the flow reversal reactor or loop reactor, the
heat loss is based on the operating condition and flow switching. In RFR, with fast
switching, heat is lost mainly by conduction and with slow switching, heat is lost by
convection. In loop reactors with proper rotating hot-spot patterns, the temperature
of the hot zone can be averaged over the whole reactor. Also, better performance can
be achieved through uniform feed dispersion throughout the catalyst section in the
loop reactor. Thus, through suitable operating conditions, the temperature of the hot
zone can be maintained above the ignition point of the reactant stream. This feature
makes both RFR and LR to be attractive for treating fugitive emissions. The main
advantage of such reactor types, especially for combustion processes, is that the bed
temperature can be controlled by varying the heat loss in the system through simple
valve switching mechanisms.
9Table 1.1
Examples of processes with improved performance under Forced
Unsteady-State Operations (Boreskov and Matros, 1984).
Process Control Effect
Oxidation of sulfur anhy-
dride on vanadium catalyst
(Unni et al., 1973)
Initial mixture composi-
tion
Increase of conversion
Polymerization of olefins
on Ziegler-Natta catalysts
(Claybaugh et al., 1969)
Hydrogen concentration Change in the distribution
of molecular weights
Polymerization of styrene
(Crone and Renken, 1979)
Concentration of
styrene and initiator
Increase of yield
Production of ethyl acetate
in the catalyst stationary
bed (Leupold and Renken,
1977)
Concentration of acetic
acid
Decrease of catalyst deacti-
vation
Ethylene hydrogenation on
platinum-aluminium cata-
lyst (Helmrich et al., 1974;
Renken et al., 1975)
Space velocity of the ini-
tial mixture
Increase of productivity
Ethylene oxidation on
supported silver catalyst
(Renken et al., 1976)
Initial mixture composi-
tion
Increase of selectivity
Chlorination of n-decane in
two phase adiabatic reactor
with a stirrer (Ding et al.,
1974)
Concentration of n-
decane
Change in selectivity
Ethanol dehydrogenation in
the catalyst bed (Denis and
Kabel, 1970 a and b)
Temperature of the
cooling agent
Increase of the rate of chem-
ical conversion
Oxidation of butane, cyclo-
hexane on platinum nets
(Wandrey and Renken,
1973 and 1977)
Initial mixture composi-
tion
Change in selectivity
Oxidation of SO2 on vana-
dium catalyst (Boreskov et
al., 1983)
Switching of the direc-
tion of the reaction mix-
ture flow in the catalyst
bed
Reduction of capital invest-
ment; possibility to process
gases with variable and low
initial concentration; in-
crease of conversion
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Process Control Effect
Catalytic detoxication of
noxious industrial gases
from CO and organic sub-
stances (Boreskov et al.,
1982b)
Switching of the direc-
tion of the reaction mix-
ture flow in the catalyst
bed
Reduction of capital invest-
ment; possibility to process
gases with variable and low
initial concentration; in-
crease of conversion
Synthesis of ammonia on
iron catalyst (Boreskov et
al., 1981; Egyhazy et al.,
1998)
Switching of the direc-
tion of the reaction mix-
ture flow in the catalyst
bed
Reduction of capital invest-
ment; possibility to process
gases with variable and low
initial concentration; in-
crease of conversion
1.7 Reverse Flow Reactor
Figure 1.3 illustrates the concept of a Reverse Flow Reactor (RFR). It consists of
a packed bed reactor in which the flow direction is reversed periodically. During
startup, the reactor section is preheated (using an external heat source) to the ignition
temperature. The control valves A and D are open (valves B and C are closed) for
the forward flow (Figure 1.3(a)) and the control valves B and C are open (valves A
and D are closed) in order for the flow to be in the opposite direction, i.e., reverse
flow (Figure 1.3(b)). When the flow is in a particular direction (either forward flow
or reverse flow), the heat is trapped in the inert monolith section which is located
next to the reactor section. This trapped heat is used to heat up the feed when the
flow direction is reversed. Thus a sustained autothermal operation is possible. If the
forward and reverse flow times are equal, the operation is called symmetric reverse
flow operation. If the two flow modes have different times, then the operating mode
is called asymmetric operation. The sum of the times for forward and reverse flow is
11
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Fig. 1.3. Illustration of Reverse Flow Reactor concept (Balaji and
Lakshminarayanan, 2005).
called the cycle duration.
RFR has been proved to be feasible for combusting ambient feed of fugitive methane
emissions (Salomons et al., 2004). The main drawback of this approach is, during
rapid flow reversals, the reactants will be driven out before entering the catalyst
section. This may result in increased outlet concentration and poor utilization of the
reactor volume. Hence, under such conditions, the concept of Loop Reactors (LR)
otherwise known as Multi Port Switching Reactors (MPSR) or Network of Reactors
(NR) has been introduced (Haynes and Caram, 1994; Balaji and Lakshminarayanan,
2006).
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1.8 Loop Reactor or Multi Port Switching Reactor
The concept of the loop reactor is shown in Figure 1.4. The feed and the product
withdrawal ports are switched periodically such that no heat is allowed to go out of the
system (Brinkman et al., 1999). In Figure 1.4, the shaded areas represent the reactor
sections. The flow can either be through reactors 1-2-3-4-5 (two path lines with inlet
and outlet valves located at reactor section 1 and 5 respectively) or through reactors
1-2-3-4-5-6-7 (three path lines with inlet and outlet valves located at reactor section 1
and 7 respectively). Subsequently, the stream will be switched maintaining the same
number of path lines thereby operating the process under autothermal condition. In
these cases, the number of reactors to be preheated depends on the number of path
lines used in each flow direction. For instance, if three path lines are used, (as shown
in the figure) initially, reactors 1, 2, 3, 4 and 8 should be preheated. The flow (solid
lines) is switched when the hot zone has moved from reactor section 1-2-3-4 to reactor
section 4-5-6-7. Now the flow is switched such that the heat in reactors 5, 6, 7 & 8
are utilized. The feed port is switched near reactor section 5 (indicated by dashed
arrow) and the product is withdrawn at the exit of reactor section 3. Later, when the
hot zone has moved from 5-6-7-8 to 8-1-2-3 reactor sections, the flow (dashed lines)
is switched. Hence, after two flow-switches, the reactor has attained its initial stage
with reactors 8, 1, 2, 3 & 4 heated to ignition temperature. The difference in this
type of flow arrangement as compared to the RFR is that the inlet and the outlet
valves are switched along the direction of the flow and hence there is no flow reversal.
The loop reactor can be thought of in many forms like triangular, rectangular etc.
13
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Fig. 1.4. Illustration of the Loop Reactor concept.
1.9 Motivation and Objectives
The focus of this research is to devise suitable operational and control strategies for
periodic autothermal reactors that combust methane. Autothermal reactors like RFR
or MPSR, especially for combusting fugitive methane emissions are complex from an
operational viewpoint. The feed variability (feed concentration, flow rate etc.) often
tests the reactor sustainability. In other words, the autothermal operation of the re-
actor is highly dependent on the variability prevailing in the feed conditions. Hence,
employing such reactors in eﬄuent treatment is not encouraged much in industries
despite the numerous advantages of such reactors (RFR and MPSR) over conven-
tional autothermal reactors.
Figure 1.5 (Liu et al., 2001) shows the percentage conversion of methane and car-
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Fig. 1.5. Comparison of methane and carbon monoxide conversion
between the reverse flow operation and the unidirectional flow opera-
tion. Taken from Liu et al. (2001).
bon monoxide for both reverse flow operation and uni-directional flow operation. It
can be clearly seen that the reverse flow operation remains stable even under dras-
tic changes in the operating condition whereas the uni-directional operation dies off.
A better understanding of such systems with unique flow characteristics will help
in efficient operation of waste treatment processes. Thus, detailed theoretical and
numerical studies have to be carried out to explore the characteristics of these sys-
tems. Also, controlling such reactors (with high operational complexity) is often
cumbersome. Control strategies for these complex systems still remains a relatively
unexplored area and warrants further investigation.
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This work is focused on methane combustion in periodically operated reactors with
a view to substantially reduce the global warming potential. Considering the advan-
tages of the previously mentioned autothermal reactors (RFR and MPSR) for fugitive
methane emissions, a comprehensive study has been done to establish the feasibility
of such systems for methane combustion and to gain a better understanding in the
operation and control of such systems. In short, this work focuses on modeling, sim-
ulation and control of Reverse Flow Reactors. Initially a detailed two dimensional
heterogeneous model has been used (Salomons et al., 2004) to learn about the reactor
behavior under different conditions. After validating the model with the experimen-
tal data available in the literature, the detailed model is used as a proxy for the true
plant to facilitate advanced studies.
Before proceeding, a precise theoretical analysis on the nature of the validated model
equations and the corresponding initial and boundary conditions would help in numer-
ous ways. Analyzing the equations provides intricate details like existence of bound-
ary layers, most dominant terms in the equations, sensitivity of important parameters
etc. Also, it is wise to perform a theoretical study on such complex systems rather
than depending only on the numerically simulated results. Hence the model equa-
tions (formulated from first principles) are non-dimensionalized and scaled of order 1.
Scaling analysis has been accomplished to identify intricate facts about the system.
In addition, useful analytical expressions were derived to calculate various parame-
ters of the system without performing time consuming numerical simulations. This
analysis is exploited to reduce the model to a one dimensional pseudo-homogeneous
model. Through the scaled quantities, the dominant process characteristics and the
16
sensitivity of physical and operating parameters are determined.
It has already been discussed that two types of autothermal reactors are suitable for
treating fugitive methane emissions. By stating so, an obvious question arises about
the issue of which reactor is better and why. The answer to this question is provided
in this thesis. The primary difference between the two reactor configurations (RFR
and MPSR) is the direction of flow switching. In RFR, the flow is switched in the
opposite direction of the fluid flow direction and in MPSR, the flow is switched along
the direction of the fluid flow. This difference in flow switching makes the reactors to
be suitable for different operating conditions. Therefore, if an analysis is done to find
out which reactor will be suitable for a given condition, a composite reactor configu-
ration can be devised. The resulting reactor configuration can be operated as either
RFR or MPSR based on the prevailing operating conditions.
Having modeled and analyzed (through numerical simulations and theoretical stud-
ies) the reactors, further work is focused on devising new solutions for controlling the
reactor temperature. The control problem is viewed at maintaining the temperature
within a specified range to prevent both extinction and catalyst damage. The control
strategy and the heat extraction strategy which will be discussed later have been im-
plemented for the Reverse Flow Reactor (through simulations). However, the same
strategies can be employed for both MPSR and the proposed novel composite reac-
tor configuration without any modifications in the methodology.
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In RFR, the flow is switched such that the reaction front is retained inside the reactor
itself. This makes the process feasible for combusting lean feeds. However, when the
reactant concentration is high, more amount of heat will be produced. In such cases,
although the reactor is operated autothermally, due to the exponential dependence
of the reaction rate on temperature, the reactor temperature increases significantly
which will ultimately lead to catalyst damage. Therefore, based on the operating
conditions, some amount of heat has to be removed from the reactor. Thus, the pos-
sibility of heat extraction has to be included along with flow reversal. This includes
one more complexity in the model equations. The amount of heat that has to be
removed from the reactor to maintain the maximum temperature within a specified
range has been calculated taking into account the idea of flow reversal and the reac-
tor sustainability.
Under extremely rich feed conditions (under abnormal conditions), in spite of heat
extraction, the temperature increases beyond the allowable limit. Therefore, heat ex-
traction alone is not a sufficient manipulated variable. Other manipulated variables
like feed dilution or hot gas removal should also be included in the control method-
ology. Including more than one manipulated variable is then essential. Moreover, for
such a complex system which has both continuous and discrete natures (hybrid sys-
tem), employing advanced control strategies will be more proficient. However, such
control methods need a simple model in order to compute the control action within
reasonable time. The simple model must represent the system characteristics to the
required accuracy for the control action to be perfect. For this purpose, the study has
been extended to obtain low order modeling (model reduction) with the knowledge
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obtained earlier from scaling analysis of the design equations. For hybrid systems like
RFR, it will be more appropriate if the periodicity is also included in the control al-
gorithm. Thus, a novel control strategy suitable for periodic systems is formulated.
The notion behind the proposed strategy is obtained by combining the basic concepts
of Iterative Learning Control (ILC) and Repetitive Control (RC) along with Model
Predictive Control (MPC) concepts. This control strategy, incorporating the idea of
periodicity in it, has been implemented and successfully tested (via simulations) for
the first time in RFR systems.
In a nutshell, the principal aim of this research is to explore the viability of autother-
mal reactors (especially RFR) used for treating fugitive methane emissions. The
major contributions of this work can be summarized as follows:
1. A comprehensive study on the behavior of the Reverse Flow Reactor under
various operating conditions.
2. Non-dimensionalization and Scaling Analysis of the design equations to study
the sensitivity of various physical and operating parameters on the reactor sustain-
ability.
3. Derive useful analytical expressions through scaling analysis to be useful for
other purposes like model based control or reduced order modeling.
4. Control the maximum temperature of the reactor by implementing logic based
controller along with extracting maximum amount of heat which can be used for other
purposes like generating electricity.
5. Comparison of the performance of RFR with MPSR under varying operating
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conditions and devising a new reactor configuration suitable for almost all operating
conditions.
6. Model reduction followed by employing advanced control strategies like Repet-
itive Nonlinear Model Predictive Control for controlling the maximum temperature
and the exit concentration in the Reverse Flow Reactor.
1.10 Organization of the Thesis
The thesis has seven chapters. Chapter 1 provides the background on autother-
mal reactors and the motivation behind this project. Chapter 2 presents an ex-
haustive review of the Reverse Flow Reactors and its characteristics followed by a
detailed description of the design equations used in this study. In Chapter 3, non-
dimensionalization and the scaling analysis of the model equations are demonstrated
followed by sensitivity analysis of various important operating parameters. Sub-
sequently, a complete study on the possibilities of heat extraction from the reactor
along with a logic based controller has been elucidated in Chapter 4. The performance
of RFR and MPSR under varying feed conditions is studied and a novel composite
reactor configuration is proposed in Chapter 5. The importance of including the sys-
tem periodicity in the control algorithm and the implementation of advanced control
strategy for the Reverse Flow Reactor has been explicated in Chapter 6. Finally, con-
clusions and recommendations for further studies in this interesting field are given in
Chapter 7. A snapshot of the entire work is shown as a flowchart in Figure 1.6. The
figure highlights the nature of the work in each chapter and the corresponding flow
and connection between chapters.
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Fig. 1.6. Flowchart representing the nature of work in each chapter
and the flow and connection between chapters.
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW, MODELING AND
SIMULATION
2.1 Introduction
The concept of a catalytic reverse flow reactor has a long history starting from the first
patent issued to Cottrell (1938) for exhaust purification. Later, Frank-Kamenetski
(1955) rejuvenated the concept for heterogeneous exothermic reactions. Since then,
many researchers have used the flow reversal concept for many applications such as
oxidation and ammonia synthesis processes where heat trapping is of significant ad-
vantage. Numerous prominent investigations were also accomplished for different
industrial problems (Bunimovich et al., 1990; Gosiewski, 1993). Thus, both academic
and application engineers were keen at exploring the flow reversal concept further.
Cottrell (1938) performed VOC incineration in regenerative thermal oxidizers. Two
packed beds and one hollow combustion chamber were used for this purpose. The
polluted air was heated in the first packed bed followed by VOC destruction in the
combustion chamber. The treated air was then cooled in the second packed bed. The
flow direction through the system was reversed periodically. The notion of reverse
flow operation was first formed in this fashion. A similar operation was then tested
for oxidizing nitrogen to nitric oxide (Gilbert and Daniels, 1948). In the above stud-
ies, a combustion chamber was used instead of a catalytic bed. Later, remarkable
studies were carried out in this area with a view to invent a catalytic process result-
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ing in four patents (Houston, 1975; Fujii, 1977a, b and c).
Later, the reverse flow concept was applied to sulfur dioxide oxidation process by
Boreskov and Matros (1984), for carbon monoxide oxidation by Boreskov et al. (1984)
(as quoted in Thullie and Kurpas, 2002). The high adiabatic temperature rise in such
units made the hot zone temperature to exceed the ignition point of the lean reactant
stream. Thus, such systems are more appropriate for catalytic processes like VOC
oxidation and NO reduction (Tullilah et al., 2003 a & b). Other applications of this
technology were aimed at improving conversion of exothermic reversible equilibrium-
limited reactions like SO2 oxidation, methanol synthesis and ammonia synthesis. A
detailed review of the various types of reactions carried out using the reverse flow
concept and the corresponding list of the journal publications dealing with the par-
ticular reaction type is given in Table 2.1.
Recent studies and applications in this field were initiated by Matros, Boreskov and
their research team in Novosibirsk. Matros (1985) tested the reactor for ammonia
synthesis and revealed that after each reversion of the flow, a reaction zone with
much higher temperature than the rest of the bed was formed which traveled through
the catalytic bed in the direction of flow. Matros and Bunimovich (1996) showed the
existence of large dynamic temperature differences along the catalyst bed due to the
heat coupling between the catalytic bed and the reacting gas. This moving profile
should be monitored as it may cause high temperature gradients which may damage
the catalytic bed. Thullie and Kurpas (2002) found that the velocity of this reaction
zone was much slower than the velocity of reacting gas passing through the reactor.
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Table 2.1
Review of various types of reactions carried out using reverse flow concept and the corresponding journal publications.
Type of reaction carried out in RFR Journal Publications
Dehydrogenation reactions (Ethanol to
ethylene and diethyl ether, Ethyl benzene to
Styrene, isobutyric acid to methacrylic acid)
Denis and Kabel, 1970; Wandrey and Renken, 1971; Snyder and Subramaniam, 1994
& 1998; Seuffert et al., 1997; Kolios and Eigenberger, 1999;
Oxidation of SO2 over Vanadium Pentoxide
catalyst
Boreskov et al., 1982a; Boreskov and Matros, 1984; Sapundzhiev et al., 1988; Matros,
1989; Sapundzhiev et al., 1990; Bunimovich et al., 1990; Isozaki, 1990; Levina et
al., 1990; Silveston et al., 1994; Bunimovich et al., 1995; Burghardt, 2003;
Catalytic treatment of Organic compounds Boreskov et al., 1984; Eigenberger and Nieken, 1988; Matros et al., 1988; Sa-
pundzhiev et al., 1988; Matros, 1989; Matros et al., 1989; Chumachenko and Matros,
1990; Sapundzhiev et al., 1991; Matros et al., 1993; Sapundzhiev et al., 1993; Eigen-
berger and Nieken, 1994; Nieken et al., 1994 a & b; van de Beld et al., 1994; Chaouki
et al., 1994; Purwono et al., 1994; Salinger and Eigenberger, 1996; van de Beld et
al., 1994; van de Beld and Westerterp, 1997; Cunill et al., 1997; Niu et al., 2003;
Selective NOx reduction Sadakata et al., 1981; Agar and Ruppel, 1988 a and b; Bobrova et al., 1988;Kotter
et al., 1992; Noskov et al., 1993; Jirat et al., 1999; Matros et al., 1999; Galle et al.,
2001; Platte et al., 2006; Fissore et al., 2006 a & b;
Reversible reactions Boreskov and Matros, 1984; Matros, 1989; Young et al., 1992;
Combined endothermic and exothermic re-
actions
Heggs, 1986; Heggs and Abdullah, 1986; Blanks et al., 1990; Haynes et al., 1992;
Kulkarni and Dudukovic, 1996, 1997 and 1998; Annaland et al., 2001; Annaland et
al., 2002 a and b; Annaland and Nijssen, 2002; Kolios et al., 2002; Glocker et al.,
2003; Glockler et al., 2004;
Methanol Synthesis Matros, 1989; Thullie and Burghardt, 1990; Neophydites and Froment, 1992; Van-
den Bussche et al., 1993; Velardi and Barresi, 2002;
Partial Oxidation of Methane / Production
of Synthesis Gas
Blanks et al., 1990; de Groote et al., 1996; Gosiewski et al., 1999; de Smet et al.,
2001; Mitri et al., 2004; Kaisare et al., 2005 a, b and c; Neumann and Veser, 2005;
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They also suggested the injection of cold gas between the catalyst beds to mix with
the main stream which was at a much higher temperature. Such operation of the
reactor requires a proper selection of reactor parameters and also incoming cold gas
flow rate. When the injection mass flow rate is too high in comparison to the main
stream, the reactor may cool down and the reaction on the catalyst surface may even
cease.
Caram and Viecco (2004) studied the possibility of applying flow reversal concept for
chromatographic reactors. They showed that reverse flow catalytic reactors could be
used efficiently to improve conversion with reduced amount of catalyst. They also
showed that for consecutive reaction systems, the yield and selectivity could be in-
creased considerably using such reactors. The concept of an asymmetric periodic
reverse flow reactor was also developed (Dudukovic, 1999) to combine an exothermic
reaction, which would heat the bed during each odd semi-cycle, and an endothermic
reaction, which would cool the bed during each even semi-cycle.
It has been established that the RFR carries numerous advantages such as: autother-
mal operation, sustainability even under very poor feed conditions (for exothermic
reactions), longer catalyst life, high performance, etc. In spite of these benefits, only a
few industries employ the flow reversal concept owing to the intricacies in controlling
the reactor operation. The control of a catalytic reverse flow reactor is complicated
due to its hybrid nature. That is, within each phase, the system evolves continu-
ously according to the physical laws governing that phase (i.e., continuous behavior),
and when the flow is reversed, the system makes a phase transition (i.e., discrete be-
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havior). In simple words, both continuous and discrete behavior are present. The
control of these hybrid systems is largely an unexplored area of research and requires
attention to fully exploit the potential of the reverse flow reactor. These issues have
motivated the present research.
Most of the recent investigations and studies of the reverse flow reactors have fo-
cused on the dynamics of the reactor. By using high fidelity mathematical models
and numerical simulations, it is possible to better understand the behavior of the re-
actor. In general, models were developed based on the specific needs of a particular
study. Several recommendations were made to attain the minimal accuracy require-
ments to describe the required characteristics of the reactor. Concerning the mass
balance, a heterogeneous model was generally employed with a linear expression for
the mass transfer term (e.g. Sapundzhiev et al., 1990; Sapundzhiev et al., 1991; Xiao
and Yuan, 1994; Nieken et al., 1995; van de Beld and Westerterp, 1996; Salinger and
Eigenberger, 1996). The effect of convective and diffusive terms for energy (both fluid
and solid phases) and mass balances are also included to increase the accuracy. There
are other noteworthy investigations where a relatively simple homogeneous model was
used (Eigenberger and Nieken, 1988; Gawdzik and Rakowski, 1989; Gosiewski, 1993).
Vanden Bussche et al. (1993) introduced mass and energy capacity terms for both the
bulk gas and the gas phase inside the catalyst pores to obtain a more accurate model.
Concerning specifically about the energy balance, Kiselev et al. (1988) found that the
inclusion of heat dissipation (through several means such as axial heat conduction,
heat transfer between the phases or heat transfer inside the catalyst pellets) is very
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important. Rehacek et al. (1992, 1998) found that complicated regimes generated in-
side the reactors can be found accurately only after introducing axial dispersion (in
the gas phase) and axial heat conduction terms in the model. Gosiewski (1993) fo-
cused on the importance of the gas-solid heat transfer coefficient and observed that
an overall radial heat transfer coefficient has to be introduced to account for radial
heat losses.
Furthermore, Sapundzhiev et al. (1988), van de Beld and Westerterp (1996) added a
heat balance term for the reactor wall considering the significance of its heat capac-
ity. They showed that, due to the presence of a thick insulation layer, a considerable
heat buffer had been created and the performance of the model could be improved
by considering the heat capacity of the reactor wall. However, Sapundzhiev and his
co-workers (1990) observed that heat losses could be neglected for reactors with an
inner diameter larger than 1 m. This is due to the fact that the gas-solid heat transfer
coefficient becomes less significant with increasing column diameter. Khinast et al.
(1999) showed that an accurate modeling for cases with larger temperature difference
between the solid and the gas phase can be carried out by using a two-dimensional
model. A two-dimensional heterogeneous model that accounted for radial dispersion
(Sapundzhiev et al., 1988; van de Beld and Westerterp, 1996; Aube and Sapoundjiev,
2000; Fissore et al., 2005) along with a complete energy balance for the reactor wall
and the thermal insulation were also proposed.
The numerical procedures to solve the mathematical models were focused mainly on
the computational time reduction by simplifying the models (eg. to one dimension),
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or by fixing the boundary conditions with respect to time at the beginning and at the
end of the half cycle. By fixing the boundary conditions, the need to solve the model
for long transient period before reaching steady-state was avoided (Gupta and Bha-
tia, 1991; Sapundzhiev et al., 1993). Using this technique, approximate results for
temperature profiles can be obtained from which basic parametric studies can be es-
tablished. Bhatia (1991) developed perturbation solution for the RFR operation with
high switching frequencies to reduce the high computational time needed to solve the
complex transient equations. Limiting cases and approximate solutions using such
strategies can be obtained from Nieken et al. (1995) and Ramdani et al. (2001).
A summary of minimization algorithms for directly obtaining the cyclic steady-state
of the reverse flow reactor without any dynamic simulations can be obtained from
Gosiewski (2004). Also, general methods for deriving shortcut models of fast switch-
ing systems can be obtained from Gorbach et al. (2005). In these studies, reduced
models were built based on the assumption of frozen dynamic variables (only cata-
lyst temperature was the dynamic variable). Model reduction was carried out mainly
by the ratio of the cycle period and the characteristic time constants of the indi-
vidual state variables. Fast Switching Model and the Circulating Cross Flow Model
(CCFM) are the two extreme bounded models often used to represent a given system
(Gorbach et al., 2005).
With a well developed and validated mathematical model for the reactor system, vari-
ous studies were done using advanced numerical simulations. Eigenberger and Nieken
(1988) investigated the influence of the operating parameters on the shape of the tem-
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perature profiles in the stationary state as well as the stability of the ignited state
using a mathematical model. The advantages of inert front and end sections and of
hot gas withdrawal from the center of the reactor were discussed. They found the fol-
lowing outcomes:
a) The lower the rate constant, the higher the maximum temperature
b) The lower the activation energy, the higher the maximum temperature
c) The lower the Peclet number, the lower the maximum temperature and the
slope of the temperature profile
d) Maximum allowable cycle period is larger when activation energy is larger
Snyder and Subramaniam (1993) performed a numerical simulation for flow reversal
reactor for SO2 oxidation processes. They found the maximum temperature gradient
at the entrance of the bed just after a change in flow direction. They also suggested
that a suitable change in operating condition is sufficient for preventing the reac-
tion extinction, because the catalyst bed itself acts as a heat reservoir and hence the
extinction process will be relatively slow. A numerical simulation of a reverse flow
NOx − SCR (Selective Catalytic Reduction) reactor was proposed by the same au-
thors in 1998. This simulation was developed to demonstrate the concept of periodic
reverse flow operation of a SCR reactor with side stream addition of ammonia lead-
ing to enhanced ammonia trapping in the catalytic packed bed reactor.
Budman et al. (1996) performed a parametric study on the open loop behavior of
a packed bed reactor recuperator system operating under the concept of periodic
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flow reversal for carbon monoxide oxidation over a Pt/alumina catalyst. They pro-
duced a series of parametric maps showing regions of operating conditions for which
the system may exhibit runaway, stable operation or reaction extinction. Optimal
operating conditions like cycle time and heat transfer coefficient can be extracted
directly from these maps. They also studied the control of the RFR by comparing
feedback PID control of the exit concentration with model based feed forward control.
de Groote et al. (1996) demonstrated the production of synthesis gas from natural
gas in a fixed bed reactor with reverse flow reactor concept. They performed many
simulation studies to investigate the feasibility of producing synthesis gas by oxidiz-
ing natural gas over a Ni-catalyst. They concluded that the production was indeed
feasible. They used one-dimensional unsteady-state heterogeneous reactor model and
studied the influence of several reactor operating conditions such as interstitial veloc-
ity and reactor length on the reactor performance. From the simulation results, they
showed that by decreasing the interstitial velocity, a lower maximum peak temper-
ature in the catalyst bed could be obtained - this is favorable from a controllability
standpoint. The results also imply that longer half-cycle duration reduces the effect
of the perturbations occurring upon the flow reversal. It was also noticed that the
difference in reactor length only reflected in the conversion of the reactants and not
on the selectivity of the products.
Grozev and Sapundzhiev (1997) simulated a periodic gas flow reversal reactor. They
discussed the possibility of removing a significant part of the reaction heat from the
reaction zone and the effect of catalyst inactivation on reactor performance. In their
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work, the heat capacity of heat exchanger as well as the temperature dynamics was
disregarded. The effect of temperature drop in the heat exchanger, switchover time
and the gas velocity on maximum reactor temperature and outlet temperature from
the reactor were taken into consideration. They also showed that there was a possi-
bility of heat removal even after several fold reduction of catalyst activity.
Rehacek et al. (1998) performed investigations on the periodic, quasi-periodic and
chaotic spatio-temporal patterns in a catalytic reactor with periodic flow reversal by
using numerical simulations. Based on the interpretation of the pattern on Poincare
maps, they concluded that high periodic, quasi-periodic and chaotic solutions were
also present in the flow reversal catalytic reactor model. However, the complex spatio-
temporal patterns were not found in the simpler plug flow reactor model when the
axial dispersion mechanism in the gas phase was neglected. They also described the
evolution of the complex trajectories in the reverse flow catalytic reactor using con-
tinuation methods.
Ferreira et al. (1999) analyzed the effect of intra-particle convection on the transient
behavior of fixed bed reactors. They investigated different transient reactor mod-
els (1-D, heterogeneous, intra-particle diffusion/convection model; the 1-D, hetero-
geneous, intra-particle diffusion model; and the pseudo-homogeneous model). They
showed that the intra-particle convective flow model allowed higher reactant conver-
sion with a higher hot spot temperature. They found that the concentration waves
that traverse through the reactor bed were delayed due to the additional reactant
penetration inside the solid catalyst by convection. Performances of the orthogonal
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collocation method on finite elements and finite difference were also examined. The
finite element approach was shown to provide a better performance on the spatial
discretization process compared to the finite difference approach.
Gosiewki et al. (1999) studied the effect of the intra-particle mass transport limita-
tions on temperature profiles and catalyst performance in a reverse flow reactor used
for partial oxidation of methane to synthesis gas. They proposed a simplified method
to determine the effectiveness factors based on the linearized reaction rate. This
method provides a satisfactory description of the intra-particle diffusion phenomena.
However, for cases when the direction of the reversible reaction changes frequently,
this method may lack accuracy. In addition, comparison between the effectiveness
factor obtained via the integration of the diffusion equations and that calculated us-
ing the linearized reaction rate equation were also presented. A software package
called PDEX1M was used in their work.
Kushwaha et al. (2005) provided some useful results regarding the effect of the in-
ert type (ceramic monolith, metal monolith and packed beds of ceramic spheres) on
the axial and radial temperature profiles, the rate of heat accumulation and reactor
stability. They also proposed the idea of removing some portion of process stream
from the mid-section between the two reactor sections. They showed that the packing
type had a significant effect on temperature profiles, especially on the radial direction.
Kariwala (2004) studied the closed loop performance of a catalytic reverse flow reac-
tor. He analyzed the stability of the reactor and compared different techniques like
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logic based control, gain scheduling and model predictive control for maximizing the
conversion while maintaining the reactor in the desired operating regime. He found
that both gain scheduling and model predictive control (MPC) provided comparable
performance. As a good model of the process and online concentration measurements
are required for MPC, it was concluded that gain scheduling is the most efficient tech-
nique for the control of such processes.
Salomons et al. (2004) developed a computer simulator for the reverse flow reactor.
The computer code was written in FORTRAN 95 with non-uniform mesh. They used
a heterogeneous two dimensional model for the catalytic packed bed sections and in-
ert monolith sections. They observed that the reactor reached stable autothermal
operation even for low methane concentrations. For higher concentrations, dual tem-
perature peaks appeared in the reactor. They found that the transfer of energy was
a significant factor for reactor operation. A similar work (mathematical model and
numerical simulation) has been done by Aube and Sapoundjiev (2000) for methane
oxidation. They showed that the dynamic behavior of the RFR could be predicted
accurately by the model (they proposed) for a wide range of conditions. They also
showed that a model including radial effects related to the thermal insulation was nec-
essary for small diameter reactor operating at low flow rates. But, when the product
stream was withdrawn from the mid-section, due to increased temperature gradients,
greater discrepancies between the predicted and the experimental results were seen.
Apart from the results of numerical simulations, interesting experimental analyses
have also been done. Keith et al. (1999) proposed a design of reverse-flow reactors
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with enhanced thermal dispersion in order to compensate for the tendency towards
thermal runway exhibited by reverse flow catalytic packed bed reactors. They re-
designed the reactor to effectively stabilize the bed against hot spot formation. By
embedding metal rods or pins in an optimal configuration within the packed bed, they
proved that the high Taylor-Aris dispersion(Taylor, 1953; Aris, 1956), introduced by
the rods, allowed the reactor to operate longer without any thermal runaway during
rich inlet conditions. Moreover, they demonstrated that the high dispersion reverse
flow reactor (HDRFR) design also required a longer time to extinguish compared to
the traditional single pass packed bed reactor during the extended lean periods.
Keith (2003) investigated a new reactor configuration in which a regular pattern of
cylindrical rods was inserted into the packed bed using a multi-scale approach. These
rods were used to increase the effective thermal dispersion in the bed by up to two
orders of magnitude as compared to thermal conduction. The magnitude of the dis-
persion could be tuned by adjusting the flow reversal time, such that the reactor
could sustain without the need for external heat supply during prolonged lower inlet
concentration while remaining thermally stable during prolonged high inlet reactant
concentration. In combination with a simple control strategy, the analytical model
showed that indefinite reactor operation without runaway or extinction can be ob-
tained.
Annaland et al. (2002 a & b) proposed a new reactor concept specially for highly
endothermic heterogeneous gas phase reactions. The process is characterized by in-
direct coupling between endothermic and exothermic reactions along with rapid but
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reversible catalyst deactivation. They investigated two different reactor configurations
namely sequential reactor configuration and simultaneous reactor configuration. In
sequential reactor configuration, the endothermic and exothermic reactants are fed
sequentially to the same catalyst bed which acts as an energy repository and in si-
multaneous reactor configuration, the two reactant types are fed continuously to two
different compartments directly exchanging energy. Simulation results indicated that
only in the sequential reactor configuration, the endothermic inlet concentration could
be optimized independently of the gas velocities at high throughput and maximum
reaction coupling energy efficiency. This configuration was achieved by choosing the
proper switching scheme with inherently zero differential creep velocity and using the
ratio of the cycle time. Zero differential creep velocity is referred as the state when
the distance covered by the heat fronts are equal in both flow directions (presuming
that the reactor length exceeds this distance by far).
2.2 Heat trap effect in the Reverse Flow Operation
In this reactor operation, heat is trapped inside the reactor through periodic flow re-
versal. This effect can be used to achieve and maintain enhanced reactor temperature
compared to the single directional flow operation. This phenomenon is called heat
trap effect and is discussed in this section. It is explained how the heat is trapped
inside the reactor sections due to the reversal of the flow direction leads to autother-
mal operation. The principle of the heat trap effect is illustrated in Figure 2.1.
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Figure 2.1(a) illustrates a reactor temperature profile for a standard unidirectional
flow operation for an exothermic reaction. The temperature initially rises slowly as
the reaction commences, and then more sharply as the heat liberated in the reaction
accelerates the rate owing to the exponential temperature dependence of the rate con-
stant. The shape of the curve depends on the operating conditions, especially the
inlet gas temperature. If the inlet temperature is lowered, the reaction rate will fall,
and the temperature peak will tend to migrate towards the reactor exit. At a suffi-
ciently low temperature, the reaction will effectively be extinguished and the reactor
will lose most of its effectiveness as the leading edge of the ‘hot spot’ (where most
of the reaction occurs) migrates out of the reactor. If a temperature pattern, shown
in Figure 2.1(a and b) is established, then the reverse flow operation can be used to
take advantage of the high temperatures near the reactor exit to pre-heat the reactor
feed. Glockler (2003) explained this as an axially extended plateau of high tempera-
ture through which the reaction heat is (or can be) stored and reused.
When the feed is switched to the ‘exit’, the energy stored in the reactor during the
past operation is then effectively used to pre-heat the feed. As the stored energy is
added to the feed stream, it is possible to achieve temperatures higher than the adia-
batic temperature rise based on the fresh feed inlet temperature, provided the reactor
is initially at a sufficiently high temperature (which may require some auxiliary heat
source) and the cycle duration is carefully chosen. It is possible to achieve autother-
mal reactor operation at feed temperatures well below those required for autothermal
operation with uni-directional flow. A quasi-steady-state operation may be achieved
in which the temperature profile has a maximum value near the center of the reactor
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Fig. 2.1. Illustration of the heat trap effect for the reverse flow operation.
and slowly oscillates as the feed is switched between the two ends of the reactor, as
shown in Figure 2.1(c-e). This effect is known as a heat sink and a heat trap effect
(Salomons, 2002).
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2.3 Schematic of the experimental setup
The model used for this study is motivated by the reactor at the Natural Resources
Canada - CANMET Energy Technology Centre Varennes in Varennes, Quebec, Canada.
In collaboration with Natural Resources Canada and University of Alberta, the ex-
perimental data has been obtained (Salomons et al., 2004). An overview, highlighting
the basic parts of the reactor is given in Figure 2.2 and Figure 2.3 shows the location
of thermocouples along the reactor. Two reactor sections with an inner diameter of
200mm are connected at the bottom by a U-shaped pipe. The reactor walls are made
of Hastelloy, a high strength, nickel-based alloy, to allow operation at higher temper-
atures. The inlet to each reactor section is at the top of the reactor. The reactor is
surrounded by a 30 cm thick insulation jacket to reduce thermal energy losses. Each
reactor section contains open spaces, inert sections, and catalyst sections as shown in
the figure. The inert sections and the active catalyst sections are made up of ceramic
monoliths and Raschig ring packed beds respectively. The sections are separated by
small open spaces.
Thermal profiles along the reactor can be obtained using thirty three thermocouples
in and around the pilot reactor system. The locations and radial positions of the
thermocouples can be seen in Figure 2.3. Sixteen thermocouples are placed along the
centerline of the reactors, twelve are placed to obtain radial profiles in the monolith
and packed bed sections, and the remaining thermocouples are employed to assess the
temperatures in the insulation, inlet, and outlet. The thermocouple used is around
0.0022 m in diameter and hence fits in a single monolith channel. In the monolith
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section, centerline thermocouples (A, B, C, and D1, on both sides) are inserted from
the top of the reactor through the central monolith channel. A radial profile of the
monolith section closest to the catalyst is made using the thermocouples D1, D2, D3,
and D4 on each respective side. A radial profile of the catalyst temperature was taken
using thermocouples F, G, H, and I on the left side, and F, G, I, and Z on the right
side. The thermocouples labeled F, H and I are 9 cm away from the center of the re-
actor (in different directions). Thermocouples at the centerline are labelled G, J, K
and L. Thermocouple Z is located in the thermal insulation on the right side reactor,
approximately 8 cm outside the reactor wall. Each thermocouple occupies a mono-
lith channel. Although the thermocouple blocks the monolith channel, the effect on
the heat and mass transfer in the reactor is assumed to be insignificant owing to the
relatively high channel density (approximately 100 cells per square inch or approxi-
mately 4800-4900 channels in the monolith).
2.4 Modeling a Reverse Flow Reactor
2.4.1 Introduction
The concept of the reverse flow reactor has already been explained in section 1.7. For
a justifiable study on the different parameters and on the effect of various operat-
ing conditions, it is necessary to investigate the reactor performance over a specified
period of time with each test essentially beginning at the same initial condition. In
addition, the nature of the profiles in the reactor at a given time is highly dependent
on the history of the reactor operation. Practically speaking, testing a given reactor
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Fig. 2.2. Schematic of the reactor and the associated piping. Ther-
mocouple locations are also shown.
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Fig. 2.3. Schematic of the reactor, including valves, thermocouples,
and thermocouple locations, heat exchanger and gas withdrawal set-
up. Radial thermocouple locations are shown in the circles.
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with exactly the same initial condition for various operating conditions is rather cum-
bersome or impossible. Furthermore, obtaining data throughout the reactor length
is impossible without any mathematical model. Through numerical simulation, the
temperature at any location in the reactor can be determined. Any temperature
profile can be enforced as an initial condition. Efficiency of the reactor, optimal pa-
rameters and operating conditions can also be easily determined. Also, an accurate
simulator can provide more details than that is available using the instrumentation
on the reactor.
Moreover, as the outlet concentration of the reactants or products needs to be mon-
itored, concentration measurement is unavoidable. However, the gas chromatograph
used for this purpose has a significant delay. Under such situations, with the sim-
ulator, outlet concentration can be calculated at every time step. Thus, through
modeling and simulation, the variations in the important parameters can be calcu-
lated and the appropriate control and operational strategies can be developed. The
model equations are developed for active catalyst, inert and open sections of the re-
actor.
de Wasch and Froment (1971) and Froment and Bischoff (1990) provide a good sum-
mary of packed bed reactor modeling equations for the heterogeneous case. Monolith
reactor modeling has been widely reported in the literature. A detailed review of the
monolith modeling can be found in Hayes and Kolaczkowski (1997). Models of a sin-
gle channel of a monolith reactor have also been developed by researchers in one, two
and three dimensions (Zygourakis, 1989; Chaouki et al., 1994; Groppi and Tronconi,
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1995; Groppi et al., 1999; Tischer et al., 2001; Veser and Frauhammer, 2000). A
two dimensional heterogeneous model proposed by Salomons et al. (2004) has been
adopted in the present study. An elaborate study on the kinetics of methane com-
bustion in the reverse flow reactor can be obtained from Chaouki et al. (1994) and
Hayes et al. (2001). The highly non-linear, heterogeneous partial differential equa-
tions advocated were solved using the Multiphysics Solver COMSOL (earlier known
as FEMLAB). The model is known to match experimental data adequately (Sa-
lomons et al., 2004). Therefore, the model is used for examining the sustainability
of the reaction under various operating conditions and the behavior of the fluid tem-
perature, catalyst temperature, exit methane concentration etc. are predicted. The
simulation results of such an adiabatic fixed bed reactor showed that this process can
be successfully used for methane combustion. The model involves four conservation
equations (for the fluid temperature, catalyst temperature, reactant concentration
in the fluid and reactant concentration at the fluid-solid interface with axial, radial
and transient terms). A complete description of the mathematical model used in this
study is given in the subsequent section.
2.4.2 Model equations
The dynamics of the reactant concentration in the fluid phase involves the effects
due to axial flow, convective mass transfer, dispersion and accumulation. The re-
action rate in the fluid phase is insignificant compared to the rate in the catalyst.
Thus, homogeneous oxidation of methane was assumed to be negligible (Veser and
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Frauhammer, 2000). Therefore, the model equation is represented as
ε
∂cM
∂t
= ε
1
r
∂
∂r
(
rDr
∂cM
∂r
)
+ε
∂
∂z
(
Dz
∂cM
∂z
)
−u∂cM
∂z
−kmap (1− ε) (cM − coM) (2.1)
Concentration of the primary reactant methane is denoted as cM . The mass transfer
coefficient km is calculated based on the fluid flow and the reactor bed properties. Dr
and Dz are the dispersion terms along the radial and the axial co-ordinates respec-
tively. u is the superficial velocity.
The fluid-solid interface concentration includes the effects of reaction and diffusion in
the catalyst. A pseudo steady state was assumed, and the accumulation was ignored.
Thus, the rate of mass transfer of the methane to the catalyst surface is equated to
the reaction rate. The equations used for the monolith and packed bed models are
the same when solving for concentration in the solid phase. In the investigations pre-
sented here, the catalyst section was always a packed bed. In the inert sections, the
solid concentration was set equal to the fluid concentration to reduce computational
demands.
kmap (cM − coM) = η (−R) (2.2)
The reaction in the catalyst is considered to be first order with respect to methane
and the rate equation is represented as
(−R) = kRcoM (2.3)
kR is the rate constant with
kR = 1.35 ∗ 105e
−6543
Tc (2.4)
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cM is the concentration of methane in fluid phase and c
o
M is the concentration of
methane at the fluid-solid interface. The methods for calculating the effectiveness
factor η, mass transfer coefficient km and area to volume ratio ap depend on the re-
actor configuration.
The fluid phase temperature is modeled considering the effects of axial flow, convec-
tion, conduction and accumulation. The model equation is represented as
ερgCpg
∂Tg
∂t
= ε
1
r
∂
∂r
(
rkrg
∂Tg
∂r
)
+ε
∂
∂z
(
kzg
∂Tg
∂z
)
−uρgCpg ∂Tg
∂z
+hap (1− ε) (Tc − Tg)
(2.5)
where, h is the local heat transfer coefficient, krg and kzg are the effective thermal
conductivities of the fluid along the radial and axial co-ordinates respectively. Tg and
Tc are the temperatures in the fluid and catalyst phase respectively.
Solid phase temperature is also modeled considering the effects of accumulation, con-
duction, convection, and heat generation by the reaction.
ρcCpc
∂Tc
∂t
= krc
1
r
∂
∂r
(
r
∂Tc
∂r
)
+ kzc
∂
∂z
(
∂Tc
∂z
)
+ hap (Tg − Tc) +HRη (−R) (2.6)
where, krc and kzc are the effective thermal conductivities of the solid along the radial
and axial direction respectively, and h is the local heat transfer coefficient and (−R)
is the reaction rate calculated at the solid temperature and solid concentration. In
the empty sections, the solid phase temperature is assumed to be equal to the fluid
temperature. The model considered, emphasizes the temperature gradient along the
radius of the catalyst particle (equation 2.6), but the concentration of methane in the
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catalyst phase is assumed to be independent of the radial position (calculated as an
average value, equation 2.2).
2.4.3 Fluid and solid properties
Many of the reactor (material) properties and fluid properties are dependent on tem-
perature. For example, the density and the heat capacity of the fluid stream vary
significantly over the temperature ranges experienced by the reactor. Thus, in or-
der to calculate an accurate value for a given physical parameter, it is essential to
know the correct temperature. However, the physical parameters in turn are used to
calculate the temperature through the mole and energy balance equations. Thus, it
becomes a coupled problem where the physical parameters are dependent on temper-
ature and temperature in turn is dependent on the parameters. In general, such a
coupled problem is challenging to solve numerically.
The expressions for different parameters used in this study are given below.
The mass density of the fluid is calculated assuming ideal gas law. i.e.,
ρg =
M¯P
RgTg
(2.7)
The heat capacity of the contributing components is described by a third order poly-
nomial function of temperature.
Cpg = a+ bTg + cT
2
g + dT
3
g (2.8)
The momentum balance equation is not solved explicitly. The pressure drop is as-
sumed to be negligible. However, with an increase in temperature, the gas tends to
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expand resulting in increased velocity. Thus the velocity is corrected for temperature.
The assumption of negligible pressure drop is reasonable as the maximum pressure
drop across the entire unit is around 2.5 kPa (about 2.5%) at a superficial velocity of
0.7 m/s. Thus, the volumetric flow rate varies directly with the temperature of the
fluid as follows.
u = uin
(
Tg
Tg0
)
(2.9)
where, Tg0 is the inlet gas temperature. The thermal conductivity of the fluid is
assumed to be equivalent to that of air.
kg = 0.01679 + 5.073 ∗ 10−5Tg (2.10)
The viscosity of the fluid is determined using the following expression.
µ = 7.701 ∗ 10−6 + 4.166 ∗ 10−8Tg − 7.531 ∗ 10−12T 2g (2.11)
The equation used to calculate the enthalpy of reaction is shown below.
HR =
(
806.9− 1.586 ∗ 10−2Tc + 8.485 ∗ 10−6T 2c + 4.087 ∗ 10−9T 3c − 2.163 ∗ 10−12T 4c
)
∗1000
(2.12)
2.4.4 Rate of reaction and effectiveness factor
The reaction rate is dependent on the amount of methane diffused into the catalyst.
At the catalyst surface, the rate is dependent on the temperature and concentration
of the gas phase. However, within the catalyst, the rate has to be calculated based
on the amount of reactants diffused into the catalyst. The actual rate of reaction in
the catalyst is calculated based on the effectiveness factor η. The effectiveness factor
η is determined using the following expression.
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η =
3
φ
(
1
tanh (φ)
− 1
φ
)
(2.13)
where φ is the Thiele Modulus. The Thiele modulus and the effectiveness factor has
to be determined numerically. Although the catalyst used is in the form of Raschig
rings, it is approximated by a spherical geometry for simplicity. For a first order
reaction on a sphere, the Thiele modulus is given by
φ = Lc
√√√√ kR
Deff
(2.14)
where, Lc is the characteristic length of the particles. kR is the rate constant. Deff
is the effective diffusivity which is calculated using the parallel pore model.
Deff =
DAε
τ
(2.15)
In equation 2.15, τ is the tortuosity of the pore and ε is the porosity of the catalyst.
DA is the equimolar diffusion coefficient determined using the Knudsen (Dk) and the
bulk diffusivity (DAB) as
1
DA
=
1
Dk
+
1
DAB
(2.16)
The Knudsen diffusion coefficient is:
Dk = 97r
(
T
M
)0.5
(2.17)
M is the molar mass of the diffusing component, T is the local temperature (K),
and r is the pore radius (m). The bulk diffusivity is (Liu et al., 2001; Hayes and
Kolaczkowski, 1997):
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DAB = 9.86 ∗ 10−10T 1.75 (2.18)
2.4.5 Boundary conditions
The radial boundary condition is based on the axial symmetry and hence all fluxes are
equated to zero at the centerline. The molar flux is equated to zero at the imperme-
able walls. The heat loss at the external surface of the reactor (outside the insulation
walls) through radiation and convection is also included in the boundary condition.
The external heat transfer coefficient is an important parameter in determining the
reactor sustainability and is taken to be 3 W/(m2K). This value is estimated from
a natural convection correlation (Incropera and Dewitt, 2001). The axial boundary
conditions are zero flux conditions for fluid phase mole and energy balances at the
reactor outlet, and also for the inlet and outlet for the solid phase energy balance.
For the inlet concentration condition, Dirichlet condition (of constant concentration)
is imposed for the fluid phase equations. Strictly speaking, Danckwerts type condi-
tion is required with axial diffusion. The lack of significant axial diffusion at the inlet
of the inert sections makes the assumption of Dirichlet condition reasonable with a
reduction in complexity (Liu et al., 2001). Similarly, for the inlet temperature condi-
tion, Dirichlet boundary condition is applied.
For reactor sections with packing, the energy flow between the packing and the wall
occurs by preserving continuity of heat flow through the solid phase. For the reactor
sections which do not contain a solid phase, it is necessary to maintain flux conti-
nuity between the fluid and solid. This is achieved by imposing internal boundary
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conditions such that the heat flux in the fluid phase is equal to the heat flux in the
solid phase at the reactor wall.
The boundary conditions for the forward flow as implemented in the model for the
four state variables (fluid concentration, fluid temperature, solid concentration and
solid temperature) are:
cM = c (t) at z = 0 0 ≤ t ≤ tf (2.19)
∂cM
∂z
= 0 at z = L 0 ≤ t ≤ tf (2.20)
∂cM
∂r
= 0 at r = 0 0 ≤ t ≤ tf (2.21)
∂cM
∂r
= 0 at r = Rc 0 ≤ t ≤ tf (2.22)
Tg = T (t) at z = 0 0 ≤ t ≤ tf (2.23)
∂Tg
∂z
= 0 at z = L 0 ≤ t ≤ tf (2.24)
∂Tg
∂r
= 0 at r = 0 0 ≤ t ≤ tf (2.25)
kr
∂Tg
∂r
∣∣∣∣∣
r=R−c
= ks
∂Tc
∂r
∣∣∣∣∣
r=R+c
at r = Rc 0 ≤ t ≤ tf (2.26)
∂Tc
∂z
= 0 at z = 0 0 ≤ t ≤ tf (2.27)
∂Tc
∂z
= 0 at z = L 0 ≤ t ≤ tf (2.28)
∂Tc
∂r
= 0 at r = 0 0 ≤ t ≤ tf (2.29)
ks
∂Tc
∂r
= he (Tc − T∞) at r = Rc + δ 0 ≤ t ≤ tf (2.30)
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2.4.6 Initial conditions
The initial conditions are based on interpolation of experimental values. The temper-
ature at each grid point is determined by linear interpolation for the reactor interior
sections, which seemed reasonable based on the experimental radial profiles. In the re-
actor wall and insulation, the initial profiles are based on a logarithmic interpolation,
which results from the solution of the conduction equation in cylindrical co-ordinates.
Fluid and solid temperatures are initially set to the same value. Initial concentrations
are set to zero. The initial conditions can be mathematically represented as
Tc = g1 (z) at t = 0 0 ≤ z ≤ L (2.31)
Tg = g2 (z) at t = 0 0 ≤ z ≤ L (2.32)
cM = g3 (z) at t = 0 0 ≤ z ≤ L (2.33)
coM = g4 (z) at t = 0 0 ≤ z ≤ L (2.34)
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Table 2.2
Expressions for various parameters of the packed bed, inert monolith
and open sections in the reactor (Salomons et al., 2004).
Parameter Packed Bed Inert Monolith Open
Sections
Radial
Diffusivity Dr
DHu
ε(Per)m
0 100DAB
Axial
Diffusivity Dz
DHu
ε(Pez)m
(
DAB +
(uDH)
2
192ε2DAB
)
10DAB
Hydraulic
Diameter DH
2Rc
(3Rc/Dc)(1−ε)+1
0.00216 2Rc
Porosity ε 0.51 0.75 1
Mass Transfer
Coefficient km
DAB
Dc
(
2 + 1.1Sc1/3Re0.6
)
0 0
Fluid
Conductivity
(radial) krg
uDcρgCpg
ε(Per)h
0 100kf
Fluid
Conductivity
(axial) kzg
uDcρgCpg
ε(Pez)h
ρgCpgα
ε
+ (uDH)
2
192ε3α
10kf
Surface area
per unit
volume av
6(1−ε)
Dc
4ε
DH
-
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Parameter Packed Bed Inert Monolith Open
Sections
Heat Transfer
Coefficient h
kf
Dc
(
2 + 1.1Pr1/3Re0.6
)
kf
DH
(
2.98
[
1 + 3.6
√
Gze−
50
Gz
]) ∞
Heat Capacity
(solid) Cpc
1020 1020 -
Density (solid)
ρc
1240 1683 -
Conductivity
(solid) kS
0.5 1.46 -
The parametric expressions vary with respect to each section. As the reactor con-
cerned has a combination of active catalyst section along with inert monolith and
open sections, the different expressions for the different parameters used in modeling
are given in Table 2.2. Further details on the modeling part can be obtained from
Appendix A.
2.5 Numerical solution
The governing equations comprise a system of nonlinear partial differential equations
that must be solved numerically. The Finite Element Method (FEM) is used in this
work. The concept behind this method is that any domain can be realized as a col-
lection of smaller sub-domains of preferred shape. The sub-domains are called finite
elements. Each corner of the finite element is called a node. The PDE will be con-
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verted into a system of ODEs that are solved for the solution at the finite number of
predetermined mesh points in the solution domain. A good introduction to finite ele-
ment analysis can be obtained elsewhere (Reddy, 1993). Finite element methods have
been around for quite a number of years and implemented as commercial packages
since 1980 (Zimmerman, 2005). In this work, the Multiphysics software COMSOL,
which has been developed for solving a variety of engineering and mathematical prob-
lems using finite element method, has been utilized.
COMSOL (earlier known as FEMLAB) originated as a toolbox in MATLAB for
solving partial differential equations with an emphasis on modeling problems where
different physicochemical mechanisms are prevalent. The current version of the soft-
ware COMSOL 3.3 can be run as a stand-alone application. COMSOL and MATLAB
can still be inter-linked to exploit the extensive library of MATLAB algorithms and
SIMULINK to be used in modeling and post-processing of numerical simulations.
COMSOL includes several iterative algorithms to deal with a large variety of sys-
tems. The complete details on the advanced solvers and their specific usage can be
found in COMSOL (2006).
2.5.1 Coupling logically distinct domains
The entire reactor is composed of different sections with different characteristics.
Reactant concentration in the fluid phase, fluid temperature, reactant concentration
in the fluid-solid interface and catalyst temperature are the four state variables to be
solved. The catalyst section has to be solved for all the four state variables. In inert
monolith sections, there is no catalyst packing and these sections are only meant for
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trapping heat. Thus, the inert monolith sections can be solved only for three variables
excluding the solid concentration. Similarly, in open sections, fluid temperature and
fluid concentration are the only variables accounted for in the simulation. The open
section contains no packing (no solid) and hence the model equations for the solid
particles can be disregarded. In the reactor wall, as there is no flow of reactants or
products, only the solid temperature is solved. Thus, each section has to be modeled
with different set of model equations. This has been established in COMSOL using
the extended multiphysics facility. Using this concept, coupling between logically
distinct domains and models can be achieved with ease.
2.5.2 Meshing and grid resolution
The mesh size for a given sub-domain is initialized automatically in COMSOL based
on the geometry of the domain and various internal parameters. However, the mesh
elements have been refined further at the required locations. In the geometry consid-
ered in this study, the mesh size must be small enough at the catalyst section as the
reaction rate is exponentially dependent on the temperature. On the other hand, to
reduce computational time, coarser mesh has been chosen for the reactor wall. This
is acceptable as the accuracy of the solution will not be significantly affected. Good
care has been taken to obtain the appropriate mesh parameters such that the required
accuracy is achieved with less computational time.
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Fig. 2.4. Schematic of the model simulated in COMSOL (the small
sections with red lines are open sections).
Table 2.3
Mesh statistics.
Number of elements 9038
Number of Boundary elements 946
Minimum element quality 0.1211
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2.5.3 Schematic of the simulated model and mesh statistics
To reduce the computation time, the original U-shaped reactor is modeled as a single
column reactor. The two dimensional representation of different sections of the reactor
modeled in COMSOL are shown in Figure 2.4. The model has been built in cylindrical
co-ordinates with the assumption of axial symmetry. The optimal mesh refinement
resulted in 41288 degrees of freedom. The base mesh statistics is given in Table 2.3.
2.6 Model validation
The validation of the elucidated model is highly essential before proceeding into any
further study. The experimental data from the reactor at CANMET Energy Tech-
nology Centre in Varennes is used in this study. The inlet velocity is maintained
at 0.21 m/s and the inlet methane concentration at 0.89% with asymmetric switch-
ing. The data is obtained when the reactor is run to heat up the reactor. Thus,
the system is operated under forced unsteady-state condition and cannot be assumed
as at pseudo-steady-state condition. In other words, the temperature profile changes
rapidly. Modeling such an unsteady-state operation is more difficult than the pseudo-
steady-state operation and thus believed to be good for model validation. The model
is thus a good proxy to the real system.
Figure 2.5 predicts a centerline profile quite similar to the experimentally observed
data even under forced unsteady-state conditions. The arc length along the x-axis
represents the axial length of the reactor. Experimentally, it is difficult to obtain
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Fig. 2.5. Model validation.
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an initial thermal state based on the simple initial condition that can be assumed in
simulation. Hence the initial condition used in the simulation is obtained from lin-
ear interpolation of the experimental data. The thermal history of the reactor is very
important to determine the accurate thermal state of the reactor. The slight dis-
crepancies seen in Figure 2.5 may be due to the difference in the initial temperature
profile or the error caused in finding the mass and heat transfer coefficients for con-
vection (eg. the packed bed is modeled as spheres instead of Raschig rings), or may
be due to an error in the location of the thermocouple. Another possibility is that
the thermal significance of the mid-open-section may be less than that of the other
sections. Due to the short residence time in the open central section, the impact of it
on other sections may not be as significant as it has been modeled (Salomons et al.,
2004). However, it is possible to predict the profiles with the required accuracy even
under the forced unsteady-state condition. Thus, the model is quite acceptable for
the proposed study. Further experimental verification of the model can be obtained
from Salomons, 2002.
2.7 Post-processing of the simulated data
Two-dimensional plot that represent the temperature distribution at 180 seconds after
the start up of the reactor is shown in Figure 2.6. From the plot obtained, it is clearly
seen that the radial gradients are predominant in the reactor sections. The simulation
appears to predict the catalyst peaks to be closer to the center of the reactor which
is understandable because the active catalyst section is located at the reactor center.
The shape of the experimental peaks appears to match with the simulation peaks
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Fig. 2.6. Two-dimensional plot of the temperature distribution simu-
lated in COMSOL after 180s of the start up.
along the centerline. The methane concentration profile at the end of the forward
and reverse flow for a symmetric operation is shown in Figure 2.7.
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Fig. 2.7. Concentration profile simulated from the model at the end
of forward and reverse cycle (180s and 360s respectively).
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2.8 Conclusions
In this chapter, an exhaustive review on the Reverse Flow Reactors has been pro-
vided. The peculiar characteristic of the reactor which makes it superior over other
conventional autothermal reactors - the heat trap effect, has been explained. Fol-
lowing this, a detailed description on the design equations used for modeling the
reactor has been explicated. The model equations are solved in a Multiphysics soft-
ware COMSOL and are validated with the experimental data. Having acquired a
satisfactory model, the reactor can now be tested under various conditions and valu-
able information can be obtained using the proposed model. However, it is beneficial
to study the nature of the equations analytically before proceeding further with any
numerical analysis. Theoretical analyses will help in understanding the nature of the
model equations and also in simplifying the complex equations. Thus, scaling anal-
ysis of the design equations has been carried out and is explained in the subsequent
chapter.
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3. SCALING AND SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS OF THE
REVERSE FLOW REACTOR†
3.1 Introduction
The devised model equation for the Reverse Flow Reactor is a combination of partial
differential and algebraic equations. Many of the system parameters are functions
of the state variables. Moreover, the relations obtained for many of the parameters
are nonlinearly related to the state variables. Thus the nature of the model can be
explained as a highly nonlinear coupled differential algebraic system. More complex
models are required to accurately represent the movement of the heat front along the
reactor. Simulating such an intricate process is not easy and requires prior knowledge
of the system (especially on the effect of moving heat front). To avoid any numerical
problems like unattainable convergence, a theoretical study of the system equations is
essential. Hence, before proceeding further to solve the equations numerically, crucial
information about the model equations is obtained using Scaling Analysis (Krantz,
2007)).
In this analysis, through simple mathematical operations, the model equations are
non-dimensionalized, scaled of order one and used to determine the contribution of
the several physical phenomena taking place in it. The results obtained from scaling
analysis are used to simulate the model without any numerical problem. The scale
factors are used to elucidate various analytical expressions useful for suggesting effi-
†A version of this chapter has been accepted for publication in Chemical Engineering Science
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cient operational strategies for the RFR. Based on a specified error tolerance, model
approximation has also been carried out and justified. The sensitivity of important
operational parameters that determine sustainability (i.e., maximum temperature
and overall conversion) to parameters such as reactor length, switching time and
mass transfer rate are also analyzed for the cyclic-steady-state condition. The results
obtained prove that prudent ways of operating a RFR can be determined through
scaling and sensitivity analysis. The scaling procedure along with the scaling analysis
of the reverse flow reactor has been explicated in this chapter.
3.2 Literature review on the effect of heat front in the reactor system
The movement of the heat front inside the reactor incorporates various complexities
in the model. Thus, before getting into the theoretical analysis established for the
reverse flow reactor, it will be more appropriate if an exhaustive survey on the effect
of heat front in the reactor system is provided. The present study is mainly focused
on the exothermic reactions in the reactor system. In such systems, the interaction
of flow velocities, conduction, convection and diffusion effects become more promi-
nent during strong exothermic reactions resulting in reaction fronts. A theory on the
propagation of reaction fronts in strong exothermic reactions was first initiated by
Zel’dovich and Frank-Kamenetskii (1938). Later, Hirschfelder et al. (1953) developed
procedures for solving the set of coupled nonlinear differential equations that describe
propagation of a laminar heat front. Subsequently, the study on the propagation of
reaction fronts became very popular and significant developments were made in this
area. A comprehensive study of dynamic behavior and stability of adiabatic fixed
bed reactors for exothermic reactions using a refined lumped parameter model can
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be found in Elnashaie and Cresswell (1974).
Vortmeyer and Jahnel (1972), through simulations, showed that the effect of axial
mass diffusion on the movement of the reaction front is almost negligible in com-
parison to the effect of axial heat conduction; the reaction kinetic parameters also
have negligible effect on the movement of the front. Vortmeyer and Schaefer (1974)
demonstrated the equivalence of one-phase and two-phase models by developing a
relationship between the effective axial thermal conductivity (obtained from a one-
phase model) and the heat transfer coefficient (obtained from a two-phase model).
The relationship is developed for gas phase reactants by assuming negligible thermal
capacities and for liquid phase reactants by assuming significant thermal capacities.
Gatica et al. (1987) performed a detailed study on the propagation of a reaction
front along a non-adiabatic flow system. Through certain model approximations and
integrations, several analytical expressions were formulated and verified using nu-
merical simulations. Pinjala et al. (1988) derived an equation to approximate the
maximum temperature of the traveling wave as a continuation of the results given by
Kiselev and Matros (1980). Similarly, an equation for the maximum temperature at-
tained in periodic systems like RFR (for short switching periods) has been presented
by Matros (1989). The equations describing the so-called ‘sliding regime’ were de-
rived from the quasi-homogeneous model of the reactor with periodic flow reversal
resulting in a stationary boundary value problem in space. Later, Chumakova and
Matros (1991) studied the stability of the solutions obtained; however, the method
used to calculate the solution was not mentioned (Nieken et al., 1995).
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Haynes et al. (1995) presented a simple relationship for the design of a reverse flow
reactor used for VOC combustion. Initially, a full transient model was taken and sim-
plified with the assumption of low cycle times resulting in a high switching frequency
model. A further simplification was incorporated by assuming low feed temperature.
The simplified model was then integrated to determine the required reactor length
for the specified conversion. With an assumption of complete combustion, a further
simplified system was formulated such that the solution was dependent only on one
dimensionless parameter (the proposed parameter is the relation connecting the heat
of reaction term to the axial dispersion term). Subsequently, the simplified model
was used for the specification of other design variables such as superficial gas veloc-
ity and switching time. Nieken et al. (1995) carried out a comprehensive study on
the behavior of the reverse flow reactor under two limiting cases - very long and very
short cycle periods. They showed that for very long cycle periods, the temperature
profile approached that of the stationary traveling reaction front and for very short
cycle periods, the behavior of the reactor resembled that of a countercurrent reactor.
The model equations were simplified using various assumptions to obtain approxi-
mate expressions for parameters such as maximum temperature and velocity of the
moving heat front for both short and long switching periods.
Cittadini et al. (2002) simulated the transient behavior and start-up of the reverse
flow reactor and studied the effect of design parameters on the extent of conversion.
Fissore and Barresi (2003) demonstrated the influence of various properties of the
catalyst such as density, specific heat capacity, thermal conductivity and catalytic
activity on the stability of a reverse flow reactor used for methane combustion. The
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main aim of this study was to optimize the physical and chemical properties of the
catalyst bed by changing its type to obtain autothermal operation of the reactor.
Many assumptions valid for an industrial size apparatus such as negligible heat loss,
heat conduction at the wall, etc. were considered resulting in a lumped parameter
system. Using the simplified model, useful expressions for various parameters were
derived by integration. It has also been shown that a reactor system with low ther-
mal conductivity, high catalytic activity and high heat capacity will have improved
performance.
It is evident from the literature that a significant amount of work has been done
in obtaining simplified mathematical expressions for various crucial system parame-
ters and to determine the sensitivity of different parameters. Most of these relations
were determined through complex analytical integration or numerical simulations.
Often, these involved making ad hoc assumptions. In the present work, the effec-
tiveness of scaling analysis in justifying the subjective assumptions frequently made
and in obtaining analytical expressions for important parameters without any com-
plicated analytical integration are shown. Also, procedures for model simplification
with simultaneous error calculations are shown. A precise sensitivity analysis at
cyclic-steady-state conditions has also been carried out using the dimensionless quan-
tities obtained through scaling.
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3.3 Introduction to scaling analysis
3.3.1 Scaling analysis - minimum parametric representation of a system
Scaling rules, as described by Krantz and Sczechowski (1994) and Krantz (2000),
are used for non-dimensionalizing and scaling the design equations in order to es-
tablish a minimum parametric representation (MPR) of the system. In other words,
any quantity that can be obtained from these equations will be a function of the di-
mensionless independent variables and the dimensionless groups generated through
the scaling procedure. The MPR is useful as it identifies the dimensionless variables
and dimensionless groups that can be used to correlate the experimental data. It
can also be used to predict the system behavior without performing any numerical
simulation. According to the scaling rules, all the relevant dependent and indepen-
dent variables and their derivatives are bounded of o(1) in the resulting dimensionless
model equations. If all the dimensionless dependent variables, their derivatives and
the independent variables are bounded of order 1 [i.e., o(1)], the dimensionless groups
should also be bounded between 0 and 1. Thus, the importance of various terms can
be determined from the values of the dimensionless groups multiplying them. For ex-
ample, if a dimensionless group is of o(0.01) or less, the term with which it multiplies
can be ignored in developing a model for the particular transport or reaction process
while incurring only a very small (≤ 1%) error. Hence, by using o(1) scaling, one can
appropriately simplify the describing equations of a process and elucidate the system
behavior without any rigorous simulation.
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3.3.2 Scaling procedure
The procedure involved in obtaining the scaled equations from the model equations
derived from first principles has been summarized in the following eight steps (Krantz,
2007):
1. Write the dimensional describing equations and the corresponding initial,
boundary and auxiliary conditions.
2. Define unspecified scale factors for each dependent and independent variable
as well as appropriate derivatives appearing explicitly in the describing equations and
their initial, boundary and auxiliary conditions.
3. Define unspecified reference factors for each dependent and independent vari-
able that is not referenced to zero in the initial, boundary and auxiliary conditions.
4. Form dimensionless variables by introducing the unspecified scale and reference
factors for the dependent, independent variables and the appropriate derivatives.
5. Introduce these dimensionless variables into the describing equations and their
initial, boundary and auxiliary conditions.
6. Divide throughout by the dimensional coefficient of one term (preferably one
that will be retained) in each of the describing equations and their initial, boundary
and auxiliary conditions.
7. Determine the scale and reference factors by insuring that the principal terms
in the describing equations and initial, boundary and auxiliary conditions are of o(1);
i.e., they are bounded between zero and of order one.
8. The preceding steps result in the minimum parametric representation of the
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problem (i.e., in terms of the minimum number of dimensionless groups).
In step 2, scale factors are specified for the dependent and independent variables that
appear explicitly in the model equations. However, in addition one might have to de-
fine scale factors for certain derivatives of the dependent variables. This procedure
in step 2 is a dramatic departure from that used in conventional dimensional analy-
sis. The reason for introducing scale factors on derivatives as well as dependent and
independent variables is to ensure that the resulting dimensionless derivatives are of
o(1). This is a critical step since one would like to have every relevant dimensionless
variable as well as their derivatives be of o(1) so that the magnitude of the dimension-
less groups indicates the relative importance of the particular term in the describing
equations. Oftentimes the derivatives will scale with the same scale factors used for
the dependent and independent variables. This occurs when the particular dependent
variable experiences its characteristic change over a distance or time corresponding to
the characteristic length or time. The appropriate scale factors for a particular model
equation have been determined only when all the dimensionless terms are bounded
of o(1). Scaling analysis is forgiving in that if one makes an incorrect assumption, it
will lead to an apparent contradiction that indicates the scaling was incorrect or the
scale factors were not chosen appropriately.
3.3.3 Versatile nature of the analysis
From the general procedure quoted above, it can be seen that scaling analysis is a
systematic procedure for model building and model approximation. Scaling analysis
of a process or a system provides more insights and facilitates progression towards the
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desired target (such as obtaining a reduced order model) in a simple way. The employ-
ment of such a powerful technique on highly complex systems will help in obtaining a
better knowledge of the system which can be used for reduced order modeling and con-
trol of such systems. In the recent years, scaling analysis has been applied for different
systems and promising improvements in the system performance has been revealed
(Kopaygorodsky et al., 2004; Kaisare et al., 2005 a & b; Kim and Wankat, 2003; Bal-
aji et al., 2006; Lakshminarayanan et al., 2006). We perform scaling analysis of the
RFR model in order to get insights into its operating characteristics and performance.
Kopaygorodsky et al. (2004), through scaling analysis, determined the feasibility
of a pulsed ultra rapid Pressure Swing Adsorption (PSA) unit. The difference be-
tween the operation and modeling of conventional PSA and ultra-rapid PSA has also
been established by scaling analysis. Dahl et al. (2004) performed sensitivity analysis
of an aerosol flow reactor used for the decomposition of methane to hydrogen and car-
bon. Kaisare et al. (2005a) studied the generation of hydrogen by partial oxidation
in a reverse flow microreactor. The timescales of different processes (like advection,
diffusion, reaction heat, thermal inertia etc.) of the system are numerically simu-
lated and analyzed. Subsequently, Kaisare et al. (2005b) found that the optimum
switching time is almost close to the natural time scale of the reaction heat release.
The timescale analysis provided guidelines for the design and operation of the reactor.
Scaling rules have also been applied in advanced chromatographic processes like Sim-
ulated Moving Bed Systems. The extent of intensification and sensitivity analysis in
SMB systems have been studied extensively and believed to be a hot area of research
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Fig. 3.1. Reverse Flow Reactor without inert monolith sections.
(Kim and Wankat, 2003; Balaji et al. 2006).
In the current study, as most of the concern is on the catalyst section, for simplic-
ity, only catalyst section has been included for the analysis. It is assumed that the
feed directly enters the catalyst section without being preheated (as shown in Figure
3.1). The feed is both preheated and combusted in the catalyst section. Also, scal-
ing analysis has been applied by considering a semi-cycle (i.e., forward flow or reverse
flow). Hence the periodic boundary conditions are not scaled. Instead, the boundary
conditions for a particular flow direction are scaled and analyzed.
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3.3.4 Scaled equations and scale factors
The scaling procedure is elaborately presented in the Appendix B. Non-dimensional equations resulting from the scaling procedure
are presented below.
Catalyst Phase Energy Balance:
ρcCpcTcs
tsHRsη (−R)s
∂T ∗c
∂t∗
=
kcTcs
r2sηHRs (−R)s
1
r∗
∂
∂r∗
(
r∗
∂T ∗c
∂r∗
)
+
kcTcs
z2sηHRs (−R)s
∂
∂z∗
(
∂T ∗c
∂z∗
)
+
aphsTcs
ηHRs (−R)s
h∗
(
T ∗g
Tgs
Tcs
+
Tgr − Tcr
Tcs
− T ∗c
)
+H∗R (−R)∗
(3.1)
Fluid Phase Energy Balance:
εzs
tsus
ρ∗gCp
∗
g
∂T ∗g
∂t∗
=
εkgzs
r2susρgsCpgs
1
r∗
∂
∂r∗
(
r∗
∂T ∗g
∂r∗
)
+
εkg
zsusρgsCpgs
∂
∂z∗
(
∂T ∗g
∂z∗
)
−u∗ρ∗gCp∗g
∂T ∗g
∂z∗
+
hsap (1− ε) zs
usρgsCpgs
h∗
(
T ∗c
Tcs
Tgs
+
Tcr − Tgr
Tgs
− T ∗g
)
(3.2)
Fluid Phase Mole Balance:
εzs
tsus
∂c∗M
∂t∗
=
εzsDr
usr2s
1
r
∂
∂r∗
(
r∗
∂c∗M
∂r∗
)
+
εDz
zsus
∂
∂z∗
(
∂c∗M
∂z∗
)
− u∗∂c
∗
M
∂z∗
− kmsap (1− ε) zs
us
k∗m
(
c∗M − c0∗M
)
(3.3)
Catalyst Phase Mole Balance:
kmsapcMs
η (−R)s
k∗m
(
c∗M − c0∗M
)
= (−R)∗ (3.4)
Scale factors:
T∗c =
Tc − Tcr
Tcs
; T∗g =
Tg − Tgr
Tgs
; c∗M =
cM
cMs
; co∗M =
coM
coMs
; z∗ =
z
zs
; r∗ =
r
rs
; t∗ =
t
ts
h∗ =
h
hs
; (−R)∗ = (−R)
(−R)s
; ρ∗g =
ρg
ρgs
; Cp∗g =
Cpg
Cpgs
; u∗ =
u
us
; H∗R =
HR
HRs
; k∗m =
km
kms
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3.4 Deriving useful analytical expressions through scaling analysis
To start with, the dimensionless quantities obtained through scaling are studied to
obtain some useful analytical expressions in the absence of any conduction or resis-
tance to heat transfer between the catalyst and gas phase. The ways of attaining
such expressions by simple substitutions are discussed in the subsequent section. The
expressions obtained are also verified with the results published in the literature.
3.4.1 Heat transfer process time constant (tp)
The time constant tp explains how long does the reactor take to lose all the heat ac-
cumulated during chemical reaction through pure convection in the absence of any
conduction or resistance to heat transfer between the catalyst and gas phase. That
is, the chemical reaction has been carried out and as a result some amount of heat
is accumulated in the reactor. Now the reaction is ceased and the flow is continued
without any reactants. The time taken to lose all the accumulated energy by pure
convection is the heat transfer process time constant.
From the energy balance equations for the catalyst temperature, the dimensional
coefficient of the non-dimensionalized accumulation term is
ρcCpcTcs
ts
Similarly, from the energy balance equations for the fluid temperature, the dimen-
sional coefficient of the non-dimensionalized convection term is
usρgsCpgsTgs
zs
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To find out tp, the coefficients for the accumulation and convection terms are equated.
ρcCpcTcs
ts
=
usρgsCpgsTgs
zs
Therefore, when the heat transfer process time is considered, then tf=tp. From
appendix B, ts=tp and zs=L.
⇒ tp = ρcCpcL
usρgsCpgs
The above relation can be generalized for various locations along the axial direction
of the reactor (Fissore and Barresi, 2003) as
⇒ tp = ρcCpcz
usρgsCpgs
This gives the time scale of thermal relaxation τth as follows:
τth =
ρcCpcz
usρgsCpgs
(3.5)
The time scale for thermal relaxation can be defined as the time taken for the catalyst
temperature to decrease from 95% to 5% of the temperature at a specific location or
at a single volume element of the reactor. Hence, when the full length of the reactor
is considered, the time scale will be long. When a location near to the entrance of
the reactor is considered, the thermal relaxation time scale will be short. (The value
of τth has been estimated numerically in Kaisare et al., 2005a).
3.4.2 Maximum temperature attained in the reactor
To find an expression for the maximum temperature attained in the reactor as a
function of the velocity of the moving front (Nieken et al., 1995), the axial co-ordinate
z is replaced by the moving co-ordinate ξ, with ξ = z − ωt where ω is the velocity
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of the moving front. Multiplying equation (2.6) by (1− ǫ) and adding it to equation
(2.5) while retaining only the dominant terms (the relative importance of the different
terms in the equation can be determined through scaling - see Table 3.1), results in
the following simplified equation. After neglecting the accumulation term in the fluid,
axial and radial thermal conduction in gas and catalyst balance equations, the model
equation is given as follows:
(1− ε) ρcCpc∂Tc
∂t
= (1− ε)HRη (−R)− uρgCpg ∂Tg
∂z
(3.6)
Converting the axial co-ordinate z to the moving co-ordinate ξ
− (1− ε)ωρcCpc∂Tc
∂ξ
= (1− ε)HRη (−R)− uρgCpg ∂Tg
∂ξ
Note that the accumulation term in the convected co-ordinate system is negligible
and hence has been dropped in the above equation. Non-dimensionalizing the above
equation with the scale factors,
−(1− ε)ωρcCpcTcs
ξs
∂T ∗c
∂ξ∗
= (1− ε)HRsη (−R)sH∗R (−R)∗−
usρgsCpgsTgs
ξs
u∗ρ∗gCp
∗
g
∂T ∗g
∂ξ∗
(3.7)
At the maximum temperature, the gas temperature Tg is equal to the catalyst tem-
perature Tc. Therefore, equation (3.7) can be written as
[
usρgsCpgsTcs
ξs
u∗ρ∗gCp
∗
g −
(1− ε)ωρcCpcTcs
ξs
]
∂T ∗c
∂ξ∗
= (1− ε)HRsη (−R)sH∗R (−R)∗
At maximum temperature, the scaled quantities are of o(1). That is, the term u∗ρ∗gCp
∗
g
in the above equation is of o(1). Thus, the two convection terms in the above equa-
tion can be combined. Hence, the dimensionless group obtained by balancing the
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coefficients of the two convection terms with the heat generation term should be of
o(1). That is
usρgsCpgsTgs
ξs
− (1− ε)ωρcCpcTcs
ξs
= (1− ε)HRsη (−R)s (3.8)
In the above expression Tcs is the scale factor for the catalyst temperature. When
T ∗c = 1, Tc is maximum. Therefore, Tcs = Tc,max − Tcr; where, Tcr is the catalyst
reference temperature. Therefore,
(
−(1− ε)ωρcCpc
ξs
+
usρgsCpgs
ξs
)
(Tc,max − Tcr) = (1− ε)HRsη (−R)s
(Tc,max − Tcr) = (1− ε)HRsη (−R)s(usρgsCpgs
ξs
− (1−ε)ωρcCpc
ξs
) (3.9)
The above relation can also be obtained (Nieken et al., 1995) by integrating the dif-
ferential equations for solid temperature, fluid temperature and fluid concentration
with appropriate boundary conditions. However, in the present work, a similar ex-
pression is derived without any intricate integration. Subsequently, this relation can
be used to calculate the velocity of the moving heat front (equation (53) in Nieken et
al., 1995).
ω =
usρgsCpgs (Tc,max − Tcr)− ξs (1− ε)HRsη (−R)s
(1− ε) ρcCpc (Tc,max − Tcr) (3.10)
Maximum temperature attained in the reactor at very low flow velocities
The maximum attainable temperature within the reactor due to the exothermic re-
action can also be obtained by assuming that the heat loss due to conduction and
convection are almost zero and all the heat liberated is accumulated inside the cat-
alyst (perfectly insulated system with very low flow velocities). This is a particular
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operating condition at which the feed is assumed to be at the ignition temperature
and the heat liberated is completely retained in the system. Under such conditions,
the temperature of the system increases continuously. The reactor has to be operated
in this manner to heat up the catalyst section to a suitable temperature such that ac-
ceptable conversion can be reached. Once the expected temperature is reached, the
operating condition has to be changed to maintain the reactor sustainability. With
the above-mentioned assumptions, equation (3.7) with Tc=Tg in the absence of the
convection term simplifies to the following form:
− ωρcCpcTcs
ξsHRsη (−R)s
∂T ∗c
∂ξ∗
= H∗R (−R)∗ (3.11)
When the heat accumulation term balances the heat generation term, the nondi-
mensional number at the left hand side of the above equation must be equal to 1.
Therefore,
ωρcCpcTcs
ξsHRsη (−R)s
= 1
⇒ ωρcCpcTcs
ξs
= HRsηkrc
o
Ms = HRsηkrcM0 (3.12)
Representing the concentration cM0 in terms of the mole fraction YM0
ωρcCpcTcs
ξs
= HRsηkr
P
RgTcs
YM0
Tcs =
√√√√HRsηkrξs
ωρcCpc
P
Rg
YM0
i.e. Tc,max − Tcr =
√√√√HRsηkrξs
ωρcCpc
P
Rg
YM0 (3.13)
The above relation can also be obtained by dividing the differential equation repre-
senting the temperature and concentration of the system to get a simpler equation for
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concentration as a function of temperature (Matros, 1989). This equation can then be
integrated between the inlet and maximum temperatures, linearized and simplified.
On the other hand, the relation is obtained directly through the proposed approach.
3.4.3 Reaction rate time scale
The time scale for reaction rate can be obtained directly from the scaled energy
balance equation of the catalyst temperature given by equation (3.1).
ρcCpcTcs
tsηHRs (−R)s
= 1
τHrxn =
ρcCpcTcs
ηHRs (−R)s
(3.14)
The above expression representing the time scale of the reaction rate is equivalent to
the expression obtained by Matros (1989).
3.4.4 Minimum length of the hot zone for sustainability
The hot zone in the reactor should be long enough for the reaction to take place
to the required extent. This length of the hot zone essential for the sustainabil-
ity/autothermality of the reactor can be formulated easily from the scaled equations.
The required extent of reaction can be formulated from equations (3.3) and (3.4).
The dominant terms in equation (3.3) are chosen for calculation (percentage impor-
tance of different terms in the equation are shown in Table 3.1). After neglecting the
accumulation and axial dispersion terms in equation (3.3) and for a one-dimensional
model, equation (3.3) can be written as
u∗
∂c∗M
∂z∗
= −kmsap (1− ε) zs
us
k∗m (c
∗
M − co∗M) (3.15)
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Equation (3.4) is written as
k∗m (c
∗
M − co∗M) =
η (−R)s
kmsapcMs
(−R)∗ (3.16)
When the mass transfer of reactants into the catalyst is the limiting factor, the
dimensionless number obtained in equation (3.15) is of order 1. However, when the
reaction kinetics is the limiting factor, this is not true as the value of the dimensionless
number, kmsap(1−ε)zs
us
is of order 100 (refer Table 3.1). Thus, under mass transfer
limiting case,
zmin =
us
kmsap (1− ε) (3.17)
Alternatively, when the reaction kinetics is the limiting factor, the dimensionless
number obtained in equation (3.16) becomes more significant. Substituting equation
(3.16) into equation (3.15),
u∗
∂c∗M
∂z∗
= −(1− ε) zs
us
η (−R)s
cMs
(−R)∗ (3.18)
Thus, the expression for zmin can be determined from the dimensionless number in
equation (3.18).
zmin =
uscMs
(1− ε) η (−R)s
(3.19)
The above relations for reactor sustainability can also be obtained by the procedure
of Fissore and Barresi (2003). The heterogeneous system of differential equations is
first simplified to represent a quasi-homogeneous system. The equation representing
the balance equation for the fluid concentration can then be integrated to obtain an
expression for the minimum length of the hot zone.
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3.5 Analysis of scaled equations and parameters
3.5.1 Final scaled equations
Scaled Catalyst Phase Energy Balance:
π1
∂T ∗c
∂t∗
= π2
1
r∗
∂
∂r∗
(
r∗
∂T ∗c
∂r∗
)
+ π3
∂
∂z∗
(
∂T ∗c
∂z∗
)
+ π4h
∗
(
T ∗g
Tgs
Tcs
+
Tgr − Tcr
Tcs
− T ∗c
)
+H∗R (−R)∗ (3.20)
Scaled Fluid Phase Energy Balance:
π5ρ
∗
gCp
∗
g
∂T ∗g
∂t∗
= π6
1
r∗
∂
∂r∗
(
r∗
∂T ∗g
∂r∗
)
+ π7
∂
∂z∗
(
∂T ∗g
∂z∗
)
− u∗ρ∗gCp∗g
∂T ∗g
∂z∗
+ π8h
∗
(
T ∗c
Tcs
Tgs
+
Tcr − Tgr
Tgs
− T ∗g
)
(3.21)
Scaled Fluid Phase Mole Balance:
π9
∂c∗M
∂t∗
= π10
1
r∗
∂
∂r∗
(
r∗
∂c∗M
∂r∗
)
+ π11
∂
∂z∗
(
∂c∗M
∂z∗
)
− u∗∂c
∗
M
∂z∗
− π12k∗m
(
c∗M −
co∗Mc
o
Ms
cMs
)
(3.22)
Scaled Catalyst Phase Mole Balance:
π13k
∗
m
(
c∗M − co∗M
coMs
cMs
)
= (−R)∗ (3.23)
where, π1, π2, ......, π13 are the dimensionless groups given in Table 3.1.
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3.5.2 Proof of heterogeneity/homogeneity
The above equations represent the mass and energy balance equations of the reactor
where all the quantities are scaled of order 1 (i.e., o(1)). This is evident from the
values shown in Table 3.1. All the dimensionless numbers except π8 and π12 are
of o(1). The larger values of the two dimensionless numbers provide some useful
information for modeling the system. The dimensionless number π8 characterizes the
balance between the heat transfer from the catalyst to the fluid and the heat loss
due to convection. In the expression π8h
∗
(
T ∗c
Tcs
Tgs
+ Tcr−Tgr
Tgs
− T ∗g
)
, h∗ is of order 1.
Therefore, the other term
(
T ∗c
Tcs
Tgs
+ Tcr−Tgr
Tgs
− T ∗g
)
should be very small (about 0.1 or
0.01) such that the entire term is of order 1. Also, since Tgs = Tcs and Tgr = Tcr,
the term
(
T ∗c
Tcs
Tgs
+ Tcr−Tgr
Tgs
− T ∗g
)
can be simplified as
(
T ∗c − T ∗g
)
. Thus, the difference
between the scaled fluid temperature and scaled catalyst temperature is very small.
The dimensionless number π4 characterizes the balance between the heat transfer
from the catalyst to the gas and the heat generated due to reaction. Since its value is
of order one, it suggests that the difference between the catalyst and gas temperatures
is of order one. This seemingly contradictory conclusion drawn from the magnitudes
of π8 and π4 indicates that there is a region of influence for the gas phase energy
equation wherein the length scale is shorter than L (note that we have chosen zs=L).
This can be explained as follows. The dimensionless numbers for balancing heat
transfer in the energy balance of both the solid and fluid temperature respectively
are:
π4 =
aphsTcs
ηHRs (−R)s
and π8 =
hsap (1− ε) zs
usρgsCpgs
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The value of π8 is 31 when the entire length of the reactor is considered (i.e., zs =
L). Therefore, when the entire reactor is considered, there is a very small difference
between Tc and Tg. Hence, Tc and Tg become equal before the end of the reactor.
However, in a region very close to the entrance, the value of zs will be small, which
will subsequently reduce the value of π8. In that case,
(
T ∗c − T ∗g
)
will be of order 1,
which indicates that there exists a significant difference between the two temperatures.
Similarly the dimensionless group π12 indicates that c
∗
M
∼= co∗M ; that is, the reaction
kinetics rather than the mass transfer is limiting. We conclude from the scaled model
equations that if π4, π8, π12 and π13 are much larger than one, a pseudo-homogeneous
model can be used whereby the catalyst and gas can be assumed to be at local thermal
and chemical equilibrium.
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Table 3.1
Characteristic dimensionless numbers and their significance.
Dimensionless
Group
Expression Values for specific
reactor properties
Values for
specific
operating
condition
π1
ρcCpcTcs
tsHRsη (−R)s
3.3
tsCM0
0.11
π2
kcTcs
r2sηHRs (−R)s
0.63 ∗ 10−4
CM0
0.00063
π3
kcTcs
z2sηHRs (−R)s
0.99 ∗ 10−6
CM0
0.0000098
π4
aphsTcs
ηHRs (−R)s
0.44 ∗
(
0.098 + 1.1v
3/5
in
)
CM0
2.3
π5
εzs
tsus
0.1
tsuin
0.0017
π6
εkgzs
r2susρgsCpgs
0.0072
uin
0.036
π7
εkg
zsusρgsCpgs
0.00054
uin
0.0027
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Dimensionless
Group
Expression Values for specific
reactor properties
Values for
specific
operating
condition
π8
hsap (1− ε) zs
usρgsCpgs
0.00018

6500 + 75000u3/5in
uin

 31
π9
εzs
tsus
0.1
tsuin
0.0017
π10
εzsDr
usr2s
0.05
uin
0.25
π11
εDz
zsus
0.00078
uin
0.0039
π12
kmsap (1− ε) zs
us
0.25

20 + 230u3/5in
uin

 130
π13
kmsapcMs
η (−R)s
0.088 + u
3/5
in
0.47
3.5.3 Time scale analysis
The dimensionless groups π1, π5 and π9 provide a measure of the time scale of change of
the catalyst temperature, fluid temperature and fluid concentration, respectively. π1
is of o(1); π5 and π9 are of o(0.01). Hence, it can be concluded that the change in fluid
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concentration and fluid temperature is relatively fast when compared with the change
in catalyst temperature. Therefore, for modeling such a reactor type, the fluid phase
energy and mole balances can be modeled using the quasi-steady-state assumption.
Only the solid phase energy balance needs to be modeled as unsteady-state in order
to sufficiently represent the reactor operation. In other words, a quasi-steady-state
model will provide results very similar to the full model.
3.6 Stepwise model reduction and validation using scaling procedure
Scaling analysis allows one to justify the assumptions made in simplifying a complex
model and use the reduced order model to analyze process behavior and to design
a model-based controller. Through time scale analysis, the assumption of quasi-
steady-state for various operating parameters (such as fluid temperature and fluid
concentrations) can be justified. This simplifies the model from a pure distributed
parameter system to a relatively simple DAE (Differential Algebraic Equation) sys-
tem. Similarly, many other insights can be obtained by comparing the values of the
dimensionless groups. For example, dimensionless groups in Table 3.1 denoting the
ratio of the conductive heat transfer in the radial direction to the reaction heat (π2)
and ratio of the conductive heat transfer in the axial direction to the reaction heat
(π3) for the catalyst phase balance equation are very small showing that the conduc-
tive effect in the system is almost negligible. Therefore, the conduction effects can be
conveniently removed, thereby reducing the model to a one-dimensional, first order
differential equation. The value of a dimensionless group can also be used to calcu-
late the error incurred in the model by removing the term to which it is multiplied.
The error introduced in the model by eliminating the conductive effect is of o(0.0001).
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Thus, the model can be further simplified based on the error tolerance acceptable for
modeling.
Also, it can be seen that the time scale for the catalyst energy balance (π1) is depen-
dent on the cycle time. i.e.,
π1 =
ρcCpcTcs
tsHRsη (−R)s
Using the above relation, the value of the time scale parameter (π1) can be determined
for various values of the cycle time (ts). At smaller cycle times, π1 will be close to
1 denoting the importance of the unsteady-state behavior of the process. On the
other hand, when ts is large enough, π1 will be relatively small (compared to other
competing phenomena) and hence the system can be solved by assuming steady-state
behavior. Thus, when modeling, the need to include the unsteady-state behavior of
the system can be determined. Scaling provides a means for identifying the dominant
factors affecting the system and can be beneficial for developing a simple model.
3.7 Sensitivity analysis of various parameters
To emphasize the hybrid nature of the system, a study of the system at cyclic-steady-
state operating conditions was performed. As mentioned already, RFR is a hybrid
reactor - a combination of both discrete and continuous processes. Thus far, an
analysis on the system has been done, concentrating on its continuous behavior. As
the periodicity is an important parameter that governs the reactor performance, a
detailed sensitivity analysis of the system based on various important parameters
has been carried out in this section. The effects of column length, switching time
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and mass transfer rate on the periodic nature of the system are determined based on
simulations performed with the scaled equations and are discussed in the subsequent
sections. The model parameters as specified in Salomons et al. (2004) are considered
for the base case in this study. COMSOL and MATLAB are used for the simulations.
3.7.1 Effect of reactor length
The simulation is carried out for large number of cycles such that the final tempera-
ture profile at the end of every semi-cycle reaches steady-state. This state is specially
termed as cyclic-steady-state since the final profiles at the end of forward flow are en-
tirely different from the profiles at the end of reverse flow. However, the profile at the
end of every forward or reverse flow reaches steady-state (Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.4).
The effect of column length on the dimensionless maximum temperature attained in
the system at cyclic-steady-state for various velocity conditions is shown in Figure 3.2.
It can be easily interpreted from this figure that the maximum temperature increases
as the velocity increases. When the velocity of the feed stream increases, the number
of moles reacted per unit time also increases. On the other hand, when the velocity is
high enough such that the residence time of the reactants is too short for the reaction
to take place, then the temperature starts decreasing with increasing velocity. Thus,
when the reactor length is very small (<0.8 m), higher velocities will lead to reaction
extinction. On the other hand, interesting behavior of the system can be seen when
the maximum temperature for a particular velocity with changing reactor length is
considered. It is seen that the temperature eventually decreases with increasing re-
actor length. The same result can also be obtained from equation (3.9) provided the
effect of all the governing parameters such as (−R)s, us and ξ are deduced accurately.
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Fig. 3.2. Sensitivity of dimensionless maximum temperature at cyclic-
steady-state to changes in the reactor length for varying velocity.
The effect of the term (−R)s must also be considered for deducing the above result
as the inlet methane concentration is imbedded in (−R)s (see appendix). This ob-
servation can be understood and explained when the temperature profile along the
reactor at the end of each semi-cycle is studied (as shown in Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.4).
In Figure 3.3, the temperature of the system with nominal operating conditions (zs =
0.8 m, inlet velocity = 0.4027 m/s, inlet concentration = 0.08 mol/m3) is shown. It is
seen that the maximum temperature in the reactor, during both forward and reverse
flow, occurs at almost the same location of the reactor. Essentially, the movement of
the reaction front on either end of the reactor during both flow directions is equal and
the maximum temperature occurs roughly at the center of the reactor and displays
only one temperature peak. Alternatively, when the bed length alone is increased (zs
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= 2 m) as shown in Figure 3.4, dual peaks are noticed. This is due to the movement
of the reaction front on either side of the reactor. As other operating conditions are
preserved except the column length, the movement of reaction front is the same for
both cases (zs = 0.8 m and zs = 2 m). When the length of the reactor is increased,
the hottest zone occurs well before the center of the reactor. This is true for both
the flow directions. Hence, dual temperature peaks can be seen by increasing the
reactor length. Due to this splitting of temperature profile, a difference in conversion
arises. At a nominal reactor length, almost all the reaction takes place midway along
the reactor. At an increased column length, most of the reaction takes place at
the beginning. Thus, the dimensionless maximum temperature at cyclic-steady-state
decreases with increasing reactor length for varying velocity. This is also explained
by scaling. That is, through scaling, it has been proved that there exists a region of
influence along the axial direction of the reactor.
3.7.2 Effect of switching time
The effect of switching time on the maximum temperature for various velocities is
shown in Figure 3.5 where ‘x’ denotes the value of π1 at switching time ts=300 s.
From this figure, it is clearly seen that the switching time is the most important
parameter that determines the reactor sustainability. In the figure, the abscissa de-
notes the increase in switching time from left to right direction in the form of the
dimensionless group π1. For a specified velocity value, the maximum temperature
is almost the same up to a certain switching time beyond which the temperature
starts decreasing. This is called the critical switching time (tsc). If the switching time
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Fig. 3.3. Dimensionless temperature attained in the reactor at every
switching time for both forward and reverse flow with nominal bed
length (till cyclic-steady-state is attained).
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Fig. 3.4. Dimensionless temperature attained in the reactor at every
switching time for both forward and reverse flow with increased bed
length (till cyclic-steady-state is attained)..
is high, the dimensionless number π1, i.e.,
ρcCpcTcs
tsHRsη(−R)s
becomes small denoting that
the heat accumulated in the system becomes less. Thus, the value of switching time
(ts) should be chosen based on the value of π1 required for sustainability of the reactor.
Similarly, the effect of switching time on the reactor maximum temperature for vari-
ous inlet methane concentrations is shown in Figure 3.6. As the inlet concentration
is increased, the maximum temperature also increases, which also can be observed
from equation (3.9). From the figure, it is seen that the sustainability of the sys-
tem even for poor feed conditions can be attained by manipulating the switching
time. Under poor feed conditions, the value of the dimensionless group π1 should
be large enough to prevent reaction extinction. This establishes that the switching
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Fig. 3.5. Sensitivity of dimensionless maximum temperature at cyclic-
steady-state to changes in switching time for varying velocity.
Fig. 3.6. Sensitivity of dimensionless maximum temperature at cyclic-
steady-state to changes in switching time for varying inlet concentra-
tion.
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time should be small. Also, at rich feed conditions, large switching time is benefi-
cial as convective heat loss will play the role in decreasing the maximum temperature.
The same conclusions can also be derived from the analytical expressions obtained in
section 3.4.2. From equation (3.9), the maximum temperature can be represented as
(Tc,max − Tcr) = (1− ε)HRsη (−R)s ξs
(usρgsCpgs − (1− ε)ωρcCpc) (3.24)
In the above expression, the term usρgsCpgs represents the convection term. In other
words, it denotes the heat lost from the reactor due to convection. At poor feed
conditions, the heat produced will be small and it is desirable to minimize the heat lost
by convection (i.e., usρgsCpgs). From equation (3.24), as the heat loss by convection
term is decreased, the maximum temperature will increase and thus the system can
be sustained longer. In order to decrease the heat lost due to convection, the distance
traveled by the hot zone should be decreased. This can be easily carried out by
decreasing the switching time. Similarly at rich feed conditions, the convective heat
loss (i.e., usρgsCpgs) should be high to decrease the maximum temperature. Therefore,
the hot zone inside the reactor should move to a greater extent. This can be easily
done by increasing the switching time.
3.7.3 Mass transfer effects
The effect of mass transfer rate on the reactor performance is shown in Figure 3.7.
The figure shows that for a particular range of the non-dimensional number π12, the
dimensionless maximum temperature is almost constant. This can be explained very
well using scaling analysis. When the mass transfer rate is high enough, the scale
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factor for the reaction rate is calculated from the maximum value of the temperature
and the inlet concentration. Thus, from equation (3.24), the maximum temperature
is not a function of the mass transfer coefficient. However, when π12 is decreased sig-
nificantly, the temperature starts decreasing. That is, by decreasing the mass transfer
effect, the maximum temperature becomes a function of the mass transfer coefficient.
This is because, as the mass transfer starts dominating, the reaction rate scale factor
becomes a function of km as represented by the expression (−R)s = kmapcMsη (accord-
ing to the scaling procedure). Thus, through scaling it can be explained that why
the maximum temperature becomes a function of the dimensionless group π12 when
the mass transfer effect is decreased considerably. It can also be seen from the fig-
ure that, when the mass transfer rate is decreased, the conversion also decreases.
The reason for the decreased conversion, while maintaining an almost constant di-
mensionless maximum temperature is explained in Figure 3.8. The figure shows the
cyclic-steady-state temperature profile as π12 is decreased (i.e., from 10x to
x
20
). The
hot zone is observed to shrink as π12 is decreased. Although there is a decrease in
the width of the hot zone, the maximum temperature is maintained at a near con-
stant value (for x
10
< π12 < 10x). However, due to the constriction of the hot zone,
the percentage conversion is reduced. Thus, similar to the critical switching time,
there exists a critical mass transfer rate above which the maximum temperature at-
tained in the reactor will almost be constant despite the fact that there is a significant
difference in percentage conversion.
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Fig. 3.7. Sensitivity of dimensionless maximum temperature at cyclic-
steady-state to changes in the mass transfer rates.
Fig. 3.8. Cyclic-steady-state temperature profiles in RFR for varying
mass transfer rates.
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3.8 Effective RFR operation
Based on the results obtained from the scaled model equations, much useful infor-
mation for effective operation of a RFR can be deduced. If the range of variability
of important disturbance variables to the system such as inlet velocity, inlet concen-
tration etc., are predictable, then based on the derived analytical expressions and
sensitivity analysis at cyclic-steady-state conditions, a RFR can either be designed
or the operating conditions can be modified appropriately. For instance, if the flow
velocity is high, from Figure 3.5 it can be inferred that it is beneficial to have higher
switching frequencies. At extremely rich feed conditions, it is also supposed that the
maximum temperature will be very high. Under such conditions, lower switching fre-
quencies help in reducing the temperature of the system by increasing the heat loss
due to convection (refer to Figure 3.6, for cM0 = 0.08 and 0.12mol/m
3). At the same
time, it is interesting to note that even for extremely rich feed conditions, very high
switching frequencies (with switching time < 10 seconds) help in reducing the maxi-
mum temperature (refer to Figure 3.6, for cM0 = 0.16 and 0.20mol/m
3).
In RFR control, two controlled variables are generally considered. They are the
maximum temperature and exit concentration. However, due to the complexity of
the model used in the control strategy, sometimes it is assumed that when the max-
imum temperature is beyond a certain value, more than 90% of the reaction would
take place. This assumption is valid only when the mass transfer rate is high enough.
If the mass transfer rate is low but greater than the critical mass transfer rate, then
as seen in Figures 3.7 and 3.8, the maximum temperature will be sufficiently high
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even though the desired extent of conversion might not have reached. Also, based on
the importance of each term (as given in Table 3.1), the reduced model used for the
control strategy can be tested and validated. We see that scaling not only helps to
understand the process better, but also to construct relevant models for use in simple
control schemes.
3.9 Conclusions
Dimensional, scaling and sensitivity analysis of a Reverse Flow Reactor used for
methane combustion has been carried out in this study. Through scaling analysis, it
has been shown that various useful analytical expressions explaining specific behavior
of the process can be derived without any complicated mathematical procedures.
Different model simplifications that were made based on pure intuition were verified
and ways of simplifying the complex two-dimensional heterogeneous model of the
reactor are demonstrated. In addition, sensitivity to important operating parameters
such as reactor length, switching length and mass transfer rates at cyclic-steady-state
conditions is determined. Such simplified models are expected to be very useful in
optimization and control studies. The results obtained in scaling are used extensively
in Chapter 6 for obtaining a reduced order model to be used for advanced control
studies.
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4. HEAT REMOVAL FROM REVERSE FLOW
REACTORS USED IN METHANE COMBUSTION†
4.1 Introduction
Modeling, validation and theoretical analysis of RFR have been discussed in the previ-
ous chapters. In this chapter, the RFR model will be utilized to test some operational
advantages that can be obtained from the system. The idea of using Reverse Flow Re-
actors (RFR) for methane reduction in exhausts has been well elucidated in the past.
However, there are intricacies in such operations to maintain the ignited state of the
reactor along with maintaining low outlet concentrations of methane. This is espe-
cially true under rich feed conditions where combustion reactions liberate more heat
leading to possible catalyst deactivation. Under favorable conditions, it is possible to
continuously extract heat from the RFR system - this is a viable way of maintaining
acceptable thermal conditions in the reactor and consequently retaining catalyst ac-
tivity. This chapter elaborates upon the optimal amount of heat that can be removed
from the system without losing the sustainability while preventing overheating of the
catalyst bed. A simple event based control strategy is implemented for switching the
inlet and outlet ports (flow reversal). Issues relating to the operation of reverse flow
reactors with side feeding and the possibility of extraction of useful heat from such
systems are also discussed. The two dimensional heterogeneous model of the reactor
explained in Chapter 2 has been employed in this study. Some of the model simplifi-
cations through the knowledge obtained from scaling analysis of the model equations
†A version of this chapter has been published as Heat Removal from Reverse Flow Reactors used in
Methane Combustion, in Canadian Journal of Chemical Engineering, (2005), 83, 695-704.
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have also been implemented for simplicity.
In the hierarchy of waste management techniques, it is better to prevent harmful
emissions from being generated in the first place. If this laudable objective is not
practically feasible, the treatment of emissions to produce less harmful substances is
worthy of detailed consideration. For such waste treatment processes, the most tech-
nically and economically viable process to minimize impact on the environment and
to meet emission limits specified by regulatory bodies will be a sustainable autother-
mal process. In this chapter, ways of reaching a sustainable autothermal process
along with finding some benefits other than waste treatment have been investigated.
From the study, it has been shown that apart from operating the reverse flow reactor
suitable for reducing the methane concentration in the exhaust, some useful energy
can be extracted from the system at specified operating conditions (under normal and
rich feed conditions). The extracted energy can be used efficiently for other purposes.
Thus, waste treatment can be done without spending any external energy (autother-
mal) and in fact, while extracting useful energy from the waste (heat extraction).
This strategy is applicable only when the reactant concentration is high enough such
that the heat produced is more than the heat required for autothermal operation.
4.2 Reverse Flow Reactor with side feed
As already mentioned, the RFR is a packed bed reactor (Figure 1.3) in which the
flow direction is reversed periodically. Through periodically reversing the flow, the
heat is trapped in the packing, which in turn is used to heat up the feed when the
flow direction is reversed. During rapid flow reversals, the reactants that may be
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present in the monolith sections will be driven out before having a chance to enter
the catalyst section - this may result in increased outlet concentration. Hence, to
eliminate the problem that may occur during rapid flow reversals, the concept of
side feeding has been introduced (Budhi et al., 2004a). In a RFR with side feeding,
the feed valves are located near the reactor beds. The operation of RFR with side
feeding is shown in Figure 4.1. In the forward flow, as represented in Figure 4.1(a),
valves A and D are open and in the reverse flow, valves B and C are open (Figure
4.1(b)). Note that, in this case, the inert monolith section is not used for preheating
the reactants. An alternate method was also proposed by Budhi et al. (2004b) to
overcome the performance reduction during rapid flow reversals. They proposed that
the feed concentration should be periodically lowered before switching. By doing
so, the unconverted reactants going out of the system without entering the catalyst
section can be reduced, thereby increasing the reactor performance even at high flow
reversal frequencies.
4.3 Overview of control strategies
Programmable Logic Based Control strategy has been used to switch the flow direction
based on the operating conditions. To start with, this simple strategy concentrating
only on the criteria of flow reversal has been studied. Here, the major concern is on
examining the possibility of heat extraction from the reactor at favorable conditions
(i.e., at rich feed conditions). Various control studies have been proposed to main-
tain the maximum temperature and the exit concentration. A Single Input Single
Output (SISO) control strategy considering electric power supply at the central zone
to avoid reaction extinction and a Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) model
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(a) 
(b) 
A B 
C D 
A B 
C D 
Reactor Inert Inert  
Reactor Inert Inert  
Fig. 4.1. Illustration of Reverse Flow Reactor with side feeding concept.
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based predictive control algorithm to handle issues such as reactor overheating and
reaction extinction have been proposed (Dufour et al., 2003; Dufour and Toure, 2004).
Edouard et al. (2005) compared two closed loop multivariable controllers (Linear
Quadratic Regulator and Model Predictive Control) for maintaining the hot spot
temperature within a specified range. During prolonged lean conditions, the ma-
nipulated variable is the heat supplied by a heating element. During prolonged rich
conditions, dilution of the process stream with a fresh stream acts as the manipulated
variable. Both of these manipulated variables are employed at the mid-open-section
of the reverse flow reactor. A more detailed review on the control methods applied to
RFR is provided later in Chapter 6. In the present study, the intention is to extract
a specified amount of useful heat from the mid-open-section under nominal and rich
feed conditions. The extended lean feed condition (under which the reaction may go
to extinction stage) is not considered in the present study. However, all the feed con-
ditions have been examined with the proposed advanced control strategy in Chapter
6.
4.4 Modeling assumptions
The catalyst sections are assumed to be heated with an electric blanket initially. Once
the reactor sections are heated to ignition temperature, the system is started with
the inlet flow on the right side thereby pushing the hot zone to the left side. This
ensures that the reaction occurs in both the sections. The thermocouples are located
to capture both the radial and axial temperatures along the reactor (shown by sym-
bols such as ‘A’, ‘B’, ‘Z’ etc. in Figures 2.2 and 2.3).
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While modeling reactors for methane combustion, the concentration of all the chemi-
cal species has to be determined. However, modeling all the chemical species present
in the exhaust will be complex and it is therefore a common idea to lump residual
hydrocarbons into one or two equivalent hydrocarbons. Slow reacting hydrocarbons
will be represented by methane and fast reacting hydrocarbons by propene. In this
study, we consider only the slow reacting hydrocarbons and hence will be dealing
with methane concentration alone. The model explained in Chapter 2 after applying
the simplifying assumptions from scaling analysis is briefly illustrated below.
4.5 Relatively simplified mathematical model
According to the time scale parameters calculated through scaling analysis (section
3.5.3), two state variables namely fluid concentration and fluid temperature change
rapidly when compared to the change in catalyst temperature. Thus, the unsteady
terms in the model equations representing the rapidly changing variables are approx-
imated as zero. The resulting quasi-steady-state model is shown below.
ρcCpc
∂Tc
∂t
= krc
1
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∂
∂r
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r
∂Tc
∂r
)
+ kzc
∂
∂z
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∂Tc
∂z
)
+ hap (Tg − Tc) +HRη (−R) (4.1)
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∂cM
∂z
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∂z
− kmap (1− ε) (cM − coM) (4.3)
kmap (cM − coM) = η (−R) (4.4)
The equations presented above are used for modeling the catalyst sections of the
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RFR. The transient terms in the temperature and the concentration equations of the
fluid are of less importance (proved through scaling analysis) and hence neglected.
Although original model equations can be used for this study, in order to decrease
the computation time without affecting the accuracy, the above mentioned model
equations are utilized. The model equations pertaining to the inert monolith sections,
open sections and information about physical properties, reaction kinetics, transfer
and diffusion coefficients, reactor dimensions etc., can be obtained from section 2.4.
It has been assumed that, at time t = 0, the reactor sections are heated to 773 K
and the inert monolith and open sections are maintained at room temperature. The
model equations do not incorporate an equation for variation in pressure because the
experienced pressure drop is expected to be negligible for the flow rates considered
here (Salomons et al., 2004).
4.6 Simple logic based control
Due to the hybrid nature of the Reverse Flow Reactor, efforts should be made in
finding an efficient control strategy for operating it within a specified operating
regime. The availability of a good model is a prerequisite for model based con-
trol schemes. However, if the model is complex (as is the case here), the control
calculations are likely to be expensive (in terms of time) to permit real time control.
Because of this reason and also to construct a benchmark which other control algo-
rithms/strategies will be compared with, a logic-based control system that relies only
on process measurements is implemented and investigated first. A detailed exposi-
tion on programmable logic based controllers can be found in Chidambaram (2001).
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The control objectives are to retain the hot zone inside the reactor and to main-
tain the maximum temperature within allowable limits. To achieve these objectives,
flow reversal and heat extraction are employed as manipulated variables. The flow
reversal is carried out using a simple logic based control and the heat extraction is
determined by variables such as inlet concentration, flow velocity, time after a step
change in the inlet concentration (to be discussed in section 4.7.3).
In the proposed logic based control, the feed flow direction is changed whenever the
temperature constraint (explained below) is violated. No consideration is given to
the outlet methane concentration. In other words, whenever the temperature of the
fluid in the inert monolith following the second reactor section (with respect to the
flow direction) goes above 600 K, the flow direction is reversed. Till this maximum
temperature (600 K) is reached, the flow will be maintained in the same direction.
The algorithm for this scheme is shown in Figure 4.2 when the flow is in the forward
(left to right) direction. The reason for choosing the temperature threshold to per-
form flow reversal is because the temperature in the reactor section can be anywhere
between 500 K and 1000 K and when the heat front tries to leave the reactor, it is re-
flected as an increase in the fluid temperature in the inert monolith section. Hence,
any temperature between 500 K and 1000 K can be used in the constraint. How-
ever, when low temperature is considered (say 500 K), the flow reversal will be rapid
which may cause damage to the valves. When high temperature is considered (say
1000 K), the flow will be reversed only after a very long time. This may lead to reac-
tion extinction. Hence an intermediate temperature has to be chosen (based on the
operating conditions) such that the flow reversal time is neither very small nor very
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CaR     = Concentration at the right extreme of the reactor 
CaL       = Concentration at the left extreme of the reactor 
Yes 
No 
CaR=inlet conc 
i.e., reverse flow 
Use negative uin in 
model equations 
 
CaL=inlet conc 
Continue with forward 
flow direction     
Use positive uin in 
model equations 
     
Is 
Tf at 
location D 
greater than 
600 K? 
Reverse Flow 
Reactor 
Fig. 4.2. Logic based control when the flow is in forward direction.
large. In this study, 600 K has been used in the constraint for a velocity of 0.2 m/s.
For other flow velocities, this temperature constraint may be suitably altered.
Fixing the switching time for flow reversal may be practically convenient rather than
being advantageous. Actually, fixing the flow reversal time can lead to undesirable
consequences (such as the escape of the ‘hot zone’ from the reactor section) if signifi-
cant disturbances occur in the flow rate of the gas stream that needs to be processed.
Thus, in the present work, switching is carried out by employing a logic based strat-
egy. Using this strategy, with an increase or decrease in the flow rate, switching time
will be reduced or prolonged accordingly.
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4.7 Results and Discussion
The model is coded in COMSOL and simulations are carried out by exploiting the
features of MATLAB and COMSOL. When the inlet methane concentration and
flow velocity are assumed constant and the reactor is simulated to determine the
concentration (methane) and temperature in the reactor after prolonged operation,
it is observed that almost no heat is allowed to escape from the system (the heat trap
effect being effective due to flow reversals). In Figure 4.3, the exit fluid temperature
is seen to fluctuate between 300 K and 360 K. The outlet methane concentration also
decreases after several flow reversals as shown in Figure 4.4. This decreasing exit
methane concentration indicates an increase in the reaction rate with time owing to
continued temperature increase in the catalyst sections. This continued increase is
due to the effective switching which preserves almost all the heat produced inside
the reactor itself. Note that in Figure 4.4 and in some of the other figures to follow
(Figures 4.13 and 4.14), it is not intended to show the ultimate cyclic-steady-state
that the reactor will attain. The main aim is to provide an insight into the reactor
behavior under various operating conditions.
4.7.1 Possibility of heat extraction
The temperature profile in Figure 4.5 illustrates the temperature along the reactor
(i.e., for all open sections, inert monolith sections and reactor sections) at the time
of flow reversal. The temperature increases even though the inlet concentration is
maintained constant. Thus, if the reactor is run for many hours, when most of the
heat is trapped inside the reactor itself, then the highest temperature at any point
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Fig. 4.3. Exit fluid temperature vs time for simple logic based control
assuming constant inlet methane concentration (1 mol%) and con-
stant flow velocity (0.2 m/s).
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Fig. 4.4. Exit methane concentration vs time for simple logic based
control assuming constant inlet methane concentration (1 mol%) and
constant flow velocity (0.2 m/s).
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Fig. 4.5. Fluid temperature profile at different times inside the re-
actor assuming constant inlet methane concentration (1 mol%) and
constant flow velocity (0.2 m/s).
of time may increase beyond the allowable limit (eg. 1200 K). This condition may
damage the reactor or catalyst. To avoid such unfavorable situations, the temperature
in the catalyst section has to be maintained below a certain limit. As we are dealing
with combustion reaction, when the flow is continuous the heat produced will also be
continuous. In such cases, some amount of heat can be removed from the reactor so
that the tendency for temperature rise is arrested. In this work, the exact manner in
which the heat will be extracted from the RFR is not of concern. The objective is
to quantify the ‘optimal’ amount of heat removal possible under different operating
conditions of the RFR.
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4.7.2 Optimal heat extraction from best possible location
The idea of continuous removal of heat from the reactor system and finding other
uses for it (such as steam/electricity generation) is very appealing. However, in
that case, the energy extracted has to be sufficient enough. Hence, heat cannot be
removed directly from the catalyst section as significant heat removal will cause the
temperature to fall drastically. When the temperature falls below a certain level,
the reaction will cease because the reaction rate is highly dependent on temperature.
However, if less heat is removed to effect a modest decrease in temperature, the
possibility of using the extracted heat for further usage is defeated. Inert monolith
sections cannot be used for this purpose as they are used as heat source and heat sink.
Also, because of flow reversal, the smooth temperature profile should be preserved
along the reactor and there should be no drastic change in temperatures. However,
the mid-open-section (in between the two catalyst sections) can be chosen for heat
removal. The heat that is produced in the first reactor in each flow direction is
removed before the stream enters second reactor. Hence, the temperature profile
can be maintained at the desired shape. The desired shape is of the form shown in
Figure 4.5 where we have a dual temperature peak on either side of a temperature
‘trough’. The peaks occur in the two catalyst sections and the ‘trough’ is located in
the mid-open-section from where heat can be removed.
4.7.3 Effect of heat removal on temperature profile
At first, a constant amount of heat is removed from the mid-section in both the flow
directions with inlet velocity - 0.2 m/s, inlet concentration - 1 mol% and flow rever-
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sal time - 300 s. When the inlet conditions are maintained constant, the amount of
excess heat retained in the system after reaching cyclic-steady-state can also be ap-
proximated as a constant value. Thus, the assumption of constant heat removal is
realistic. For the above mentioned conditions, when 3250 J/s of heat is removed, a
drop in temperature at the left reactor section is seen while there is a severe temper-
ature rise in the right section. When this operation is continued, the reaction in the
left reactor section will be extinguished completely and the right reactor section will
be damaged (Figure 4.6). A similar behavior is observed when the heat removal is
2500 J/s as shown in Figure 4.7.
The nature of temperature profile for 2500 J/s of heat removal until reaction ex-
tinction in any one of the reactor section is shown in Figure 4.7. In Figures 4.6 and
4.7, the temperature profile for fluid is shown for many cycles (only forward direc-
tion profiles are shown). It is seen that the initial temperature which is almost equal
in both reactors increases at first. After some cycles, the temperature in the left
hand side of the reactor starts decreasing and finally attains the ambient tempera-
ture. The peak reactor temperature is affected by the heat removal only after few
cycles. The figures show that the maximum temperature at the left reactor section
increases slightly for few cycles after which it reduces to the ambient temperature.
This is because, the heat removal is carried out at the mid section. The effect of rel-
atively low temperature region at the mid section takes a while to reach the reactor
sections. Once the effect is sensed in the reactor section, the maximum temperature
starts to decrease.
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Fig. 4.6. Temperature profile for 3250 J/s of heat removal for specified
initial conditions.
Fig. 4.7. Temperature profile for 2500 J/s of heat removal for specified
initial conditions.
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Fig. 4.8. Concentration profile for forward flow corresponding to tem-
perature profile in Fig. 4.7.
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4.7.4 Effect of heat removal on concentration profile
Whenever there is a significant temperature difference between the two reactors, more
reaction will take place in the reactor which has higher temperature and compara-
tively no reaction takes place in the other reactor. This is clearly seen in the con-
centration profiles shown in Figures 4.8 and 4.9. This explains the incessant rise or
fall in temperatures along with each flow reversal. In Figure 4.8, after many cycles,
there is no change in concentration till second reactor is reached. Also, when Figure
4.9 is observed, it shows that most of the conversion takes place in the second reac-
tor as the concentration decreases abruptly at the entrance of the second reactor itself.
From Figure 4.8, it is seen that no reaction occurs in the left side of the reactor
and almost 99% of the reaction takes place in the right side of the reactor. As, most
of the reaction is taking place in the right hand side of the reactor, in reverse flow,
there is only less than 1% of the inlet concentration of methane available for reac-
tion in the left hand side of the reactor. Hence, reaction does not take place in the
left section and consequently no heat is produced. This leads to a gradual drop in
temperature which finally reaches the ambient temperature. In contrast, when less
amount of heat (eg. 2000 J/s, 2250 J/s) is removed, the two peaks in temperature
profile prevail for longer time as shown in Figures 4.10 and 4.11.
From the above discussion, it can be confirmed that the problem of temperature
rise in the reactor section can be overcome by removing a definite amount of heat
from the mid-section. The amount of heat that can be removed depends on many
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Fig. 4.9. Concentration profile for reverse flow corresponding to the
temperature profile in Fig. 4.7.
Fig. 4.10. Temperature profile for 2250 J/s of heat removal for speci-
fied initial conditions.
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Fig. 4.11. Temperature profile for 2000 J/s of heat removal for speci-
fied initial conditions.
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variables such as inlet concentration, flow rate, initial temperature of both solid and
fluid phases, time for flow reversal etc.
4.7.5 Maximum possible heat that can be extracted
For several fixed values of velocities (in m/s) and inlet methane concentrations (in
mol), the amount of heat that can be extracted from the system without causing
reaction extinction or over heating after extended periods of reverse flow operation
was determined through simulations. The amount of heat that can be removed has
been correlated (using data from simulation runs) to the velocity, inlet concentration
and time as
QExtracted = 10
5.88C0.920 V
0.9
s t
−0.03 (4.5)
The above correlation was determined by relating the heat generated by the reac-
tion (obtained via sub-domain integration in the COMSOL model) to the operating
conditions of the reactor. Thus, the above expression is a function of the operat-
ing conditions and the sub-domain (reactor dimensions) settings. When the reactor
length is such that more than 90% of the reaction takes place in the first reactor sec-
tion (as in the current study), then the above relation will be a weak function of the
reactor dimensions. COMSOL simulations of the RFR wherein more amount of heat
was extracted (10% deviation than that computed by equation 4.5) showed that the
allowable temperature range in the reactor is ultimately violated. Thus the amount
of heat (in J/s) that is calculated from equation 4.5 is the optimal value for the re-
action to sustain for a very long time. Note that the term ‘t’ in equation 4.5 is the
time in seconds, after a step change in inlet concentration.
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The feed characteristics play a major role in the operation of the reverse flow reac-
tor. Hence the variations (either random or periodic nature (Cittadini et al., 2001))
in the feed characteristics, especially in terms of inlet concentration and inlet veloc-
ity, should be considered for maintaining the reactor operation within the sustainable
region. The relationship provided by equation (4.5) is in turn used in the boundary
conditions for heat removal and the reactor is simulated for varying inlet concentra-
tion and velocity along with logic based control for flow reversal. In Figure 4.12, the
change in inlet concentration is shown as a function of time for each flow direction.
The concentration is maintained at 1mol% for approximately 2 hrs and decreased to
0.5 mol% for next 1 hour. Again, it is changed to values such as 2, 1.5 and 1 mol%
for certain time intervals as shown in Figure 4.12.
For the inlet concentration profile considered, the exit concentration and exit tem-
perature for each flow reversal are as shown in Figures 4.13 and 4.14 respectively.
The spikes in the methane exit concentration (Figure 4.13) are due to the unreacted
methane concentration at the exit. This may be due to the sudden flow reversal
which causes the methane concentration in the inert monolith sections to suddenly
reverse its direction and exit the reactor system. The corresponding optimum heat
removed from the reactor is shown in Figure 4.15. Hence, by removing heat from the
mid-section, the temperature can be preserved to a good extent as evident from the
temperature profiles (Figure 4.16 and Figure 4.17) along the reactor. These profiles
are based on a large number of cycles (about 50) for the given inlet methane concen-
tration profile. In Figures 4.16 and 4.17, the temperature profile along the reactor at
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the time of flow reversal has been plotted. The maximum temperature in the reactor
will be around 1200 K when heat is removed from the mid-section and around 1400
K if no heat is removed from the mid-section.
A close look at Figure 4.16 shows that even when an optimum amount of heat is
removed from the reactor, a hot spot may appear in the reactor at rich feed condi-
tions (at higher inlet methane concentrations say 1.5 mol%). Hence, from the graphs
obtained for fluid temperature along the reactor for with and without heat removal
conditions (Figures 4.16 and 4.17), it can be concluded that the temperature inside
the reactor can be regulated to only a certain extent by removing heat in the mid-
section. Other measures should also be augmented with the heat removal strategy to
maintain the hot spot temperature within allowable limits. For example, if the re-
actor bed is designed with materials of higher thermal conductivity and dispersive
power, then the temperature will be evenly distributed throughout the reactor (be-
cause of high dispersive power). Furthermore, the movement of hot zone towards the
reactor exit will be faster (because of high thermal conductivity). These factors will
reduce the occurrence of hot spots in the reactor.
4.7.6 Effects of heat removal on exit concentration
From the exit concentration graph obtained (Figure 4.13), we see that the concen-
tration increases with time after 2 ∗ 104 seconds even though the concentration of
methane at the inlet is maintained at 1 mol%. The concentration rise is not due to
the effect of maximum temperature given as constraint in the controller. This can
be concluded by observing Figures 4.18 and 4.19 where the exit concentration is seen
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Fig. 4.12. Inlet methane concentration vs time.
Fig. 4.13. Exit methane concentration vs time in response to changing
inlet concentration as shown in Fig. 4.12.
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Fig. 4.14. Exit fluid temperature vs time in response to changing inlet
concentration as shown in Fig. 4.12.
Fig. 4.15. Heat removal profile for changing inlet concentration as
shown in Fig. 4.12.
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Fig. 4.16. Fluid temperature profile (with heat removal) for changing
inlet concentration as shown in Fig. 4.12.
Fig. 4.17. Fluid temperature profile (without heat removal) for chang-
ing inlet concentration as shown in Fig. 4.12.
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to be increasing whether the temperature constraint is set at 600 K or 500 K. It is
noted that when the constraint is tightened, rapid flow reversal results - this may
cause wear and tear in the control valves. This aspect must be taken into considera-
tion while deciding on the policy for flow reversal i.e., while declaring the temperature
constraint for the control strategy.
The increasing trend in exit methane concentration noticed in Figures 4.13, 4.18
and 4.19 is due to heat removal from the mid-section. This is because, when heat is
removed from the mid-section, the temperature of the fluid goes down. When this
‘cooled’ stream enters the second reactor, the heat in the second reactor is used for
heating the fluid to the ignition temperature. Therefore, very little reaction takes
place in the second reactor. Even if less amount of heat is removed, a rise in methane
exit concentration is seen. However, the rise is slow. The rise in concentration is di-
rectly dependent on the amount of heat removed as shown in Figure 4.20. In Figure
4.20, 100% heat removal refers to the value provided by equation (4.5), 50% refers to
half the value calculated by equation (4.5) and so on.
4.7.7 Sustainability along with heat extraction
From the above results, it can be concluded that when higher quantity of heat is re-
moved, the reactor cannot be sustained for many cycles. But on the other hand, if
less heat is removed, then the reactor will be sustained for a considerable number
of cycles. However, even when less heat is removed, the exit concentration gradu-
ally increases and at certain point of time, the removal of heat has to be stopped for
sometime so that the reactor can return back to the condition where exit methane
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Fig. 4.18. Exit methane concentration vs time (Constant inlet con-
centration (1 mol%); flow reversal when Tg at D ≥ 600 K).
Fig. 4.19. Exit methane concentration vs time (Constant inlet con-
centration (1 mol%); flow reversal when Tg at D ≥ 500 K).
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Fig. 4.20. Exit methane concentration for 0%, 20%, 50% and 100%
heat removal while fixing the inlet methane concentration at 1 mol%
and flow reversal when Tg at D ≥ 600 K).
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concentration is acceptable (‘nominal state’). The removal of heat can then be started
again. To be able to use the extracted heat meaningfully, substantial amount of heat
must be removed. The time taken by the reactor to regain the ‘nominal state’ is
much shorter as compared to the time period for which optimum amount of heat can
be extracted. Hence, it will be more efficient to take maximum quantity of heat from
the reactor during its ‘productive phase’ and when the exit concentration of methane
reaches a pre-specified threshold limit, the heat removal is stopped until the reactor
reaches the nominal state following which the heat removal policy is resumed.
The maximum temperature attained being significantly greater than the adiabatic
temperature rise in a reverse flow reactor (due to heat trap effect; Froment, 1990) ex-
plains the difference in the time over which heat is removed and the time for which
heat removal is stopped to enable the reactor to regain its nominal state. When heat
is removed from the system, there will be some amount of heat (due to the difference
in maximum temperature attained and temperature due to the adiabatic tempera-
ture rise) in the reactor which will make the temperature decrease to be slower in the
mid-open-section. When the heat removal is stopped, almost all heat produced by
reaction will be used for increasing the temperature.
4.7.8 Reactor operation under rich feed conditions
The problem of increase in temperature during prolonged rich feed conditions can
be solved when a slight modification is made to the flow reversal policy. The reason
behind this argument is at rich feed conditions, although larger amount of heat is lib-
erated in the reactor, most of the heat will be absorbed by the catalyst bed itself and
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hence the full impact cannot be seen in the inert monolith section where the temper-
ature sensor for logic based control is located. Hence, before the sensor captures the
increase in temperature (due to an increase in inlet concentration), the temperature
in the reactor increases tremendously. Also, the sensor in the reactor section will not
be of much use as the dynamic change in temperature is very significant inside the
reactor and hence the level of difficulty to control will increase if reactor temperature
is considered for controlling the flow reversal. Instead, a simple way of handling the
situation at higher feed conditions may be to fix the flow reversal time at an accept-
able minimum value. Therefore, logic based control will be used under normal feed
conditions; under rich feed conditions, the flow reversal time will be set to a mini-
mum operable value. Using such a heat removal strategy, the RFR was simulated
and the results were found to be quite satisfactory. Figure 4.21 shows the time se-
ries of the inlet methane concentration - for this situation, when the concentration is
less (say 1 mol%) the logic based control is used and the flow is reversed when the
monolith temperature exceeds a preset value. On the other hand, when there is an
increase in concentration (say more than 2 mol%), the flow reversal time will be fixed
to a smaller value. The effect of such an arrangement can be seen in the tempera-
ture along the reactor as shown in Figure 4.22. Note that this modified heat removal
strategy implies the availability of a composition sensor at the reactor inlet (this mea-
surement is anyway used for specifying the heat removal rate).
From a comparison of the temperature profiles along the reactor in Figures 4.16 and
4.17, it can be concluded that RFR with heat removal including a new fixed reversal
time under rich feed condition is better than the other two arrangements. If there is
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Fig. 4.21. Inlet methane concentration vs time.
no heat removal, the maximum temperature goes beyond 1400 K and if heat removal
is included along with a simple logic based control the maximum temperature has
been reduced considerably from 1400 K to 1200 K. When a slight modification has
been done in the logic based control under rich feed conditions alone, the maximum
temperature is further reduced by 100 K which is evident from Figure 4.22.
4.7.9 RFR with side feed arrangement
The benefits of RFR operation with side feeding was already mentioned in the in-
troductory section. Consequently, it would be quite reasonable to check if the heat
removal strategy can be extended to this configuration as well. In this case, the in-
ert monolith section is not used for preheating the reactants. However, the product
stream is assumed to pass through the monolith sections (situated after the reactor
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Fig. 4.22. Fluid temperature profile (with heat removal for new ar-
rangement) for changing inlet methane concentration as shown in
Fig.4.21.
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Fig. 4.23. Fluid temperature profile at different times inside the re-
actor for changing inlet methane concentration as shown in Fig. 4.21
(RFR with side feeding).
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sections) in our simulations. The fluid temperature profile at various times along the
reactor for RFR with side feeding is shown in Figure 4.23. The corresponding exit
methane concentration is shown in Figure 4.24. From Figures 4.13 and 4.24, it can
be clearly seen that the spikes in the exit concentration profile can be reduced signif-
icantly by operating the reactor with side feeding. However, the extent of conversion
in operating the reactor with side feeding is less than the normal operation. From the
results, it is seen that the heat removal strategy can also be beneficially applied to
RFR with side feeding. The temperature can be maintained well within the specified
range by extracting heat and implementing the flow reversal policy explained earlier.
It is clear that the temperature does not exceed 1100 K for the same varying inlet
concentration profile (Figure 4.21). It is observed that a heat removal profile similar
to that shown in Figure 4.15 is obtained and hence not shown.
Thus, a simple logic based control can be used to efficiently control the RFR with the
knowledge of inlet conditions and the amount of heat produced in the first reactor
section. A slight modification of the base control strategy (during rich feed condi-
tions) is successful in keeping the maximum temperature within allowable limits. The
control is achieved by extracting an optimal amount of heat from the mid-section of
the RFR. However, the static temperature constraint employed in the control logic
is likely to result in greater oscillations in maximum temperature when applied to
the RFR (which is inherently a dynamic system). Hence, advanced control strategies
should be implemented to ensure a tighter control of the system. Implementation of
advanced control strategy for RFR will be considered in Chapter 6.
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Fig. 4.24. Exit methane concentration vs time in response to changing
inlet concentration as shown in Fig. 4.21 (RFR with side feeding).
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4.8 Conclusions
From the results presented in this chapter, it can be concluded that Reverse Flow
Reactors can be used both for methane combustion and as a heat source due to
the exothermic nature of the reaction. It is seen that the reactor operation can be
sustained by extracting an optimum amount of energy from the system. Flow reversal
is carried out by employing a logic based control. It has been shown that, under rich
feed conditions, fixing the flow reversal time will be advantageous for reversing the
flow. Flow reversal time is essential not only to retain the hot zone inside the reactor
but also to maintain the maximum temperature in the catalyst section. The removal
of heat may cause an increase in exit concentration; this increase can be arrested by
stopping the heat removal for a while in order for the reactor to regain its ‘normal’
condition. The time taken for this recovery is very short when compared to the time
for which the heat is extracted from the system. RFR with side feeding also works
similar to the normal RFR when heat removal is considered.
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5. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF AUTOTHERMAL
REACTOR CONFIGURATIONS FOR METHANE
COMBUSTION†
5.1 Introduction
Having modeled the reverse flow reactor and demonstrated its workability and it ad-
vantages like extracting useful heat for other purposes, the interest now is to deduce
ways for the control of the maximum temperature in the reactor and the reactor exit
reactant concentration. RFR is operated in such a way that the hot zone is retained
inside the reactor itself. The flow switch should be performed appropriately such that
the temperature and the movement of hot zone are controlled properly. Moreover, it
is practically difficult to achieve the control objectives by only considering the flow
switch as the manipulated variable. In Chapter 4, we saw that even though maxi-
mum possible amount of heat is removed from the system, the temperature can be
reduced only to a certain extent.
The exothermic nature of catalytic combustion enables autothermal operation of re-
actors with realizable reactor configurations. As already discussed in Chapter 1, there
are many types of autothermal reactors like reactor with feed eﬄuent heat exchanger,
Reverse Flow Reactor (RFR) and Multi Port Switching Reactor (MPSR). Each re-
actor configuration will have its own advantages and disadvantages. Thus, in this
†A version of this chapter has been published as Performance Comparison of Autothermal Reactor
Configurations for Methane Combustion, in Industrial & Engineering Chemistry Research, (2006),
45, 3880-3890.
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chapter, different reactor designs have been tested and compared with each other for
methane combustion. The two main reactor configurations namely Reverse Flow Re-
actors (RFR) and Multi Port Switching Reactors (MPSR) are examined for various
operating conditions. Simulation results indicate that the RFR is efficient for lean
feed conditions while the MPSR is appropriate for rich feed conditions. From the
observations, a new reactor configuration which is shown to be efficient even under
drastically changing operating conditions has been proposed.
5.2 Literature review on different types of autothermal reactors
Of the various choices available for eﬄuent treatment in process industries, the au-
tothermal operation is highly preferred due to its technical feasibility and favorable
energy economy. Although there are many reactor designs for treating industrial ex-
hausts autothermally, there are still some unresolved issues pertaining to the selection
of reactor type. The highly dynamic nature of the process arising out of the feed flow
rates and composition brings into play a fair bit of operational complexity - differ-
ent reactor types may be advantageous for different operating conditions. A detailed
comparison of different reactor types based on inlet temperature, switching time and
flow rate has been done recently by Fissore and Barresi (2002), Haynes and Caram
(1994), Sheintuch and Nekhamkina (2004).
Fissore and Barresi (2002) compared the behavior of a reverse flow reactor with a
network of two or three reactors (called ring or loop reactors) in series. The loop re-
actor considered in their study was operated such that all the reactor sections were
used in each cycle or in each flow direction. The ring reactor was shown to have a nar-
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row stability range when compared to the stability range of the reverse flow reactor.
Also, higher maximum temperatures are attained in loop reactors. These issues make
the loop reactors less attractive in comparison to reverse flow reactors. Fissore et al.
(2003) compared the loop reactor and the reverse-flow reactor for producing synthe-
sis gas through partial oxidation and steam reforming of natural gas on a Pt-based
catalyst. They showed that at high switching frequencies, the loop reactor is feasible
for maximum methane conversion with a relatively lower temperature of the catalyst.
They also showed that the operating range is narrower for loop reactors when com-
pared with that of reverse flow reactors.
Sheintuch and Nekhamkina (2004) evaluated the performance of reverse flow reac-
tor, internal recirculation reactor and loop (ring) reactors. In this work also, all the
reactor sections are used in each flow direction for the loop reactor (as in Fissore and
Barresi, 2002). Sheintuch and Nekhamkina (2004) demonstrated that the internal
recirculation reactors operate better at low flow rates and reverse flow reactors pro-
vide superior performance at high flow rates. The maximum temperature obtained
in a loop reactor was shown to depend on the kinetic parameters and reactor length
and in the flow reversal reactor the maximum temperature depends mainly on bed
conductivity. In addition, the performance of loop reactors with different number of
reactor units (but utilizing all reactor units at all times) was compared. With in-
creasing number of reactors (while preserving the same switching time), the reactor
performance converges to the performance of an un-partitioned reactor (i.e., a sin-
gle reactor without any partitions). The effect of switching time on the performance
of these reactor types was also considered. They showed that use of longer switch-
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ing time required delicate control whereas robustness could be obtained easily with
shorter switching times. An earlier investigation (Haynes and Caram, 1994) utilizing
the same reactor types and operating modes indicated that catalyst utilization was
uniform in the loop reactor; however, the loop reactor was capable of sustained igni-
tion only for a small range of cycle times.
Barresi et al. (1999) studied the open loop and closed loop behavior of an au-
tothermal network of catalytic reactors. They showed that feedback control with
two strategically located temperature sensors helps in the robust operation of the re-
actor. Bifurcation analysis of loop reactors used for VOC combustion has been done
by Altimari et al. (2006). Through bifurcation analysis, they characterized the sta-
bility regimes as a function of switch time, inlet temperature and wall heat transfer
coefficient. They showed that the above mentioned parameters are essential while de-
signing and controlling such type of reactors.
Within the context of reverse flow catalytic reactors for methane combustion, recent
studies (Marin et al., 2005) have shown that the RFR operation is more stable when
packed catalytic beds are used as opposed to structured (monolith) beds. However,
the performance difference is seen to narrow down as the surface velocity increases.
The effect of cooling the center of the catalytic bed has also been considered (Chan
and Keith, 2006). It is observed that even a 2.5◦C drop in the temperature at the cen-
ter can result in a 20◦C drop in the steady-state temperature profiles. Therefore, for
processes that have large adiabatic temperature rises, an integrated cooling system
is recommended. The contradiction between the need to keep the maximum reactor
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temperature below a certain value and the requirement of high efficiency in energy
recovery has also been pointed out (Gosiewski, 2005). Withdrawal of a certain por-
tion of the gas stream from the central part of the reactor and extracting heat from it
is shown to be energy efficient as compared to the cooling of the entire gas stream at
the mid-section of the catalyst (Gosiewski, 2005). The former option may require use
of more catalytic reactor sections and hence not pursued in the present study. Bar-
resi and Vanni (2002) studied the effect of semi-cycle period, reactor length, amount
of catalyst used on the maximum temperature and the overall conversion in a reverse
flow reactor. They showed that the reactor can be operated effectively using feedback
control with temperature sensors at both ends of the catalytic section.
5.3 Overview of the present study
A loop reactor can be operated in many different ways. For example, only some of
the reactor sections can be utilized in each switching. Co-ordinated manipulation of
the control valves leads to a situation where only specific reactor sections (and speci-
fied number of reaction sections) may be used for processing the feed. These reactors
are termed as Multi Port Switching Reactors in the present work. The feasibility of
operating such reactors for VOC combustion remains an unexplored area and pro-
vides motivation for the present investigation. The primary objective is to obtain a
comparison between the performance of Multi Port Switching Reactors and Reverse
Flow Reactors for the catalytic combustion of methane. The model equations used
for the reactor and the open sections of the MPSR are identical to those used for the
respective sections of the RFR (refer Chapter 2).
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The effect of inlet reactant concentration, inlet velocity and maximum temperature
attained in the catalyst are considered for all viable autothermal reactors. The max-
imum allowable temperature is taken to be 1100 K to prevent any damage to the
catalyst. The inlet concentration is varied from a lower value (say 0.5 mol%) to a
higher value (say 1.5 mol%). The effect of prolonged lean feed conditions (0.5 mol%)
and rich feed conditions (>1 mol%) are explored and strategies for maintaining the
sustainability of the reactor operation are presented. The advantages of MPSRs over
RFRs are highlighted for certain operating conditions. Following a study of the merits
and demerits of the reactor types, a new design and operational strategy that meets
performance specifications under significantly changing inlet conditions is proposed
and evaluated.
5.4 Reactor configurations
The different reactor configurations that are promising candidates for the purpose of
autothermal operation are presented in this section. The notion of these designs were
already introduced in Chapter 1 under sections 1.5, 1.7 and 1.8. Figure 1.1 shows a
catalytic reactor coupled to a feed eﬄuent heat exchanger. This reactor configuration
is not feasible as the ignition temperature of methane is above 900 K with a relatively
less adiabatic temperature rise. In the current study, as the adiabatic temperature
rise is small, such an autothermal reactor is not an attractive option and hence not
considered for performance comparison purposes.
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5.4.1 Reverse Flow Reactor
Figure 1.3 illustrates the concept of the RFR. As already pointed out, such an oper-
ation with feeds at the extreme ends, during rapid flow reversals, the reactants that
may be in the inert monolith sections will be driven out before entering into the cata-
lyst section. This may result in increased outlet concentration. In order to eliminate
such problems that occur during rapid flow reversals, the concept of side feeding has
been introduced (Budhi et al., 2004a). In a RFR with side feeding, the feed valves are
located near the reactor beds. Nevertheless, such a change will not affect the impor-
tant parameters for reaction sustainability (like maximum temperature) and hence
only a regular reverse flow reactor will be considered for the proposed comparative
study.
5.4.2 General Multi Port Switching Reactor
These types of reactors were introduced earlier by Matros and Bunimovich (1996).
Two switches that are manipulated according to the temperature set points were
used to study the operation of the MPSR. In MPSR, as shown in Figure 5.1 and
5.2, the feed and product withdrawal ports are switched periodically such that no
heat is allowed to go out of the system (Brinkman et al., 1999). The difference in
this type of flow arrangement as compared to the RFR is that the inlet and outlet
valves are switched along the direction of the flow and hence there is no flow reversal.
Earlier, it was pointed out that, with RFR, there exists a possibility of unreacted
methane exiting out of the reactor during rapid flow reversals. In the case of the
MPSR, this problem is naturally overcome because of the flow being switched along
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Fig. 5.1. Multi Port Switching Reactor with more than one path line.
the direction of the flow. However, the flow switching must be properly controlled to
avoid hot spots in the reactor sections. An MPSR can be thought of in many shapes
like triangular (three path lines), rectangular (four path lines) etc. This study has
been restricted to a rectangular configuration as shown in Figures 5.1 and 5.2. Each
side is considered as one path line - hence the MPSR can be contemplated again in
three configurations depending on whether the flow is in one, two or three path lines
within each flow switching. The MPSR can thus be considered as a flexible loop
reactor wherein one can specify the number of reactor sections to be employed in the
process operation.
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Fig. 5.2. Multi Port Switching Reactor with one path line.
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5.4.3 MPSR with more than one path line (2 or 3) in one flow direction
An MPSR making use of more than one path line is shown in Figure 5.1. The shaded
areas represent the reactor sections. The flow can either be through reactors 1-2-3-4-5
(two path lines) or through reactors 1-2-3-4-5-6-7 (three path lines). Subsequently, the
stream will be switched maintaining the same number of path lines thereby operating
the process under autothermal condition. In these cases, the number of reactors to
be preheated depends on the number of path lines used in each flow direction. For
instance, if three path lines are used, (as shown in Figure 5.1) initially, reactors 1, 2,
3, 4 and 8 should be preheated. The flow (solid lines) is switched when the hot zone
has moved from reactor section 1-2-3-4 to reactor section 4-5-6-7. Now the flow is
switched such that the heat in reactors 5, 6, 7 and 8 are utilized. Now, the feed port
is switched near reactor section 5 (indicated by dashed arrow) and the product is
withdrawn at the exit of reactor section 3 (again indicated by dashed arrow). Later,
when the hot zone has moved from 5-6-7-8 to 8-1-2-3 reactor sections, the flow (dashed
lines) is switched. Hence, after two flow-switches, the reactor has attained its initial
stage with reactors 8, 1, 2, 3 and 4 heated to ignition temperature. Similarly, when
two path lines are used, first three reactor sections (1-2-3) should be preheated and
the reactor will reach its initial stage after three switching operations (1-2-3-4-5 →
3-4-5-6-7→ 5-6-7-8-1→ 7-8-1-2-3).
5.4.4 MPSR with only one path line in each flow direction
An MPSR making use of only one path line is shown in Figure 5.2. Initially, the first
two reactor sections in the path line 1-1 and the middle reactor sections in all the
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path lines are heated. The feed is passed through the path line 1-1. When the hot
temperature zone has reached the end of the path line (i.e., hot zone at the last two
reactor sections) the ports are switched such that the flow is through the path line
2-2. At this stage, the first reactor in the path line 2-2 has been heated when the flow
was along the 1-1 path line and the middle reactor has been preheated in the first
stage itself. Hence, again we have the situation where the first two reactor sections
in the path line are heated to reaction temperature. This pattern of flow switching
continues so as to achieve an autothermal condition.
In the following discussion, the flow patterns utilizing one, two and three path lines
are represented as case 1, case 2 and case 3 respectively.
5.5 Results and Discussion
To make a fair comparison between two different reactor operating mechanisms (i.e.,
RFR (flow reversal) and MPSR (feed location and product withdrawal switching along
the direction of flow)), the amount of catalyst used should be the same. The total
reactor volume in the RFR and in the MPSR (split into eight sections) is assumed
to be identical. As mentioned earlier, we have the option of using as many reactor
sections as we want while operating the MPSR. In our comparison studies, involv-
ing the MPSR and the RFR, we will compare the best MPSR configuration with the
highly recommended RFR configuration (an RFR with inert monolith sections and
with heat removal from the mid-section (Balaji and Lakshminarayanan, 2005)). The
adiabatic temperature rise must be independent of the reactor type and depend only
on the extent of reaction. However, the extent of reaction is strongly influenced by
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the temperature profile experienced by the reacting species. The reactors considered
in this study are distinct in operation (as described earlier) and hence, the temper-
ature profile resulting after each flow switching will be different. This will lead to
different maximum temperatures, different exit temperatures and different conversion
levels. Based on the obtained temperature profiles and the exit methane concentra-
tion, the merits and demerits of each reactor type can be decided.
Industrial data reveal that the average methane concentration in the exhaust is around
0.8 mol%. The maximum inlet concentration attained is approximately 1 mol% to 1.5
mol% and concentrations more than 1.2 mol% are considered as extremely large and
abnormal. Based on this practical observation, the reactor configurations are tested.
5.5.1 Comparison of different MPSR operations
To make the comparison simple, different flow configurations in MPSR are consid-
ered initially. Although the number of reactor sections to be preheated depends on
the flow pattern, most of the reaction takes place at the section in which the reactant
enters first. In Figure 5.3, the fluid temperature profile along the reactor is shown for
all the flow configurations discussed above (cases 1, 2 and 3). The arc length plotted
along the x- axis refers to the axial distance along the reactor (entrance point to exit
point). These profiles capture the reactor conditions just before the port switching
occurs. It is seen that, when more than one path line is involved, higher maximum
temperature is achieved. Hence, if the operation uses more than one path line, the
reactor will attain a hot spot when compared to the case where only one path line
is used. This brings out the demerits of operating the MPSR with more number of
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Fig. 5.3. Fluid temperature profile for different cases of MPSR (high
and low Y0, uin = 0.2 m/s).
path lines. Also, for a given inlet reactant concentration, the maximum temperature
for case 2 (two path lines) and case 3 (three path lines) are almost the same.
In case 2, initially the flow is along 1-2-3-4-5 reactor sections (see Figure 5.1). At
the time of switching, reactor section 3 contains the hot spot. Subsequently, when
3-4-5-6-7 reactor sections are used in the next flow direction, the hot reactor section
3 is used for heating the reactants. At the time of the next port switch, reactor sec-
tion 5 will contain the hot spot. Thus, the first reactor section along the path line
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will be the hottest and this hot zone is pushed forward in each cycle. As a conse-
quence, a temperature profile, as shown in Figure 5.3, is maintained throughout the
cycle. However, this ‘hot spot’ may damage the catalyst. Therefore, an operation in
which the hottest zone is not used immediately after switching will be advantageous.
In cases 1 and 3, the hottest zone is not used immediately after flow switching. In
case 1 (Figure 5.2), when the flow is along 1-1 direction, at the time of switching the
hot spot will be in the middle reactor section. When the flow is switched, the middle
reactor section is no longer used and hence is allowed to distribute the heat uniformly
for some time until the flow is switched along the other three flow paths. Similarly,
in case 3 when the flow is as shown by the solid lines in Figure 5.1, the hot spot will
be in reactor 4 at the time of switching. In the next operational period (where the
flow path is indicated by dashed lines), reactor 4 is not used. Hence, operating the
MPSR using one or three path lines will be more beneficial than operating it using
two path lines.
When case 3 is considered, the temperature profiles along the reactor at the start
(time = 0), just before the first flow switch (time = 50 minutes) and just before the
next flow switch (time = 110 minutes) are shown in Figure 5.4. It can be seen that
the maximum possible temperature that can be attained for a given inlet reactant
concentration (i.e., 1100 K) is reached before the second switching in the flow. On
the other hand, when case 1 is considered, the maximum temperature in each reac-
tor section is significantly smaller at all times. From the above argument, it can be
concluded that case 1 is more beneficial than cases 2 and 3.
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      Case 3; time: 0 min                          Case 3; time: 50 mins 
       Case 3; time: 110 mins                   Case 1; time: 42 mins      
      Case 1; time: 82 mins              Case 1; time: 120 mins 
Fig. 5.4. Fluid temperature profile for MPSR case 1 and 3 at different
point of time (high Y0 , uin = 0.2 m/s).
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In cases 1, 2 and 3, switching is made only when the frontal reactors that come
into operation for the next switch period are preheated to the ignition temperature
(about 700 K). Note that in all the cases, the last reactor section of the participating
path must attain ignition temperature before the flow port is switched. Due to axial
heat conduction, heat loss from the reactor system (through the product stream) is
unavoidable. Therefore, under prolonged lean inlet stream concentration conditions,
MPSR may go to extinction faster. Complete heat can be trapped in the system by
simple port switching as discussed in the literature (Fissore and Barresi, 2002; Haynes
and Caram, 1994; Sheintuch and Nekhamkina, 2004). These strategies will have an
effect similar to case 2 and hence not preferred.
The conclusion is that utilization of one or three path lines will provide sustained
autothermal operation as long as the reactor is not subject to lean feed concentra-
tion. If prolonged lean feed concentration occurs, the MPSR utilizing one or three
path lines will go to extinction. The one path line operation is preferred over the
three path line operation because the latter results in high temperatures (see Figure
5.4). Utilization of two path lines or any strategy where the feed comes into contact
with the hottest zone immediately upon entry will lead to catalyst damage due to
high temperatures. Such operational strategies are better avoided. From the simu-
lation results (discussed later and illustrated in Figure 5.13), it is clearly seen that
the temperature of the hottest zone is directly dependent on the flow rate. More-
over, the movement of the hot zone is significantly less due to the high heat capacity
of the reactor beds used. Hence when the flow rate increases, the hot spot tempera-
ture also increases considerably before next switching. Using the same hottest zone
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in the subsequent flow switching (case 2) or prolonged usage of the same hottest zone
(case 3) may increase the temperature tremendously. Hence, case 1 will be advanta-
geous than cases 2 and 3. However, when the flow rate is extremely high, the extent
of reaction will be less and consequently the exit reactant concentration in case 1 will
increase significantly. In such cases, recycling a part of the product stream may be a
good option. One path line is therefore the best alternative with a MPSR.
It must be pointed out that in Figures 5.3 and 5.4, the maximum allowable tem-
perature is reached soon after the start up of the reactor. Therefore, the long time
(steady-state) behavior of the reactors is not shown because the disadvantage of the
reactor type is seen soon after the start up.
5.5.2 Comparing MPSR with RFR based on reactant concentration
The feasibility of RFR for the combustion of volatile organic compounds has been
well established. However, there exists difficulty in maintaining sustainability during
prolonged lean or rich feed conditions. Reactor extinction or excessive temperatures
are known to occur under these extreme conditions.
In the previous section, it was mentioned that the MPSR operation with one path
line is preferred over other possibilities. Such an MPSR operation is considered for
comparison with the operation of the RFR. To make a judgment between the merits
and demerits of MPSR and RFR, we observe the behavior of these reactors following
changes in the inlet reactant concentration and flow rate. In MPSR, there is a loss of
heat for each flow switch; this is not the case in a RFR where flow reversals prevent
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any significant heat loss. Hence, to compensate this difference, a maximum possi-
ble amount of heat is removed from the RFR to maintain the temperature profile
within the operating region throughout the reactor. The inlet reactant concentra-
tion and superficial velocity are key factors in determining the maximum amount of
heat that can be withdrawn even while maintaining sustained reactor operation (Bal-
aji and Lakshminarayanan (2005); also see Chapter 4). After making sure that the
temperature profile in both RFR and MPSR goes to cyclic-steady-state condition, we
introduce variations on the important parameters which affect process sustainability
with a view to understand their effects.
The reactors are analyzed by assuming the inlet concentration to be constant. Figures
5.5 and 5.6 show the exit concentration and maximum temperature in the reactor,
respectively, for rich feed condition (say 1 mol%). The flow switching has been done
in both RFR and MPSR using a logic based control strategy (Balaji and Lakshmi-
narayanan, 2005). To disregard the effect of the control logic on process behavior,
the RFR will also be tested for constant flow reversal time. In MPSR, the logic based
control strategy operates with almost constant switching time. This makes the oper-
ation quite similar to the MPSR operation with fixed flow switching and hence, the
results are not compared. The exit reactant concentration profile for RFR with con-
stant flow reversal time, RFR with flow reversal executed by the logic based control
system (e.g. Programmable Logic Control (PLC)) and MPSR confirm that the con-
centration is well below 100 ppm after the system reaches quasi-steady-state. It can
also be seen that the exit concentration for RFR is very low when compared with
that of MPSR. This may seem to be advantageous but damage to the catalyst may
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be the price one pays for. This is evident from the time series of maximum temper-
atures plotted in Figure 5.6. The maximum temperature attained in the MPSR is
significantly less than that of the RFR and the exit concentration is within limits for
the MPSR as well (though greater than that of RFR). Moreover, the result is not af-
fected by the flow reversal concept as the maximum temperature for RFR with PLC
and RFR with fixed flow reversal is almost the same. Hence, under rich feed con-
ditions the MPSR appears to be preferable to the RFR. Figure 5.7 shows a plot of
the exit reactor temperatures for the RFR and MPSR. In MPSR, the hot zone keeps
moving from one reactor section to another along the loop. Also, the hot zone mi-
grates a fair ‘distance’ as compared to the RFR where the hot zone moves minimally.
In RFR, heat is removed from the mid-section. Furthermore, the inert sections af-
ter the reactor sections trap all the heat and hence the product stream is near the
room temperature. On the other hand, no heat is removed from the mid-sections of
the MPSR and heat is lost through the product stream. These differences lead to
strong oscillations in the maximum and exit temperatures (Figures 5.6 and 5.7) in
the MPSR as compared to that in the RFR.
The reactors are investigated for lean feed conditions (say 0.5 mol%) also. The cor-
responding exit concentration and maximum temperature trajectories are shown in
Figures 5.8 and 5.9 respectively. From Figure 5.8, for MPSR, the exit concentration
rises gradually and ultimately equals the inlet concentration indicating that no reac-
tion takes place in the system. This is because, under lean feed conditions, a very
small amount of heat is produced; some amount of heat is also lost in each switch-
ing (at initial stage, the exit temperature fluctuates to a greater extent for MPSR
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Fig. 5.5. Exit reactant concentration for RFR and MPSR (high Y0, uin = 0.2 m/s).
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Fig. 5.6. Maximum fluid temperature for RFR and MPSR (high Y0, uin = 0.2 m/s).
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Fig. 5.7. Exit fluid temperature for RFR and MPSR (high Y0, uin = 0.2 m/s).
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(Figure 5.10)). Consequently, the reactor goes to extinction. On the other hand, the
RFR works quite well and the exit concentration is maintained below the permissible
limit. The maximum temperature (Figure 5.9) in the MPSR corroborates the reac-
tion extinction. For the RFR, the maximum temperature is maintained within the
operable limit. Therefore, under lean feed conditions, the RFR will be more efficient
than the MPSR.
A careful observation of the exit temperature profile of the reverse flow reactors
for both rich and poor feed concentrations (Figures 5.7 and 5.10) provides some in-
teresting aspects. For high inlet reactant concentration conditions (Figure 5.7), the
exit temperature profile is tighter for the operation using ‘logic controllers’ when
compared with that using ‘fixed flow reversal’. In contrast, under low inlet reactant
concentrations, the reverse behavior is seen (Figure 5.10). That is, the exit tempera-
ture is tighter (minimum variation) for the operation with ‘fixed flow reversal’. This
behavior can be explained by considering the effect of heat conduction.
The switching time is chosen such that no heat is lost from the process through the
product stream. Thus, if the switching time is chosen properly, the operation under
‘fixed flow reversal’ policy is expected to provide tighter exit temperatures compared
to the case where the RFR is operated based on ‘variable flow reversal policy’. Con-
sider that the time for reversal for the ‘fixed flow reversal’ policy to be properly
selected for the inlet concentration of 0.8 mol%. Now, if the inlet concentration be-
comes higher (say 1 mol%), the heat produced is large and the heat conduction is
also large. Consequently, some amount of heat will be lost if the same flow rever-
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Fig. 5.8. Exit reactant concentration for RFR and MPSR (low Y0, uin = 0.2 m/s).
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Fig. 5.9. Maximum fluid temperature for RFR and MPSR (low Y0, uin = 0.2 m/s).
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Fig. 5.10. Exit fluid temperature for RFR and MPSR (low Y0, uin = 0.2 m/s).
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sal time is continued. Alternatively, when the concept of PLC is considered, due to
the increase in heat conduction, high temperature is attained at the sensor location.
As the logic controller is based on the sensed temperature, the flow reversal becomes
rapid. Hence, the exit temperature profile is tighter for the operation using PLC. Un-
der lean feed conditions (say 0.5 mol%), the amount of heat produced will be less.
In operations using the logic based controller, the temperature at the sensor loca-
tion is smaller due to less heat production and less heat conduction. Therefore, the
flow reversal becomes infrequent. The fixed switching time (selected based on an in-
let concentration of 0.8 mol%) under the ‘fixed flow reversal’ policy is small when
the inlet reactant concentration becomes 0.5 mol%. On a comparative basis, the
reversals effected under the ‘fixed flow reversal’ are more frequent than those imple-
mented by the logic based controller. Frequent flow reversals under the ‘fixed flow
reversal’ policy ensure that the exit temperature profile is tighter than that with the
measurement-dependent logic based operation.
5.5.3 Comparing MPSR with RFR based on flow rate
The maximum temperature attained in the reactor depends on both flow velocity
and inlet reactant concentration. As the flow velocity changes the residence time of
the reactants in the reactor, it is important to study its effect on exit concentration
and maximum temperature. In this section, the MPSR is compared with RFR by
changing the flow velocity and monitoring the exit concentration and maximum tem-
perature.
In this case, the inlet reactant concentration is assumed to be constant at a nom-
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inal value (i.e., 0.8 mol%). The flow velocity is varied between a reasonable operating
range (say 0.1 to 0.3 m/s). Figures 5.11 and 5.12 indicate the exit concentration for
RFR and MPSR respectively. From the results obtained, it is seen that, in RFR, the
exit concentration decreases gradually to a very low value irrespective of the change
in flow velocity. Conversely, in MPSR, the exit concentration fluctuates from low to
high values. Hence, when only the extent of reaction is considered, the RFR works
well for different flow velocities than the MPSR. Figure 5.13 depicts the maximum
temperature attained for different flow velocities for both the reactor types consid-
ered. As the velocity increases, the maximum fluid temperature increases significantly
for the RFR. Also, the temperature is very high in RFR when compared with that
in MPSR at high velocities. This can be explained as follows: As the velocity in-
creases, the hot zone tries to move out of the reactor quickly in both the RFR and
MPSR. This leads to rapid flow reversals (RFR) or port switching (MPSR). However,
in MPSR, the final reactor section should be preheated to the reaction temperature
before port switching is effected. This is not the case in RFR. Hence most of the
heat is lost in MPSR by axial conduction during each port switching. MPSR also has
the advantage of excluding the reactor section containing the hot spot for a certain
length of time after the port change has been made (as discussed earlier). These rea-
sons elucidate the major difference in maximum temperatures attained in the RFR
and MSPR. Higher maximum temperatures can damage the catalyst and alter its ac-
tivity considerably. Thus, when catalyst life is taken into consideration, the MPSR
works better over a larger range of flow velocities than the RFR.
At higher velocities, the catalyst is damaged in RFR and the extent of reaction
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is less in MPSR. However, when the catalyst is damaged due to higher temperature,
the catalyst activity cannot be regained leading to drastic effects. On the other hand,
when the exit concentration is higher, the outlet stream can still be recycled to re-
duce the eﬄuent concentration to a value below the allowable limit. Therefore, there
is a feasible way to minimize the exit methane concentration in MPSR which is not
the case in RFR. Thus, when both extent of reaction and catalyst activity are con-
sidered, MPSR is better than RFR. However, at very low velocities, the maximum
temperature attained in both the reactor types is below the allowable temperature
limit. From the above discussion, it can be concluded that when the flow velocity is
low, both RFR and MPSR operate efficiently and when the flow velocity is high, the
MPSR is better than the RFR.
5.5.4 New design (A combination of RFR and MPSR)
From the above discussion, it can be concluded that it is wise to use the RFR for
lean feed and low flow rate conditions and the MPSR for rich feed and high flow rate
conditions. Based on these observations one can envisage a novel reactor operational
strategy that utilizes the positive aspects of the MPSR and the RFR. A reactor as
shown in Figure 5.1 can be taken and the valve switching can be effected as described
below. If one can measure the inlet concentration or estimate it from suitably de-
veloped correlations based on measured temperatures and flow rate, the operational
strategy can be designed. If the inlet concentration (measured or estimated) is lower
(0.5 mol%), then only path lines like 1-2-3 and 5-6-7 are used and the valves at the
ends of the path line are switched alternately to get a reverse flow operation. On the
other hand, when the inlet concentration (measured or estimated) is high (>1 mol%),
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Fig. 5.11. Exit reactant concentration for RFR (nominal Y0, varying uin).
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Fig. 5.12. Exit reactant concentration for MPSR (nominal Y0, varying uin).
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Fig. 5.13. Maximum fluid temperature for RFR and MPSR (nominal
Y0, varying uin).
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the reactor sections 1 and 2 are preheated and the flow is directed along the path
line 1-2-3 (Figure 5.1). When the final reactor (reactor section 3) in the path line
is preheated, the flow is changed from path line 1-2-3 to 3-4-5. The flow is changed
likewise throughout the cycles representing the operation of the MPSR. Thus, based
on the inlet concentration, the valves are manipulated to achieve either a reverse flow
operation or a multi port switching operation. The results with this proposed new
operational strategy are shown in Figures 5.14 and 5.15. The inlet concentration and
inlet velocity are used to force the system (changes to these variables are made as in-
dicated in the top two subplots of Figure 5.15). The inlet concentration and the inlet
velocity are allowed to range between low and high values (0.5 to 1.5 mol% and 0.1 to
0.3 m/s respectively). A logic based controller is used to decide if the MPSR mode or
the RFR mode is used at any point in time. This decision is based on the measured in-
let concentration. Another logic controller is used to determine the flow reversal times
(if the RFR is used) or port switching time (if the MPSR mode is used) - this con-
troller makes use of the temperature measurement in the last reactor section for any
flow configuration. When lean feed and high flow rate or rich feed and low flow rate
conditions are considered, based on the inlet concentration, the reactor type (RFR or
MPSR) is chosen and the logic based controller decides the switching time based on
the velocity. In this operational strategy, only inlet concentration is used to decide
upon the reactor type. This is because, the maximum temperature is believed to be a
strong function of the reactant concentration than the flow velocity (refer Figure 6.3).
The temperature profile along the reactor just before switching the flow is captured
in Figure 5.14. The solid lines in the figure represent episodes when the reactor is
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                   Temperature profile representing MPSR operation 
                   Temperature profile representing RFR operation 
Fig. 5.14. Temperature profile for the new reactor configuration (as
in Fig. 5.1) (varying Y0 and uin).
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Fig. 5.15. Inlet concentration, inlet velocity, exit concentration and
maximum temperature profile for the proposed reactor configuration.
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operated as an MPSR and the blue dotted lines represent the periods when it is op-
erated as a RFR. The maximum temperature, the exit methane concentration for
varying inlet conditions are measured and plotted in Figure 5.15. It can be seen that
the maximum temperature is maintained below the allowable limit (1100 K) except
at extremely rich feed conditions (i.e., 1.5 mol %). Under such situations, advanced
control strategies with other manipulated variables like feed dilution are necessary
(discussed further in Chapter 6). The negative inlet velocity in Figure 5.15 indicates
the reverse flow operation in the reactor. Positive values of velocity indicate that
the reactor is either in the MPSR mode or in forward direction flow under the RFR
mode. The exit methane concentration is very small thereby confirming the feasible
operation of the new reactor set up under drastically changing operating conditions.
The change of mode from RFR to MPSR or vice versa is shown graphically in Fig-
ure 5.16. From the results obtained, it can be concluded that the logic used in the
system works well and the requirements on exit concentration and maximum temper-
ature are satisfactorily maintained with the proposed new reactor configuration.
At very high reactant concentration, diluting the feed stream with an inert is the
only feasible operational strategy. Dilution decreases the inlet concentration; how-
ever, to maintain the same throughput, the velocity of the feed needs to increase.
This will result in short residence times and hence very low conversions. Such ex-
treme concentration conditions are considered in Chapter 6. From Figure 5.15, it is
clearly seen that whenever the velocity increases to 0.3 m/s, there is a considerable
increase in the exit concentration. Therefore, operating conditions with extremely
high concentrations and high velocities will result in the violation of the maximum
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(0 represents MPSR mode and 1 represents RFR mode) 
 
Fig. 5.16. Operation of the novel reactor configuration in RFR and
MPSR modes for changing velocity and concentration depicted in Fig.
5.15.
temperature or exit concentration constraint. Such extreme cases have not been con-
sidered here. The new reactor design has only been tested for situations where the
residence time is above a certain minimum value.
One could also envisage other RFR configurations such as employing reverse flow
reactors in parallel (multiple reactors). This configuration can work well even un-
der rich feed conditions. This option has not been considered because of our intent
to compare simple and widely studied reactor configurations that utilize the same
amount of catalyst.
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5.6 Conclusions
A comparison between various autothermal reactors used for methane combustion
has been provided. For a fair comparison, the amount of catalyst used is same for
both the reactor types. In MPSR, the heat loss by convection is unavoidable due to
the nature of the switching operation. This is not the case in RFR. Thus, to represent
a similar heat loss behavior in RFR, heat extraction strategy is implemented only for
the RFR operation. The results prove that the RFR works efficiently under lean feed
conditions and the MPSR is effective under rich feed conditions. Hence, combining
the notion of the RFR and the MPSR, a new operational strategy can be synthesized.
This is a configuration which will work as a RFR under low feed conditions and as an
MPSR under high feed conditions. Simple valve switching will suffice to achieve such
operation. The advantages of using such a combined RFR-MPSR operation have also
been demonstrated in this work.
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6. REPETITIVE MODEL PREDICTIVE CONTROL OF A
REVERSE FLOW REACTOR†
6.1 Introduction
A novel reactor configuration which acts as both reverse flow reactor and multi port
switching reactor was introduced in the previous chapter. The operation of the reac-
tor is directed by a logic based control to maintain the maximum temperature within
the specified range while simultaneously preserving the exit methane concentration
below the allowable limit. However, the study on controlling the reactor operation will
be complete when solutions for specific reactor design (like RFR or MPSR without
any combination of reactor operations) are deduced with advanced control strategies.
A specific control strategy more suitable for periodic systems will now be proposed
and tested for the reverse flow reactor. The same control methodology can very well
be applied for the MPSR or the novel reactor setup (proposed in Chapter 5) as these
reactor types have the same characteristics except the nature of flow switching.
In this chapter, the advanced control of the catalytic reverse flow reactor (RFR) used
for methane combustion is dealt with. Although Model Predictive Control (MPC) is
proven to be a powerful technique for several processes (Camacho and Bordons, 2004)
it becomes less effective in systems such as the RFR where the model prediction er-
rors and the effect of disturbances on the plant output repeat from time to time. In
such cases, control can be improved if the repetitive error pattern is exploited. A
†A version of this chapter has been published as Repetitive Model Predictive Control of a Reverse
Flow Reactor, in Chemical Engineering Science, (2007), 62, 2154-2167.
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novel Repetitive Model Predictive Control (RMPC) strategy, that combines the ba-
sic concepts of Iterative Learning Control (ILC) and Repetitive Control (RC) along
with the concepts of MPC, is proposed for such systems. In the proposed strategy,
the state variables of the model are reset periodically along with predictive control
action such that controller performance can be improved. The results obtained prove
that the RMPC approach provides an excellent performance for the RFR control.
6.2 Literature review on the control of the Reverse Flow Reactor
A review of the literature concerning the control of RFR has been presented in this
section. Autothermal reactors like RFR or MPSR carry numerous advantages such
as: autothermal operation, sustainability even under very poor feed conditions (for
exothermic reactions), longer catalyst life, high performance, etc. In spite of this fact,
only a few industries employ these concepts owing to the intricacies in controlling the
reactor operation. The control of these reactor types is complicated due to its hybrid
nature. The control of these hybrid systems is largely an unexplored area of research
and requires attention to fully exploit their potential. Advanced control methodol-
ogy for RFR has been elucidated in this chapter as an example for a general control
method which can be readily applied for hybrid systems.
Recently, a few advances have been made in the control of RFR. A Single Input
Single Output (SISO) control strategy that considers reaction extinction and a Mul-
tiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) model based predictive control algorithm to
handle issues such as reactor overheating and reaction extinction have been described
(Dufour et al., 2003; Dufour and Toure, 2004). In the SISO problem, RFR control
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under lean feed conditions is investigated. The objective is to preserve the tempera-
ture inside the reactor at a specified level using an external power supply along with
maintaining the exit reactant concentration below the allowable limit. The electric
power applied to the system is the manipulated variable. This study did not consider
the operation of the system under rich feed conditions for which a cooling system will
be needed; hence, a MIMO control policy (Dufour and Toure, 2004) was suggested
with inclusion of the cooling action as one of the manipulated variables to keep the
maximum temperature below the allowable limit. During high level feed concentra-
tion conditions, a fraction of the feed stream is bypassed to the middle of the reactor,
thereby reducing the velocity of the stream in the first reactor section. As the amount
of heat produced is dependent on velocity, a decrease in the velocity results in reduc-
tion of the heat produced thereby arresting the maximum temperature attained in
the system.
Edouard et al. (2004b) developed an observer for Reverse Flow Reactor using a
counter current pseudo-homogeneous model. The observer is built to facilitate online
estimation of inlet reactant concentration and temperature profile along the reac-
tor. Edouard et al. (2004a) developed and tested a Linear Quadratic Regulator by
utilizing the observer proposed in Edouard et al. (2004b). Edouard et al. (2005)
compared the two closed loop multivariable controllers (Linear Quadratic Regulator
and Model Predictive Control) for maintaining the hot spot temperature within a
specified range. The amount of fresh air to be injected into the core of reactor is
considered as the manipulated variable to control the maximum temperature. It has
been shown that in MPC, optimization has to be improved to avoid issues like both
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heating and cooling actions taking place simultaneously. It has also been shown that
LQR gives better results than MPC. Fissore et al. (2004) developed a neural net-
works model for the periodic systems which can be used quite efficiently for advanced
control strategies like Model Predictive Control.
Nieken et al. (1994a & 1995) investigated different schemes to prevent the RFR
from extinction and overheating. Adding a supporting fuel to the feed has been pro-
posed to avoid reaction extinction during lean feed conditions (concentrations). It has
also been found that the notion of using a supporting fuel will be beneficial only when
the ignition temperature of both the feed and the supporting fuel are roughly equal.
Burning an additional fuel separately and adding the heat produced at the reactor
center has also been suggested as another possibility. During rich feed conditions,
mechanisms like heat recovery by internal heat exchange, cold gas injection and hot
gas withdrawal have been tested. They reported that the mechanism of extracting
heat from the reactor center by internal heat exchange did not reduce the maximum
temperature significantly for the reactor system considered. It has been shown that
even though the reaction energy is almost completely withdrawn by means of hot gas
removal, the maximum temperature cannot be lowered sufficiently. However, Balaji
and Lakshminarayanan (2005) showed that the maximum temperature attained in
the methane combustion reactor can significantly be reduced through heat extraction
without unduly affecting the exit methane concentration. In Nieken et al. (1994a &
1995), a reactor setup fully filled with catalyst is considered whereas in Balaji and
Lakshminarayanan (2005), a more realistic reactor configuration with inert monolith
sections sandwiching the reactor sections is considered. Hence heat extraction re-
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mains as an effective strategy for temperature control in certain processes. In Nieken
et al. (1994b), a fixed bed reactor with different conductivity regions is considered.
The fixed bed reactor encloses two outer sections of high axial conductivity and one
inner section of low axial conductivity with hot gas withdrawal arrangement. The set
up is arranged to exploit the effective conductivities of the bed such that the max-
imum temperature is maintained within the tolerable limit. This arrangement has
been shown to be efficient in preventing the overheating of the catalyst during rich
feed conditions.
Kariwala (2004) compared the closed loop performance of a catalytic reverse flow
reactor using logic based control, gain scheduling and model predictive control for
maximizing the conversion while maintaining the reactor in the desired operating re-
gion. Gain scheduling and model predictive control strategies were found to perform
equally well; however, gain scheduling is concluded to be more efficient, since MPC re-
quires a good model and online concentration measurements. Keith (2003) proposed
a new reactor design with cylindrical rods of high thermal conductivity which led to
reactor operation without runaway or extinction. The rods are used to increase the
effective thermal dispersivity in the bed over thermal conduction by up to 2-orders
of magnitude. It is found that the magnitude of the dispersion can be tuned by ad-
justing the reversal time. This is made possible by arranging the rods close together
at the reactor ends and farther apart at the reactor center. Thus, based on the oper-
ating conditions, the maximum temperature is controlled by adjusting the switching
time.
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6.3 Repetitive Model Predictive Control for periodic systems
Model Predictive Control (Morari and Lee, 1999) has proven to be a powerful tech-
nique due to its ability to handle multivariable systems with time delays, to incorpo-
rate hard constraints explicitly through online optimization and control calculations
in co-ordination with optimum set point calculation. However, model prediction er-
rors and the effect of disturbances on the plant output tend to repeat from period
to period for systems like RFR (i.e., periodic system (Pan and Lee, 2003)). Hence,
control schemes that improve control performance based on the information from the
previous runs could be profitably employed. Such control schemes are Iterative Learn-
ing Control (ILC) and Repetitive Control (RC) (Lee et al., 2001). ILC deals with
systems in which the state will be reset once at the start of every run (Uchimaya,
1978; Moore, 1993 & 1998). RC deals with systems with continuous state transition
along successive runs. These methods can be extended along with MPC and em-
ployed for efficient control of Reverse Flow Reactors (Balaji et al., 2005). This idea
of updating the plant model periodically and its use with predictive control is called
Repetitive Model Predictive Control (RMPC).
The Repetitive Model Predictive Control (RMPC) which has been successfully used
for controlling a simulated moving bed reactor (Erdem et al., 2004 a & b; Natarajan
and Lee, 2000; Kloppenburg and Gilles, 1999) will be modified and employed in this
study. In all the above mentioned studies, periodic errors are either assumed to be
constant (with fixed switching time) or included in the model assuming high rever-
sal frequencies (Edouard et al., 2004b); however, in the present work, the switching
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time is based on the operating condition and hence the assumption of constant peri-
odic errors or high reversal frequencies are not used. Moreover, the errors calculated
are due to both periodic switching of the inlet and outlet ports and the model error.
Thus, the periodic error observed in each cycle is eliminated by updating the state
variables of the model with a view to enhance the model prediction. This is similar
to the concept of ILC as the states of the system are periodically updated. More-
over, updating is done repeatedly which brings in the concept of Repetitive Control
(RC). Thus, the proposed strategy is obtained by merging the basic ideas of ILC and
RC along with MPC and believed to be a special type of repetitive model predictive
control.
6.4 Overview of the present control study
Reverse Flow Reactors have been used for the destruction of methane emission from
coal mines. Currently, their use is being considered for the destruction of greenhouse
gases emitted by the energy industries. Thus, RFR operation is becoming widespread
and hence effective control mechanisms need to be developed. The control strategy
proposed in this study is a step in this direction. A reduced order model for the RFR
has been derived from a detailed two dimensional heterogeneous model. This model
facilitates the model prediction with required accuracy. The reduced order model has
been employed and tested in the RMPC strategy.
For the first time, control studies on RFR are carried out by considering the pe-
riodic nature of the system. So far, the strategies that are proposed for the control
of a RFR are Model Predictive Control (MPC), Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR)
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and logic based controllers (Balaji et al., 2005; Balaji et al., 2007). These strategies
ignore the periodic nature of the system and thus their performance will be affected
by persisting periodic errors. Thus, a Repetitive Model Predictive Control (RMPC)
strategy is suggested in order to obtain improved control performance.
The operation of the reactor under various operating conditions is tested using the
proposed control strategy. Manipulated variables are chosen based on the view that
continuous removal of useful heat from the mid-section of the reactor (except dur-
ing lean feed conditions) is possible. Under lean feed conditions, additional methane
stream is added to maintain the reactor sustainability. Under rich feed conditions,
addition of inert (air) to the feed stream is shown to be more efficient than bypassing
the feed to the center of the reactor. The proposed control methodology satisfacto-
rily controls the maximum temperature and the exit concentration with the above
mentioned manipulated variables.
6.5 Reduced order model
The model used in this study has already been detailed in Chapter 2. The model
consists of partial and ordinary differential equations. Hence when the equations
are discretized, a differential algebraic system (DAE) results. DAE models of higher
order are often difficult to employ for online control and optimization due to com-
putational complexities (Sun and Hahn, 2005, Marquardt, 2001). To simplify the
complex model equations, a pseudo-homogeneous model has been derived (from the
detailed model), tested and validated. For simplicity, the small open sections be-
tween the inert monolith sections and between inert monolith and catalyst section
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Fig. 6.1. Simplified set up of the RFR used for building the reduced model.
(except the mid-open-section) are assumed to be of less significance and consequently
neglected from the original model. The assumption is quite valid because the tem-
perature is almost constant in the open sections. Also, as the heat capacities of the
solid sections (i.e., inert and catalyst sections) are three orders of magnitude higher
than that of the fluid used, the fluid temperature is highly dependent on the temper-
ature of the inert and catalyst sections and not on the small open sections. Figure
2.2 shows the original RFR schematic (plant) and Figure 6.1 shows the final simpli-
fied set up for which the reduced model is developed (model).
The simple one-dimensional pseudo-homogeneous model extracted from the detailed
model is shown in equations (6.1), (6.2) and (6.3).
Mole balance:
−u∂cM
∂z
− kmap (1− ε) cM = 0 (6.1)
Energy balance (fluid):
−uρgCpg ∂Tg
∂z
+ hap (1− ε) (Tc − Tg) = 0 (6.2)
Energy balance (solid):
kzc
∂2Tc
∂z2
+ hap (Tg − Tc) +HRη (−R) = ρcCpc∂Tc
∂t
(6.3)
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The energy balance for fluid temperature, (equation 6.2), can be written as (Balako-
taiah and Dommeti, 1999):
hap (1− ε)Tc =
(
hap (1− ε) + uρgCpg ∂
∂Z
)
Tg
Tg =
(
1 +
uρgCpg
hap (1− ε)
∂
∂z
)
−1
Tc (6.4)
The term in the bracket is treated as an operator acting on the variable ‘Tc’ and
equation (6.4) is expanded as (Balakotaiah and Dommeti, 1999)
Tg = Tc +
∞∑
i=1
(−1)i
(
uρgCpg
hap (1− ε)
)i
∂iTc
∂zi
(6.5)
The summation is expanded up to the second order (i=2) and the expression for Tg
is used in equation (6.3). By doing so, the equation for fluid temperature equation
(6.2) is eliminated and equation (6.3) becomes:
kzc
∂2Tc
∂z2
− uρgCpg ∂Tc
∂z
+HRη (−R) = ρcCpc∂Tc
∂t
(6.6)
where(−R) = kRcoM (6.7)
When equation (6.1) is considered, the parameters u, km and ap are almost constant
in each of the sections (packed bed, inert monolith and open sections). In other
words, the value of u, km and ap in packed bed section will not be equal to the values
in inert monolith or open sections; however, when packed bed alone is considered,
the parameters can be assumed as constant. Hence equation (6.1) can be reduced as
follows (Edouard et al., 2004b):
−u∂cM
∂z
= kmap (1− ε) cM
∂cM
∂z
=
−kmap (1− ε)
u
cM
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cM = cM0 for 0 < z < δ1 (6.8)
cM = (cM)at z=δ1 exp
(
−kmap (1− ε)
u
)
(z − δ1) for δ1 < z < δ2 (6.9)
cM = (cM)at z=δ2 for δ2 < z < δ3 (6.10)
cM = (cM)at z=δ3 exp
(
−kmap (1− ε)
u
)
(z − δ3) for δ3 < z < δ4 (6.11)
cM = (cM)at z=δ4 for δ4 < z < δ5 (6.12)
where δ1, δ2, δ3, δ4 and δ5 are the various points along the reactor which are indi-
cated in Figure 6.1. Equations (6.8) through (6.12) are written for the forward flow
direction. When the flow direction is reversed, in the above equations, the labels 0,
δ1, δ2, δ3, δ4 and δ5 should be replaced by δ5, δ4, δ3, δ2, δ1 and 0 respectively. Equa-
tions (6.8) through (6.12) are now substituted into equation (6.7) and in turn into
equation (6.6). Hence, the mole balance and the fluid phase energy balance equa-
tions are substituted into the solid phase energy balance equations resulting in only
one partial differential equation on the variable ‘Tc’. The fluid temperature ‘Tg’ and
the concentration cM can be calculated with the knowledge of the variable ‘Tc’ based
on the relations obtained.
The boundary conditions applied are
At z = 0, Tc = Tg0 +
(
uρgCpg
hap (1− ε)
)
∂Tc
∂z
(6.13)
At z = L,
∂Tc
∂z
= 0 (6.14)
where Tg0 is the feed temperature and L is the total length of the reactor.
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The simplified model as represented in equations (6.6) through (6.14) is solved us-
ing finite element method in COMSOL. The computational time for solving both
the reduced (with 224 elements) and the detailed model (with 15995 elements) for
predicting the maximum temperature of the system after 300 seconds of reactor oper-
ation is determined. It is found that the reduced model takes less than 1 second (on
a 1.7 GHz, 1 GB RAM PC) whereas the detailed model takes more than 100 seconds
on the same computer.
6.6 Model validation
The maximum temperature predicted by the reduced one-dimensional model is com-
pared with that obtained from the detailed two-dimensional heterogeneous model.
From the results obtained, it is seen that the reduced model predicts the tempera-
ture satisfactorily. Table 6.1 gives the details of the maximum temperature predicted
by the two models. For low and moderate inlet concentration conditions (<1 mol%),
it is seen that the reduced model predicts well and at higher concentrations (>1.5
mol%), the reduced model over predicts the maximum temperature. This is because
of the various approximations made in reducing the model from two dimensions to
one dimension. By doing so, we neglect the radial heat transfer terms which may
become important at very rich feed conditions. However, over prediction is believed
to be less detrimental. During over prediction, the temperature predicted might be
greater than the allowable limit. In that case, control action will be taken in spite
of the fact that the actual temperature is less than the allowable temperature. Un-
der such cases, the maximum temperature might decrease further. In general the
reactor should be operated within a temperature range of 1000 K to 1200 K. There-
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fore, it is more unlikely that the decrease in temperature (due to unwanted control
action) would lower the temperature below the minimum allowable limit within one
sampling time. Moreover, in MPC, the error between the predicted and the actual
output variable (model error) is calculated and added to the model output variable
during each sampling instant. This neutralizes the error due to model inaccuracies
to certain extent at each time instant. Hence, over prediction of the maximum tem-
perature is believed to be less detrimental when compared with underestimation in
which case substantial catalyst damage would have taken place before the control ac-
tion is initiated. Thus, the accuracy of the reduced model is good enough for use in
the development of the control strategy.
6.7 Main control problems for the RFR operation
The control problems to be considered in RFR are:
1) Prevention of catalyst damage due to increase in maximum temperature beyond
the upper allowable temperature limit. This can happen under prolonged rich feed
concentrations.
2) Prevention of reaction extinction due to decrease in temperature below the
ignition temperature. This can happen under prolonged lean feed concentrations.
6.8 Feasible operational approaches
6.8.1 Under rich feed conditions
Some feasible operational approaches for the rich feed problem are:
1) bypassing the feed to the mid-section of the reactor;
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Table 6.1
Maximum temperature predicted by the reduced and detailed models
for varying inlet methane concentration (at 30th second in the forward
direction).
Varying Conc.
(mol%)
Detailed Model
(Max. Temp (K))
Reduced Model
(Max. Temp (K))
1. 0.5 1027.5 1026.1
2. 0.75 1029.6 1028.6
3. 1 1031.7 1031.3
4. 1.25 1033.8 1034.4
5. 1.5 1035.9 1038.5
6. 1.75 1038.2 1051.3
7. 2 1040.4 1067.7
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2) removing some amount of heat from the mid-section of the reactor;
3) removing some amount of product stream from the mid-section of the reactor;
4) introducing cold gas at the mid-section of the reactor;
5) diluting the feed with air or inert gas.
Apart from operating the reactor at an autothermal state, extracting some amount
of energy in a continuous manner is of major interest in this work. This heat could
be harnessed for other purposes. Among the control measures stated, the first and
fourth options give no opportunity for extracting heat energy. The second and third
options of removing heat or mass from the reactor, respectively, have an advantage of
collecting useful energy from the system. In this study, removing heat alone (option
2) with an efficient heat exchange unit has been considered.
6.8.2 Under lean feed conditions
The following measures can be employed when the feed is lean in methane:
1) heat the reactor sections with an external heat supply;
2) increase the reactant concentration by the addition of a methane rich stream
into the inlet stream. Alternately, fuel can be added.
Again, as both autothermal operation and extracting useful energy are the main
objectives of this study, the second option of adding additional fuel into the system
has been considered. It is also assumed that adding fuel to the inlet stream is a more
cost effective solution for sustaining the reactor operation as compared to heating the
reactors with an external heating unit.
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6.9 Repetitive Model Predictive Control
6.9.1 Introduction
The RMPC formulation has been done considering the two control problems specified
above. The maximum reactor temperature that can be tolerated without damaging
the catalyst is assumed to be 1200 K. It is seen that almost complete reaction takes
place at 1000 K, generating maximum possible heat. In order to continue autother-
mal operation, more amount of reaction heat has to be produced. Thus, the minimum
temperature for the reactor to continue autothermal operation is assumed to be 1000
K. If the temperature is maintained between the minimum and maximum temper-
ature limits (i.e., 1000 K and 1200 K, respectively), methane conversion will be in
excess of 90%. The control of temperature within the specified range ensures that the
exit concentration is below the acceptable limit. Thus, the complexity of including
one more controlled variable (the exit concentration) can be avoided. Thus main-
taining the reactor temperature between 1000 and 1200 K is the control objective
considered here. The reduced order model described previously is employed in the
control calculations while the detailed two-dimensional heterogeneous model is em-
ployed as the plant. The multiphysics software COMSOL is used for reactor modeling
and MATLAB (Harman et al., 2000) is used for implementing the proposed control
strategy.
6.9.2 Preferred manipulated variables
Under very rich feed conditions, the manipulation of heat removal from the reactor
is not sufficient for achieving the specified control objectives. This is evident from
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Fig. 6.2. Effect of heat removal on maximum temperature and the
amount of heat that can be removed from the reactor (inlet conc. -
1 mol%, velocity - 0.2 m/s, no dilution, only heat removal from the
mid-section; as discussed in chapter 4).
the results shown in Figure 6.2. The maximum amount of heat that can be extracted
from the system is based on the inlet concentration, flow velocity, flow reversal time
and the initial temperature profile (Balaji and Lakshminarayanan, 2005). Therefore,
diluting the feed with air is considered as another manipulated variable (in addition
to heat removal) during rich feed conditions. It was found that the maximum tem-
perature is a weak function of velocity (see Figure 6.3). Although the velocity is
increased (i.e., from 0.1 m/s to 0.3 m/s), the increase in temperature is small (e.g.,
from 1060 K to 1100 K) under the tested conditions.
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Fig. 6.3. Effect of inlet velocity and inlet concentration on the maxi-
mum temperature of the reactor.
Alternatively, when the velocity is kept constant and the concentration is increased
(from 1 mol% to 3 mol%), the temperature rise is comparatively high (1070 to 1310
K) as shown in Figure 6.3. Therefore, the maximum temperature is more strongly
influenced by inlet concentration than by inlet velocity. Thus, decreasing the inlet
concentration by the addition of an inert gas will be more beneficial than decreasing
the inlet velocity through bypassing the stream to the reactor center. Hence, in this
study, addition of air is considered as manipulated variable rather than the fraction
of stream bypassed.
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Table 6.2
RMPC formulation.
High concentration
conditions
Low concentration
conditions
Manipulated variable Dilution (α) Fuel addition term (β mol%)
Allowable Temperature T (1200 K) T (1000 K)
Objective function Minimize (Tmax − T )2 Minimize (Tmax − T )2
Under lean feed conditions, the inlet reactant concentration can be increased to ensure
sustained operation of the system. Therefore, addition of additional reactant/fuel into
the inlet stream would be the manipulated variable. In both cases, the controlled
variable is the maximum temperature. Inlet concentration and velocity are taken as
disturbance variables. The flow switching time is not fixed at any constant value in
this study. The flow is switched based on the movement of the hot zone inside the
reactor (Balaji and Lakshminarayanan, 2005).
6.9.3 RMPC formulation
The basis of the RMPC formulation is given in Table 6.2. To implement the above for-
mulation, the dilution term (α) and the fuel addition term (β) should be incorporated
suitably into the model equations.
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Fig. 6.4. Reduced order model with dilution.
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The schematic representation of the reactor with dilution is shown in Figure 6.4.
From the figure, the change in velocity and concentration expressions can be deduced
as:
V = (1 + α)VF (6.15)
c =
cF
(1 + α)
(6.16)
Thus, in the case of dilution, the manipulated variable ‘α’ is incorporated into the
model equations just by changing the inlet conditions. The modified conditions are
At z = 0, cM=
cM0
1+α
(6.17)
The velocity expression is changed as V = (1 + α)VF , where VF is the inlet velocity
(before dilution) and V is the resultant velocity (after dilution). In the case of fuel
addition, pure fuel is assumed to be added into the system. Hence, an extra term
‘β’ can directly be added to the inlet conditions. It is assumed that the change in
velocity due to the addition of small amount of fuel into the inlet stream is negligible.
Therefore, considering both dilution and fuel addition, equation (6.17) is modified as
At z = 0, cM=
cM0
1+α
+ β (6.18)
The above expressions are included in the COMSOL model. During rich feed condi-
tions (>1 mol%), the value of ‘α’ is optimized to reduce the maximum temperature
below the allowable limit and during lean feed conditions (<0.5 mol%), the value of
‘β’ is optimized to maintain the maximum temperature above the ignition temper-
ature range. In other words, the smallest values of dilution rate (α) and the rate
of methane addition (β) under various operating conditions are to be calculated to
maintain the maximum temperature within the allowable limit. Based on the sensor
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measurements (inlet concentration and maximum temperature), the algorithm is pro-
grammed to choose either α or β to control the reactor temperature. In other words,
when the inlet concentration is low and the maximum temperature is close to the al-
lowable minimum temperature (i.e., 1000 K), then fuel addition (β) is considered as
the manipulated variable. On the other hand, if the inlet concentration is high and
the maximum temperature is around the allowable maximum temperature (i.e., 1200
K), then feed dilution (α) is chosen as the manipulated variable. When the maximum
predicted temperature is within the specified range, the optimal value for fuel addi-
tion and feed dilution is zero and the extracted heat from mid-section of the reactor
will serve as the manipulated variable. Hence, based on the operating conditions, the
manipulated variables will be chosen.
6.9.4 Periodic errors and periodic disturbances
As already pointed out, the model prediction errors and the effect of disturbances
on the plant output tend to repeat from period to period for systems like RFR. The
notion of repetitive control has to be implemented in a suitable way into the predictive
control strategy (Lee et al., 2001). The interesting aspect of the Reverse Flow Reactor
is the periodic switching of the flow. When the switching time is not fixed and is
varied based on the velocity and the movement of the hot zone, the assumption of
constant periodic errors is not valid. In other words, when the switching time is
not constant, the periodic error is also not constant. Simulations confirm that the
maximum temperature (controlled variable) and the exit concentration are highly
dependent on the initial temperature profile (state variables). Hence, updating the
model using the errors found in the controlled variable only is of less use. The state
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variables need to be updated. By updating the state variables, the error observed in
each cycle is eliminated and the model prediction becomes more accurate. Therefore,
the state variables are updated once in every period.
6.9.5 Discrete time state space representation of the model
For simplicity, the control strategy is explained next by representing the given process
as a nonlinear discrete-time state space model:
xk (t+ 1) = f (xk (t) , uk (t)) (6.19)
yk (t) = g (xk (t) , uk (t)) (6.20)
where x is the state vector at sample time t, u is the vector of inputs, y is the vec-
tor of the predicted outputs, k is the run index and f, g are the nonlinear functions.
The optimization algorithm is devised to calculate the input moves over the con-
trol horizon (m) to minimize the error function. The error function is typically the
difference between the controlled variable predicted by the model and the desired set-
points over the prediction horizon (p). In this study, there is no specific set point for
the controlled variable. The controlled variable (Tmax) has to be maintained within
the specified range. Hence, instead of a constant setpoint value, a range has to be
set. This can be done easily by calculating the error function based on the operating
condition (Table 6.2). That is, based on the inlet concentration and the prevailing
maximum temperature, the set point will be either the allowable maximum temper-
ature or the allowable minimum temperature.
In order to represent periodic nature of the system, the values of the state vari-
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ables at the beginning of the next run is equated to the state variables at the end of
the previous run. That is,
xk+1 (0) = xk (tend) (6.21)
The objective function can be represented as:
Minϕ
α/β
=
p∑
i=1
[e (i)]2 (6.22)
where e(i) is the absolute value of the error predicted for the ith time step. e(i) is
defined as
e(i) = |r(i)− y(i)| (6.23)
α is the dilution rate and β is the rate of methane added. r(i) is the vector of desired
trajectory. The heat removal strategy is directly included in the model equation (as
described in Chapter 4). The heat extraction term is multiplied with a parameter
which is ‘zero’ at low feed conditions and ‘one’ at rich feed conditions. This parameter
ensures that the heat extraction mechanism is employed when excess heat is produced
due to rich feed conditions.
The model error can be denoted mathematically as
em(i) = ym(i)− yp(i) (6.24)
where ym(i) and yp(i) are the current measurement and the current predicted value
of the output, respectively. The predicted output is updated simultaneously with the
calculated model error to account for any plant/model mismatch. This model error
is added to the model predicted outputs. That is, equation (6.20) is rewritten as
yk(t) = g(xk(t), uk(t)) + em(i) (6.25)
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Constraints on the change in input moves are implemented as
|u(i− 1)− u(i− 2)| ≤ ∆umax ∀ i = 1, ....., m (6.26)
Bounds on the input variable (i.e., manipulated variable) are represented as
ulb ≤ u ≤ uub (6.27)
where ulb and uub denote the lower limit and the upper limit of the input variables
respectively. ∆umax represents the maximum allowable change in the input move.
The practice of feeding back the error (equation 6.25) to account for any plant model
mismatch is not different from the moving horizon formulation. Although this will
suffice in eliminating the model error, for periodic systems, the error tends to repeat
from period to period as explained earlier. Thus, apart from feeding back the error
at each sampling interval, the state variables of the model are reset periodically.
Therefore, if the actual states of the system are represented as x˜k, at the beginning
of each period, equation (6.21) is modified as
xk+1 (0) = x˜k (tend) (6.28)
In this study, x˜k is extracted periodically from the detailed two-dimensional hetero-
geneous model (plant) and used to update the states of the reduced order model.
Therefore, the model equations (6.19) and (6.20) can be expressed as follows at the
beginning of each period.
xk+1|t→0 = f
(
x˜k|t→tend , uk (t)
)
(6.29)
yk|t→0 = g
(
x˜k|t→tend , uk (t)
)
(6.30)
The assumption made in this work is that all the states of the system can be ob-
tained either by measurement or by interpolation. The assumption is quite valid as
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the variables of a system can be measured or calculated to required accuracy using
the advanced measurement devices and/or accurate inferential relationships. An ob-
server (Edouard et al., 2004b) can be used to determine the temperature along the
reactor when the states are not easily measurable. However, in the present work, tem-
perature measurements are available from several locations in the reactor (location of
thermocouples can be seen in Figure 2.3). The thermocouple measurements can be
interpolated for resetting the state variables in the model used for control strategy.
The development of an observer based control strategy is not considered in this work.
Thus, the states of the model are reset periodically from the actual plant data. By
doing so, the model begins to represent the plant accurately at the beginning of each
period although the plant-model mismatch may start integrating the model error be-
fore the next period is reached. Thus, the error due to the periodic nature of the
system can be eliminated by periodically resetting the state variables of the model.
The increase in model error within each period is kept within limits by feeding back
the error at each sampling instant. Repeating the same type of action (resetting the
model at regular intervals) to attain the desired control objective is called repetitive
control (Arimoto et al., 1984; Gupta, 2004). Also, as a nonlinear reduced model is
used to predict the controlled variable and estimate the optimal manipulated variable
action for achieving the desired control objectives along with the repetitive action,
this work falls in the category of Repetitive Nonlinear Model Predictive Control.
6.10 Results and Discussions
To start with, the controller is tested with a step change in inlet concentration and
inlet velocity. The inlet concentration is maintained at 0.5 mol% and the inlet ve-
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locity at 0.2 m/s. The maximum allowable temperature (T) for a reactor system is
highly dependent on the type of catalyst used. Initially, to test the controller under
moderate operating conditions, a catalyst type which can tolerate a maximum tem-
perature of 1100 K is assumed. Normally under moderate level operating conditions,
the temperature of the reactor fluctuates between 1100 and 1150 K for the reactor
system chosen for this work. As moderate level operating conditions are considered,
the maximum temperature will not exceed 1200 K. Hence, the maximum allowable
temperature T is assumed to be 1100 K for testing the controller. On the other hand,
for dynamic conditions, the more practical and reasonable value of T (1200 K) will
be assumed for testing the control strategy. The maximum temperatures attained in
the three cases (without control, with MPC, with RMPC) are shown in Figure 6.5.
From the results obtained, it can be seen that without the controller, the maximum
temperature increases beyond the allowable temperature. With a simple MPC imple-
menting error correction in the controlled variable only, the maximum temperature
is slightly above the permissible limit in each cycle. Hence, the control performance
is not adequate and should be improved upon. On the other hand, when the Model
Predictive Control with periodic state update (RMPC) is considered, there are very
few instances where Tmax exceeds the maximum temperature allowed. This is be-
cause the inaccuracies due to periodic errors are eliminated (or minimized).
From Figure 6.5, it is clearly seen that the maximum temperature in the reactor
fluctuates continuously even though the inlet velocity and inlet concentration are
maintained constant. This interesting characteristic is due to the periodic switching
of the flow on either side of the reactor. Results obtained from the detailed dynamic
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Fig. 6.5. Maximum temperature attained in the reactor without con-
trol, with MPC and with RMPC (inlet conc.: 0.5 mol%, velocity: 0.2
m/s).
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model of the RFR show that most of the reaction takes place in the catalyst section
through which the reactants enter. Hence when the flow is from left to right, the hot
spot appears in the catalyst section located at the left end of the reactor. Similarly
when the flow is from right to left, the temperature in the catalyst section located at
the right end of the reactor increases considerably faster and results in hot spot for-
mation. Therefore, as the flow is switched between left and right ends of the reactor,
the maximum temperature also switches between the respective reactor sections. For
example, let us assume the reactor sections at the left and right end of the reactor are
labeled as ‘A’ and ‘B’ respectively. When the flow direction is from left to right, the
temperature in ‘A’ increases. After the flow direction is switched, the temperature in
‘B’ increases; however, at the time of flow reversal, the temperature in ‘A’ is greater
than that in ‘B’. Subsequently, the temperature in ‘A’ decreases gradually and yet
the temperature of A is still greater than that in ‘B’. The decrease in the overall max-
imum temperature persists till the temperature in both ‘A’ and ‘B’ are equal. After
that, the temperature in ‘A’ still decreases and the temperature in ‘B’ increases and
as a result the overall maximum temperature also increases. Thus, oscillations are
seen in the maximum temperature plot (Figure 6.5) even though the inlet conditions
are maintained constant. Because of this, a significant oscillation may occur in the
manipulated variables also.
The Reverse Flow Reactor should be controlled such that the maximum tempera-
ture is always maintained between the minimum and maximum threshold temper-
ature limits. The performance of the proposed controller is verified by testing the
system with high and low values of the reactant concentration and flow rate. Ini-
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tially, the controller is tested with significant disturbances introduced into the system
as shown in Figure 6.6 (inlet concentration and inlet velocity disturbances). The in-
let concentration and velocity are varied between high and low values. The maximum
tolerable temperature is assumed to be 1200 K. The maximum temperatures attained
with MPC, RMPC and without control are shown in Figure 6.7. From the result ob-
tained, it is clearly seen that using control (MPC/RMPC) the maximum temperature
can be maintained within the specified limit. The profiles show that the maximum
temperature is reduced to a greater extent when MPC is used. This is because of
the overestimation of the controlled variable in the reduced model. As the maximum
temperature is overestimated in the model, more control action (i.e., more dilution)
is performed and hence the resulting temperature is decreased to a greater extent.
On the other hand, in RMPC as the error is neutralized periodically, the drawback of
more control action seen in MPC strategy is prevented and the controlled variable is
maintained just near the threshold value (1200 K). Hence the RMPC control strategy
performs well when compared with MPC. Moreover, the plot of exit concentration
(Figure 6.8) for the specified operating conditions confirms that the methane conver-
sion is more than 90% and hence the average exit concentration can be maintained
below the permissible limit. The dilution plot and the amount of heat removed from
the system are plotted in Figure 6.9. It can be clearly seen that the dilution rate sat-
urates, whenever the inlet concentration is very high (i.e., >1 mol%); however, this
condition is of less importance because, in practice, the maximum reactant concen-
tration to be treated will always be less than 1 mol%. The saturation noted in the
dilution is because of the fact that the reactor has been put to a very severe test. In
such extreme or abnormal cases, other strategies such as mass extraction from the
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Fig. 6.6. Inlet concentration and inlet velocity profiles for testing the
controller under rich feed conditions.
reactor mid-section have to be augmented and tested.
The controller is now investigated for low reactant concentration conditions. The inlet
concentration is assumed to vary around very low concentrations (below 0.3 mol%),
along with flow velocities varying between high and low values (0.1 to 0.3 m/s) as
shown in Figure 6.10. The system is now tested for low concentration feed conditions
after a period of high concentration feed conditions (tested earlier). Hence the initial
bed temperature is around 1170 K which is evident from Figures 6.7 and 6.12. As the
inlet concentration is considerably low, less heat is produced and hence the temper-
ature along the reactor starts decreasing (Figure 6.12). Although the temperature is
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Fig. 6.7. Maximum temperature attained in the reactor under rich
feed conditions with MPC, RMPC and without control action.
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Fig. 6.8. Exit methane concentration of the reactor for the operating
conditions specified.
206
Fig. 6.9. Plot of the manipulated variable (dilution rate (α)) to main-
tain the temperature below the allowable limit and the amount of
heat removed from the reactor for the operating conditions specified.
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decreasing no extra reactant is added into the feed stream (Figure 6.11). This is be-
cause of the constraints used in the algorithm. The minimum threshold temperature
for the reactor is set at 1000 K. Therefore, until the maximum temperature reaches
the threshold limit no control action will be taken. When the maximum temperature
starts decreasing below 1000 K, the optimum amount of reactant to be added to the
inlet stream is calculated in the RMPC calculations and mixed to the feed stream.
From Figures 6.10 and 6.11, it is seen that as the inlet concentration increases grad-
ually, the addition rate (β) decreases accordingly.
From Figure 6.12, it is clearly seen that the controller performs satisfactorily as
the maximum temperature is maintained above the threshold temperature (1000 K)
under very lean feed conditions. In this case also, the performance of RMPC is ap-
preciable when compared with that of MPC. The maximum temperature falls below
the threshold temperature (1000 K) when MPC is used. This is again due to the
plant model mismatch and the periodic errors that are not accounted in the control
strategy. The dashed line shows that the temperature would have decreased to a
greater extent without any control action. The maximum temperature in the reactor
without control decreases further, until the feed concentration is increased to around
0.45 mol%. From the results obtained, it is clearly seen that the performance of the
proposed control strategy (RMPC) in controlling the reactor temperature within the
specified range of temperatures is good. The proposed manipulated variables are also
workable. For periodic systems such as RFR, the RMPC strategy outlined in this
work provides an excellent performance.
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Fig. 6.10. Inlet concentration and inlet velocity profile for testing the
controller under lean feed conditions.
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Fig. 6.11. Amount of reactant (methane) added to the feed stream to
maintain the temperature above the permissible limit.
210
Fig. 6.12. Maximum temperature attained in the reactor under lean
feed conditions with and without control action.
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6.11 Conclusions
A Repetitive Model Predictive Control strategy which considers the periodic nature
of the reverse flow reactor has been implemented and tested for the application of
methane combustion. A one-dimensional pseudo-homogeneous nonlinear model ex-
tracted from the detailed two-dimensional heterogeneous nonlinear model has been
used for the RMPC scheme employed in this study. The complex two-dimensional
heterogeneous nonlinear model serves as the ‘plant’ on which the RMPC strategy
constructed with the reduced model is tested. Diluting the feed along with heat ex-
traction from the mid-section of the reactor under rich feed conditions and addition
of reactants under poor feed conditions are manipulated to maintain the maximum
temperature of the reactor within the specified range. The work highlights the im-
portance of the concept of repetitive control for periodic systems like RFR. From
the results obtained, it can be seen that the RMPC strategy employed in RFR con-
trol performs well when compared with that of the MPC strategy even though the
same model is utilized. It can also be seen that the maximum temperature is con-
trolled satisfactorily with the chosen manipulated variables. One of the manipulated
variables, the dilution rate becomes inadequate under abnormal feed conditions (e.g.,
inlet concentration >1 mol%). Hence under such circumstances, the control strategy
should be augmented with other manipulated variables such as withdrawing a part of
the hot gas from the center of the reactor and/or adding cold gas to the feed stream
(Nieken et al., 1994a).
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7. CONTRIBUTIONS AND FUTURE WORKS
7.1 Summary of contributions
Global warming potential can be reduced significantly by combusting methane to car-
bon dioxide. As autothermal reactors are the most attractive alternative for industrial
waste treatment, they are preferred for the oxidation of fugitive methane emissions.
In this thesis, the operational and control features of such autothermal reactors have
been explored.
• An exhaustive literature review on the types, applications, merits and demer-
its of the reverse flow reactor has been presented in Chapter 1. The system has been
modeled and simulated using finite elements method. Details of a typical experi-
mental RFR and the mathematical model employed in this study were elucidated in
Chapter 2.
• Before proceeding into the numerical or computational analysis of the system,
an extensive theoretical study has been carried out and explained in Chapter 3. A
theoretical analysis of the model was carried out using a scaling analysis technique.
The importance of various phenomena in the process and the ways of obtaining a
reduced order model has been explicated based on the scaling concept. The same
analysis has also been used to study the sensitivity of various physical and operating
parameters on the reactor sustainability and to derive useful analytical expressions
to be used for purposes such as model based control or reduced order modeling.
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• Using numerical simulations, the behavior of the system for various operating
conditions has been examined. The mathematical model has been utilized to con-
trol the maximum temperature of the reactor by implementing a simple logic based
controller. Apart from using the autothermal reactors for cost effective operations, a
more economical way of extracting maximum possible amount of heat from the sys-
tem to be used for other purposes has been explored. It has been shown in Chapter 4
that under favorable conditions, autothermal reactor can serve as a heat source also.
This concept of finding benefits from waste will be a more attractive option from in-
dustrial view point.
• The various autothermal reactors used for combusting fugitive emissions have
been examined and the advantages and disadvantages of these reactors under various
operating conditions was shown in Chapter 5. A comparison of the most attractive
reactors (RFR and MPSR) for methane combustion has also been carried out. It
has been shown that the RFR is efficient for lean feed conditions while the MPSR
is appropriate for rich feed conditions. Based on the results obtained, a new reactor
configuration which can be operated more efficiently over a broad range of operating
conditions has been proposed. The proposed configuration is shown to work satisfac-
torily under drastically varying operating conditions.
• Based on the knowledge attained from the theoretical analysis in Chapter 3,
the complexity of the model was reduced. A pseudo-homogeneous one dimensional
model has been extracted and tested for accuracy. The reduced model was used
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to implement advanced control strategies for the reverse flow reactor. Considering
the periodic nature of the system, a novel control strategy that combines basic con-
cepts of Iterative Learning Control, Repetitive Control and Model Predictive Control
(called Repetitive Model Predictive Control) has been proposed and verified via sim-
ulations (Chapter 6). The control algorithm controls the maximum temperature and
the exit concentration for both lean and rich feed conditions. Possible amount of heat
that can be removed from the system, diluting the feed and adding more reactants
into the feed are appropriately manipulated by the control algorithm to achieve the
objectives. In general, new manipulated variables (dilution, fuel addition and heat
extraction) have been introduced and shown to be cost efficient along with the con-
trol concept.
Overall, this work has provided numerous insights into the modeling and control
of periodic reactor systems such as the RFR and MPSR for treating fugitive methane
emissions.
7.2 Future works
7.2.1 Learning control strategy for Reverse Flow Reactors
For periodic systems, Repetitive Model Predictive Control (RMPC) which combines
the ideas of Repetitive Control (RC) and Model Predictive Control (MPC) has al-
ready been introduced in the past (Lee et al., 2001). The recommended control
strategy (RMPC) results in perfect set point tracking or disturbance rejection only
when the period length used in the control formulation and the actual period of the
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system are identical. For hybrid systems with period length highly dependent on the
operating conditions, all the states of the system are essential for estimating the in-
put variables. Furthermore, the unknown model errors persist in each period. When
systems of unknown periods are considered, the performance of RMPC will be con-
siderably reduced when compared with that of the systems of known periods. For
such systems, a control approach that has been proposed recently is Robust-RMPC
(Gupta, 2004; Gupta and Lee, 2006). This control strategy uses the idea of weighted,
multiple memory loops. It has been proved that Robust-RMPC can perform well for
small mismatches between the controller period and the process period. However,
this scenario is too unrestrictive for systems with large number of state variables.
Thus, establishing an efficient control algorithm for periodic systems with unknown
periods will be a good area of future research. A special type of control strategy
which is a combination of ILC, RC and MPC has been addressed and tested in this
work. As a continuation of this strategy, establishing a simple approach to obtain a
control algorithm for systems with unknown periods is believed to be a good future
work. An outline on the possible nature of the simple approach has been given below.
• The continuous alternate occurrence of discrete and continuous behaviour is
the most prominently faced difficulty in hybrid systems. Hence, such systems can be
divided into a number of batch systems with each batch resembling the continuous
state of the system and the beginning of each batch resembling the discrete state of
the system. Therefore, by implementing ILC, the control problem will be to control
a number of batches with varying initial conditions. That is, we will have batch pro-
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cesses with nonuniform reset values.
• Next, the control problem due to periodic uncertainty must be addressed. Hav-
ing conceptualized the periodic system as a number of batch systems, periodic uncer-
tainty can be defined as batch processes with nonuniform run lengths.
• Finally, the dynamic error persisting from batch to batch must be dealt with.
The error in the previous batch is stored and based on this stored error, the value of
the manipulated variables for the current batch is determined. However, as the period
length is unknown, the error evaluated in the previous batch may not be the same for
the current batch. For this purpose, the error correction used in MPC strategy can
be used (the current error is assumed to be constant throughout the prediction hori-
zon). Thus, there will be two error corrections in the new strategy. One is the error
obtained from the previous batch and the other is the error correction that prevails
in the current batch.
• The states of the model used for prediction must be reset periodically (RC).
When the state variables are easily measurable as in the present study (temperature
along the reactor) then the proposed approach can be employed. On the other hand,
when the state variables are not measurable with ease, then an observer to determine
the system behaviour will be a good option.
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Problem formulation
The above mentioned approach is explained mathematically for better understanding.
If the system under consideration can be represented as
xk (t+ 1) = A (t)xk (t) +B (t) uk (t)
yk (t) = C (t)xk (t) +D (t)uk (t) + ek (t)


(7.1)
where ‘x’ denotes the state variables of the system, ‘y’ represents the controlled vari-
able of the system and ‘u’ is the manipulated variable. ‘e’ is the total error in the
system (unknown and run-variant model prediction error as discussed in the follow-
ing sections). ‘t’ represents the time period for one complete cycle and ‘k’ represents
the run index.
The system model is similar to the model one would write for a batch system. To
represent the periodic system as a combination of both continuous and discrete sys-
tems, the initial values of the state variables of the batch system are reset at the end
of each run.
xk+1 (0) = x˜k(tend) (7.2)
where x˜ is the actual value of the state variables taken from the plant data. The
above expression represents the discrete nature of the hybrid system. The total error
represented as ek(t) includes the error based on the previous period and the error
that prevails during the current period. Thus,
ek+1 (t) = δpk (t) + δck (t) (7.3)
where ek+1 denotes the error in the (k + 1)
th run, δpk denotes the periodic error in
the previous run, (i.e., kth run) and δck denotes the error persisting in the current
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(kth) run. The major error due to the periodicity is included in δpk and the minor
error due to the uncertainty in the period length is included in δck. Thus, the total
error is calculated based on the periodic nature of the system as well as the periodic
uncertainty.
7.2.2 Robust control for periodic systems
Advanced control of periodic systems is currently a hot area of research. Having
understood the issues in controlling periodic systems and the performance of the
proposed control methodology, the thesis provides a good starting point for developing
robust control methodologies. The complex nature of the model and the operational
complexities form formidable academic challenges in synthesizing a robust control for
these systems. Some solutions to minimize such hurdles have been covered in this
thesis. The procedures explained in Chapter 3 to reduce the complexity of the model
through scaling analysis, the control ideas proposed in Chapter 6 and the learning
control procedure given in Section 7.2.1 can be utilized to formulate robust control
strategies for periodic systems.
7.2.3 Alternate heat and mass extraction for better control performance
In section 6.10, it has been shown that when dilution is considered as the manipulated
variable along with the heat extraction strategy, at extremely rich feed conditions,
the dilution valve saturates. Under such extreme conditions, removing a definite
amount of mass from the center of the reactor can be implemented. Mass extraction
not only removes a significant amount of heat from the reactor, but also moves the
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temperature peak towards the center of the reactor (Nieken et al., 1994a). However,
as mass extraction is a strong function of the maximum temperature, at lean feed
conditions, it is sufficient to remove a small amount of mass. Keeping in mind, the
benefits of extracting heat from the system (to be used for other purposes), heat
extraction is favored when the feed has lean or moderate level concentration. When
extremely high concentration conditions are encountered, then the mass extraction
strategy can be augmented. Thus, based on the nature of the feed condition, either
heat extraction and/or mass extraction has to be carried out. A suitable control
algorithm for the selection of the manipulated variable based on the prevailing feed
conditions will be more advantageous and can be pursued.
7.2.4 Micro Reverse Flow Reactors
In recent years, Micro Electro Mechanical Systems (MEMS) have attained major im-
portance. Due to the advancement of this technology, creating microsystems with
complex geometries, flow patterns, etc., have become simpler. The microreactor
technology has several advantages such as increased heat and mass transfer rates,
possibility of performing reactions under more aggressive or abnormal conditions, al-
lowing new reaction pathways and integration of sensors and actuators. However,
much research has been done at steady state operation of these reactors. Recently,
the application of forced unsteady state operations in microsystems has been stressed
(Kikas et al., 2003; Brandner et al., 2004). Thus, combining the advantages of forced
unsteady state operations and more heat production (greater than the adiabatic tem-
perature rise) etc., with the advantages of microsystems such as high heat and mass
transfer rates, lower thermal inertia and faster response times must be a logical choice.
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Studies on micro reverse flow reactors can be carried out. Miniaturizing the periodic
systems used for waste treatment will be more advantageous for implementing the
autothermal concepts in automobile exhaust treatment and other similar applications.
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A. Appendix: Reactor properties
The algebraic expressions for various system parameters used to model the reverse
flow reactor are summarized as follows. Only symbolic representation has been given
in this section. The physical meaning of each symbol can be obtained from the section
‘List of Symbols’.
Diffusion Coefficients
Dr =
DHu
ε(Per)m
Packed bed section
Dr = 0 Monolith section
Dr = 100 ∗ DAB Open sections
Dz =
DHu
ε(Pez)m
Packed bed section
Dz =
(
DAB +
u2D2
H
192ε2DAB
)
Monolith section
Dz = 10 ∗ DAB Open section
Per =
(
0.1 + 0.66ε
ReSc
)
−1
Pez =
(
0.73ε
ReSc
+ 0.5
1+(9.7ε/ReSc)
)
−1
Re = uDcρg
µ
Sc = µ
ρgDAB
DAB = 9.86 ∗ 10−10T 1.75g
Physical properties
DH = DR Open section
DH = 0.00216m Monolith section
DH =
DR
(3DR/2Dc)(1−ε)+1
Packed bed section
DR = 0.2m
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Dc = 0.0075m
ε = 0.51 Packed bed section
ε = 0.75 Monolith section
Lc = 0.00125m
τ = 2
Transfer coefficients
ap =
6
Dc
Packed bed section
km =
DAB
Dc
(
2 + 1.1Sc1/3Re0.6
)
Packed bed section
km = 0 Monolith and open section
Reaction kinetics
(−R) = kRcoM
η = tanh(φ)
φ
φ = Lc
√
kR
Deff
Deff =
DKε
τ
DK = 97rp
√
Tc
M
kR = 1.35 ∗ 105e−
6543
Tc
Fluid properties
ρg =
M¯P
RgTg
µ = 7.701 ∗ 10−6 + 4.166 ∗ 10−8Tg − 7.531 ∗ 10−12T 2g
Rg = 8.314Jmol−1K−1
Cg =
P
RgTg
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M = 16.04
rp = 5 ∗ 10−9m
M¯ = 1
Cg


16.04cM + 32 (0.2095− 2.2095cM0 + 2cM) + 28.01 ∗ 0.7808 (1− cM0 + 18.02)
2 (cM0 − cM) + 44.01 (cM0 − cM)


Diffusion coefficients(fluid)
krg =
uDcρgCpg
ε(Per)h
Packed bed section
krg = 0 Monolith section
krg = 100 kg Open section
kzg =
uDcρgCpg
ε(Pez)h
Packed bed section
kzg =
ρgCpg
ε
(
α + (uDH)
2
192ε2α
)
Monolith section
kzg = 10 kg Open section
(Per)h =
(
0.1 + 0.66ε
RePr
)
−1
(Per)h =
(
0.73ε
RePr
+ 0.5
1+(9.7ε/Re/Pr)
)
−1
Re = uDcρg
µ
Pr = Cpgµ
kg
kg = 0.01679 + 5.073 ∗ 10−5Tg
α = kg
ρgCpg
Diffusion coefficients(catalyst)
krc =
2kg(1−ε)
0.5
ε−(kg/kc)Bε
(
1−(kg/kc)B
1−B(k−F/kc)
2 ln
(
kc
Bkg
)
− B+1
2
− B−1
1−(kg/kc)B
)
Packed bed section
kzc = krc Packed bed section
krc =
kcG
ε
Monolith section
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kzc =
kc(1−ε)
ε
Monolith section
B = 1.2
(
1−ε
ε
)1/0.9
G = 0.2
Transfer coefficients
h = kg
Dc
(
2 + 1.1Pr1/3 Re0.6
)
Packed bed section
h = kg
DH
(
2.977
(
1 + 3.6
√
Gze−
50
Gz
))
Monolith section
h =∞ Open section
Gz = DH
z
RePr
he = 3Wm
−2K−1
Catalyst properties
Cpc = 1020 Jkg
−1K−1 Monolith section
Cpc = 1020 Jkg
−1K−1 Packed bed section
Cpc = 460 Jkg
−1K−1 Reactor wall
Cpc = 1340 Jkg
−1K−1 Insulation wall
kc = 1.46Wm
−1K−1 Monolith section
kc = 0.5Wm
−1K−1 Packed bed section
kc = 14.3Wm
−1K−1 Reactor wall
kc = 0.144Wm
−1K−1 Insulation wall
ρc = 1683 kg/m
3 Monolith section
ρc = 1240 kg/m
3 Packed bed section
ρc = 7800 kg/m
3 Reactor wall
ρc = 128 kg/m
3 Insulation wall
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Reaction kinetics
HR = −806.9 + 1.586 ∗ 10−2Tc − 8.485 ∗ 10−6T 2c − 3.963 ∗ 10−9T 3c
+2.16 ∗ 10−12T 4c KJmol−1
Physical properties
δ = 0.00322 + 0.28m
Fluid properties
Cpg = a+ bTg + cT
2
g + dT
3
g Jmol
−1K−1
a = 1
Cg


19.86cM + (22.22 + 2 ∗ 32.19) (cMo − cM)
+25.44 ((1− 0.2095cMo)− 2 (cMo − cM)) + 28.85 (1− cMo) 0.7808


b = 1
Cg


5.016 ∗ 10−2cM + (5.9711 + 2 ∗ 0.1920) ∗ 10−2 (cMo − cM)
+1.518 ∗ 10−2 ((1− 0.2095cMo)− 2 (cMo − cM))− 0.1569 ∗ 10−2 (1− cMo) 0.7808


c = 1
Cg


1.267 ∗ 10−5cM + (−3.495 + 2 ∗ 1.054) ∗ 10−5 (cMo − cM)
−0.7144 ∗ 10−5 ((1− 0.2095cMo)− 2 (cMo − cM))− 0.8067 ∗ 10−5 (1− cMo) 0.7808


d = 1
Cg


−10.99 ∗ 10−9cM + (7.457− 2 ∗ 3.589) ∗ 10−9 (cMo − cM)
+1.310 ∗ 10−9 ((1− 0.2095cMo)− 2 (cMo − cM))− 2.868 ∗ 10−9 (1− cMo) 0.7808


The Nusselt number for heat transfer was calculated from the correlation of Groppi
and Tronconi (2000) with an assumption of square shaped channels for the monolith
sections (Table 2.2).
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B. Appendix: Scaling procedure
Scaling factors
T ∗c =
Tc − Tcr
Tcs
;T ∗g =
Tg − Tgr
Tgs
; c∗M =
cM
cMs
; c∗M =
coM
coMs
z∗ =
z
zs
; r∗ =
r
rs
; t∗ =
t
ts
h∗ =
h
hs
; (−R)∗ = (−R)
(−Rs) ; ρ
∗
g =
ρg
ρgs
;Cp∗g =
Cpg
Cpgs
; u∗ =
u
us
;H∗R =
HR
HRs
; k∗m =
km
kms
Note: For the variables that are not referenced to zero in the initial, boundary, and
auxiliary conditions, an unspecified reference factor is also included.
The scale and reference factors are substituted in the various expressions used to
calculate the system parameters.
The reaction rate expression is given by
(−R) = 1.35 ∗ 105e− 6543Tc coM
(−R)∗ (−R)s = 1.35 ∗ 105e
−
6543
T∗c Tcs+Tcr (co∗Mc
o
Ms)
(−R)∗ = coMs
1.35 ∗ 105e
−
6543
Tcs(T∗c + TcrTcs )
(−R)s
(co∗M) (B.1)
HR =
(
806.9− 1.586 ∗ 10−2Tc + 8.485 ∗ 10−6T 2c
)
∗ 1000
H∗RHRs =
(
806.9− 1.586 ∗ 10−2Tcs
(
T ∗c +
Tcr
Tcs
)
+ 8.485 ∗ 10−6T 2cs
(
T ∗c +
Tcr
Tcs
)2)
∗ 1000
H∗R =
1
HRs
(
806.9− 1.586 ∗ 10−2Tcs
(
T ∗c +
Tcr
Tcs
)
+ 8.485 ∗ 10−6T 2cs
(
T ∗c +
Tcr
Tcs
)2)
∗1000
(B.2)
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ρg =
MP
RgTg
ρ∗gρgs =
MP
Rg
(
T ∗g Tgs + Tgr
)
ρ∗g =
MP
ρgsRgTgs
(
T ∗g +
Tgr
Tgs
) (B.3)
Cpg = a+ bTg + cT
2
g + dT
3
g
Cp∗gCpgs = a+ b
(
T ∗g Tgs + Tgr
)
+ c
(
T ∗g Tgs + Tgr
)2
+ d
(
T ∗g Tgs + Tgr
)3
Cp∗g =
1
Cpgs

a+ bTgs
(
T ∗g +
Tgr
Tgs
)
+ cT 2gs
(
T ∗g +
Tgr
Tgs
)2
+ dT 3gs
(
T ∗g +
Tgr
Tgs
)3
(B.4)
u = uin
(
Tg
Tg0
)
u∗us = uin
(
T ∗g Tgs + Tgr
Tg0
)
u∗ =
uinTgs
Tg0us
(
T ∗g +
Tgr
Tgs
)
(B.5)
(−R)s = coMs ∗ 1.35 ∗ 105e−
6543
Tcs
ρgs =
MP
RgTgs
Cpgs = a+ bTgs + cT
2
gs + dT
3
gs
us =
uinTgs
Tg0
HRs =
(
806.9− 1.586 ∗ 10−2Tcs + 8.485 ∗ 10−6T 2cs
)
∗ 1000
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Catalyst Temperature:
The model equation representing the energy balance of the catalyst is
ρcCpc
∂Tc
∂t
= kc
1
r
∂
∂r
(
r
∂Tc
∂r
)
+ kc
∂
∂z
(
∂Tc
∂z
)
+ hap(Tg − Tc) +HRη (−R)
Introducing the scale factors in the above equation results in
ρcCpcTcs
ts
∂T ∗c
∂t∗
=
kcTcs
r2s
1
r∗
∂
∂r∗
(
r∗
∂T ∗c
∂r∗
)
+
kcTcs
z2s
∂
∂z∗
(
∂T ∗c
∂z∗
)
+ hsapTcsh
∗
(
T ∗g Tgs
Tcs
+
Tgr
Tcs
− T ∗c −
Tcr
Tcs
)
+H∗RHRsη (−R)∗ (−R)s
Dividing throughout by the dimensional coefficient of one term (preferably one that must be retained) in each of the describing
equations results in the following equation.
ρcCpcTcs
tsHRsη (−R)s
∂T ∗c
∂t∗
=
kcTcs
r2sηHRs (−R)s
1
r∗
∂
∂r∗
(
r∗
∂T ∗c
∂r∗
)
+
kcTcs
z2sηHRs (−R)s
∂
∂z∗
(
∂T ∗c
∂z∗
)
+
aphsTcs
ηHRs (−R)s
h∗
(
T ∗g
Tgs
Tcs
+
Tgr − Tcr
Tcs
− T ∗c
)
+H∗R (−R)∗
(B.6)
Applying similar procedure (as was done for catalyst temperature), we can arrive at the scaled form of all the governing equations.
Fluid Temperature:
ερgCpg
∂Tg
∂t
= ε
1
r
∂
∂r
(
rkg
∂Tg
∂r
)
+ ε
∂
∂z
(
kg
∂Tg
∂z
)
− uρgCpg ∂Tg
∂z
+ hap (1− ε) (Tc − Tg)
ερgsCpgsTgs
ts
ρ∗gCp
∗
g
∂T ∗g
∂t∗
=
εTgs
r2s
1
r∗
∂
∂r∗
(
r∗kg
∂T ∗g
∂r∗
)
+
εTgs
z2s
∂
∂z∗
(
kg
∂T ∗g
∂z∗
)
− usρgsCpgsTgs
zs
u∗ρ∗gCp
∗
g
∂T ∗g
∂z∗
+ (1− ε)hsapTgsh∗
(
T ∗c
Tcs
Tgs
+
Tcr
Tgs
− T ∗g −
Tgr
Tgs
)
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εzs
tsus
ρ∗gCp
∗
g
∂T ∗g
∂t∗
=
εkgzs
r2susρgsCpgs
1
r∗
∂
∂r∗
(
r∗
∂T ∗g
∂r∗
)
+
εkg
zsusρgsCpgs
∂
∂z∗
(
∂T ∗g
∂z∗
)
−u∗ρ∗gCp∗g
∂T ∗g
∂z∗
+
hsap (1− ε) zs
usρgsCpgs
h∗
(
T ∗c
Tcs
Tgs
+
Tcr − Tgr
Tgs
− T ∗g
)
(B.7)
Fluid Concentration:
ε
∂cM
∂t
= ε
1
r
∂
∂r
(
rDr
∂cM
∂r
)
+ ε
∂
∂z
(
Dz
∂cM
∂z
)
− u∂cM
∂z
− kmap (1− ε) (cM − coM)
εcMs
ts
∂c∗M
∂t∗
=
εDrcMs
r2s
1
r∗
∂
∂r∗
(
r∗
∂c∗M
∂r∗
)
+
εDzcMs
z2s
∂
∂z∗
(
∂c∗M
∂z∗
)
− uscMs
zs
u∗
∂c∗M
∂z∗
− k∗mkmsap (1− ε) cMs
(
c∗M −
co∗Mc
o
Ms
cMs
)
εzs
tsus
∂c∗M
∂t∗
=
εzsDr
usr2s
1
r∗
∂
∂r∗
(
r∗
∂c∗M
∂r∗
)
+
εDz
zsus
∂
∂z∗
(
∂c∗M
∂z∗
)
− u∗∂c
∗
M
∂z∗
− kmsap (1− ε) zs
us
k∗m
(
c∗M −
co∗Mc
o
Ms
cMs
)
(B.8)
kmap (cM − coM) = η (−R)
k∗mkmsap (c
∗
McMs − co∗McoMs) = η (−R)∗ (−R)s
kmsapcMs
η (−R)s
k∗m
(
c∗M − co∗M
coMs
cMs
)
= (−R)∗ (B.9)
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(
−Dzε∂cM
∂z
)
= u (cM0 − cM) at z = 0 0 ≤ t ≤ tf
(
−Dzε
uszs
∂c∗M
∂z∗
)
= u∗
(
cM0
cMs
− c∗M
)
at z∗ = 0 0 ≤ t∗ ≤ tf
ts
(B.10)
(
−kgε∂Tg
∂z
)
= ρguCpgTg0 − ρguCpgTg at z = 0 0 ≤ t ≤ tf
(
− kgε
ρgsusCpgszs
∂T ∗g
∂z∗
)
= ρ∗gu
∗Cp∗g
(
Tg0 − Tgr
Tgs
− T ∗g
)
at z∗ = 0 0 ≤ t∗ ≤ tf
ts
(B.11)
h = 0.017+0.000051Tg
Dc


2 + 1.1
(
((28.09+0.1965∗10−2Tg+0.4799∗10−5T 2g )∗28−1∗1000)(0.77∗10−5+0.42∗10−7Tg−0.75∗10−11T 2g )
0.017+0.000051Tg
)1/3
(
uDcMP
RgTg(0.77∗10−5+0.42∗10−7Tg−0.75∗10−11T 2g )
)3/5

 (B.12)
km =
9.86 ∗ 10−10T 1.75g
0.0075


2 + 1.1
(
7.701∗10−6+4.166∗10−8Tg−7.531∗10−12T 2g
9.86∗10−10T 1.75g
RgTg
MP
)1/3
(
uDcMP
RgTg(0.77∗10−5+0.42∗10−7Tg−0.75∗10−11T 2g )
)3/5

 (B.13)
The scaling and reference factors for different parameters considered in the model were determined based on the procedure given in
Krantz (2006).
zs= L; rs= Rc; ts= tf
hs =
0.017+0.000051Tgs
Dc

2 + 1.1
(
((28.09+0.1965∗10−2Tgs+0.4799∗10−5T 2gs)∗28−1∗1000)(0.77∗10−5+0.42∗10−7Tgs−0.75∗10−11T 2gs)
0.017+0.000051Tgs
)1/3
(
usDcMP
RgTgs(0.77∗10−5+0.42∗10−7Tgs−0.75∗10−11T 2gs)
)3/5


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kms =
9.86 ∗ 10−10T 1.75gs
0.0075


2 + 1.1
(
7.701∗10−6+4.166∗10−8Tgs−7.531∗10−12T 2gs
9.86∗10−10T 1.75gs
RgTgs
MP
)1/3
(
usDcMP
RgTgs(0.77∗10−5+0.42∗10−7Tgs−0.75∗10−11T 2gs)
)3/5


Tgr − Tcr
Tcs
= 0⇒ Tgr = Tcr
Tgs
Tcs
= 1⇒ Tgs = Tcs
cMr − coMr
cMs
= 0⇒ cMr = coMr
The reference factors for both the concentrations are naturally referenced to zero and
hence not included in calculating the corresponding scale factors.
coMs
cMs
= 1⇒ cMs = coMs
coMr = 0; cMr = 0
cM0 − cMr
cMs
= 1⇒ cMs = cM0 ⇒ coMs = cM0
Tg0 − Tgr
Tgs
= 0⇒ Tgr = Tg0 ⇒ Tcr = Tg0
Tcs and Tgs are the maximum temperature in the catalyst and gas phase respectively.
The different expressions derived in section 3.4.2 give the expression for both Tcs and
Tgs.
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